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Foreword

This curriculum guide was developed as a part of a larger project to revise the total agri-

cultural education curriculum in South Carolina. The project was designed to implement the

following changes:

provide a more comprehensive vocational offering

place a greater emphasis on behavioral objectives

place a greater emphaSii on learning activities

encourage an induCtive approach to teaching

result in the re-identifiCation of theunits.of instruction

Units of instruction for eaCh course were developed Which include behaviorally stated

objectives, suggested learning activities, a topic outline, and suggestedlesources.

Frank R. Stover, State Supervisor

Agricultural Education
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Ratonale for the Course

An innate desire to Create a pleasant environment, an afluent society, a rapidly

expanding population, and man's inherent desire to grow plants have made ornamental

horticulture a large industry in the United States. Millions of dollars are spent each

year by individuals and insthutions for ornamental plants, According to the 1969 United

States Census of ilture, the sales of horticultural specialties was nearly

1 billion dolla):

of such crops.
*

0 and approximately 98,000 people were employed in the production

In South Carolina almost every town, even very mall towni, have at least one retail

flower shop and many hve a nursery or greenhouse operation, Larger towns usually have

several flowershops, nurseries, greenhouses or golf, courses, They also have businesses

offering services in landscape design, establishment, maintenance and horticulture,

* United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census,'1969 Census of Agriculture,

part 10 - Horticultural Specialties, p. 33.



According to a recent estimate the nuMber of people employed in ornamental

**
horticulture in.the state is as follows:

Retail Florists 1,350'Persons

Turf Areas

(Golf courses, cemeteries, etc.

2,380 Persons

Nurseries and Maintenance 1,400 Persons

Greenhouse Gperations

a.

Increased mechanization and technological development in ornaMental hortiCulture

demandaettcr trained personnel to work in this area. Many schools in'South Carolina

curreritiyHOEUer.courses im ornamental horticulture.-: It is hoped that this guide will

help teachers expand and improve their effOrts in this field.

** 'Este by Er. .1. P., Fulmer, Associate Professor ofAiOrticulture &tension Service,

clegop, 0niversity, tlemson, S. C. September 6 1974.



Use of the Guide

This guide is not a textbook. It is, as' entitled,. isar_ricta. It is not designed to

provide,content, but to refer to content, It is designed to ask the prior questions - what should'

be taught and to some degree how and with what resources. The objectives are not behavioral in the

truest sense - they may be closer to goals. Hopefully they help spell out the expected outcomes

of the course, It was felt that the teachers of the course can determine the "givens" of.the objec-

tives and set their awn "performance standards" as needed for a particular class or irdividvnl,

The gearal framework of the course is problem solving. To this degree, it is a functional

approach. Hopefully, most units will be taught-inductively e. , the teacher will begin with a

practical problem or project and back up to basic pinciples. It is also hoped that most of the

learning activities will be "hands-on" type activities although the importance of vicarious learning

is recognized.

This curriculum guide vas designed for a two year course. No special sequence is recommended.

However, the order in which the guide is assembled offers one alternative. The horizontal supportive

units (except for Horticultural Mechanics) and the three functional units to the left of the curricu-

lum paradigm (p. 7) might be taught the first year. The three functional units on the right might be

taught during the second year. Horticultural Mechanics might be taught exclusively in the second

year or divided between the first_and second year,



Please note that the paradigm used is a suggested format for the state. LcIal conditions

may require the different.time allocations. For example, if there are no retail flower shops in

the community and no students expressing an interest in this area 4ks,,ounit ,light be eliminated

entirely or only selected objectives chosen.



Curriculum Framework

The designers used the'iollowing continuums to frame their thinking as they constructed these

courses. Their biases are indicated below, For example the designers felt,that at the high

school level they would prefer comprehensiveness to specificity. Therefore the dot is placed on

the side of the continuum labeled comprehensiveness.

Specificity Comprehensiveness ,
Exploratory Vocational

Process Content

Student,Needs 4 Industry Needs

Basic Principles # P,ractical Application

Local Needs National Needs

Hands-on Activities # I Abstract Activities

Inductive Deductive

d's A
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UNIT: Orientation.to Occupations.in Ornamental-Horticulture

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

. .

I. Describe in outline form the

. Ornamental Horticulore.

U. Prepare, in outline fdim i plan for integrating the FFA:

program and the course.

III Prepare in outline form a supervised practice program,

which will enrich the couise...:

IV. Plan an.oCCUpationaLWOrk.:.experienceprogram to:compl.ement

the coUrssAn 0c6UpationaJn-00aMental'Hotticulture:

Ptepare di)lanforeicOloringcareers in OcCupatiOns,:in

Ornamental'Hotticulture.'



JAM
SUB.LINIT:

Orientation to Occupations in Ornamental Horticulture

OBJECTIVES
AMMINIPM111111.

I, Describe in outline form the course in Occupations

in Ornamental Horticulture.

A. List the Ella objective(s) of each unit.

B. List the ulajor learning activity(s) to be

accomplished in each unit.

C. List the slot topic(s) o be covered in each

unit.

D. List the major resources to be used in each

unit.

II. Prepare in outline form a plan for integrating the

PFA program into t1',?. course in occupations in

ornamental hortict ure.

11,

A. List possible home or community improvement

activities involving Ornamental horticulture

which could become projects for FFA.

B. List ornamental horticulture projects suitable

as part of the BOAC program.

C. List some.,:of the possible radio or TV programs

that could.be built around ornamental horti-

culture activities.

D. List some of the team contests that are related

E. List some of the individual contests related to

the course.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Iwasposvanivalismommordimia

Assign a_committee to each of thtfilkoor units and

have them critique the unit and77$0g their re-

sults to the class with suggestir , for change.

Observe a presentation by the the( ruct,or of tiE.

course model via overhead pro.ectinf.

C.)

II. Prepare a list of propOsed projects involving

ornamental horticulture which fits the FFA program

of work.

. Enter .FFA contests related to ornamental horticul-

ture.

Prepare radio or TV programs concerning improvemen

projects related to ornamental horticulture in the

local community.

20



UNIT Orientativ to Ormipations in Ornamental Horticulture

61tOURCES

I. OcCupation .1afietql1 horticulture course

A. Object

B. Learning tAviti,,,,

C. Topics

D. Resources, ci and equipment ,

E.

II. FFA, as an intc ,of the course

A. Committee toJE -relating to ornamental

horticultl.:m

B. BOAC program, which involve ornamental

horticulture.

Contests relating to the course

Team

Individual

D. FFA summertamp

E. TV and radio F4Lam projects

1 WO

The curriculum guide.

Bender, et al, The HA andlou.



UNIT: Id.estation to "Occupatik in Oromental Horticultige

&WIT:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

III. 1r4parnin outline form a superAsedqractice

program-which will enr4.ch if mot fOrm t core

of thezourga,

A. Lis: at ^".'ast two possible aome prtduction

projects.

B. List atIeast two possible home improvement

projects related to improving thenome

landscape.

C. List at least tWo supplementary farmibbs

involving ornamental horticulture.

Di le/

IV, Plan an occupational work experience program to

complement the course in occupations in ornamental

horticulture,

A. Liat at least work stations in your

community=which vvuld provide tratning in

occupations related to the course.

B. Prepare aIrief work schedule foroccupational

work experience at one such station,

CI

V. Prepare a brief plan for exploring careers in

ornamental horticultural occupations.

'VI,

A, List at least tests which can lie used.

'to analyzelersonal strengths andimaknesses.

B. List at least criteria for evaluating

careers,

I

III. 'GItztt a home Production project related.to

mtcniaations involvingornamental horticulture. :

Pelfprm a supplemental homeAr farm job ralmed to

nctupations in ornamental borticulture,e.g."

planting ornamental trees.

Perform an improvement project related to forestry

e.g., establish a fire lang,

IV. B.,,:re plans for and/or obtain a part-time job

relAtod to occupations in ornamental horticulture-

whidraill help prepare for a future career.

Ezepate a work schedule for a chosen work station.

ViAsk for an interview with.your guidifica counselor.

'to discuss your strengths and weaknesses.

Is a class proigct, try to set up a list:of guide-"

lines for evaluating careers as each career area

is ekplorediduring: the course,
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UNIT:

UNIT:

Orientation to OccupeionF, .in Ornamen=4, Horticulture

TOPICS RESOURCES

III. Integratioutt the supervised-practice program

into the course._

A,. ',Productive projects

B. Home improvement pro*ts

C. Eqp1ementary farm jrobs

IV. Occupational work experi,,mce, forestry.

A. Locating work experience:stations

B. Job schedules

C. I I I

V. Career explorations

A. Person' assessmemt

des

.arti.tud

JAM . 5iEls
getRx-1. competencies

B. Critsda for ..-kzeer -zahation

C1.1.440

1. 13

III. Miller. Supervised Practice in Vocational

Aviculture. .

IV. Binkley. -:Eacnerience Prosranla/Leal

Miler, IduationforAricattpatans.

Hoover, LlandtokoariciaturalOssmati_z_ls.

V. HOover.

Chapter 11.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Orientation to Occupations in Ornamental Horticulture

SLIBUNIT: 'Exploring Careers

BOOKS

Bender, Ralph E.; Clark, Raymond and Taylor,

Robert E. The FFA and You.-Danville, ILL:

Ihe'Interstate Printers and' Publishers, Inc.

1962.

Hinkley, Harold and Hammonds, Carsie. Experience

Danville, ILL: .Tha Interstate Printers and

Publishers, Inc., 1970.

Byram, Harold M. Guidance in Aaricultural Edu-

cation, Danville, ILL: TheInterstate Printers

and Publishers, Inc,

TU:ler, Gerald R. Education for Aaricultural Occu-

pations. Danville, ILL: The Interstate Printers

and Publishers, Inc.

Borver, Norman K. Handbook,ofigricultural Occu-

pations. Danville, ILL: The Interstate Printers

and Publishers, Inc., 2nd edition, 1969.

Miller, Texton R. Supervised Practice in Vocationa

Agriculture. Danville, ILL: The Interstate Prin-

ters and Publishers, Inc.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

'

TRANSPAF!ENCIES

14



UNIT: _General Shop .

SUBUNIT:

OBIECTIVE(S):'The student will be able to:

I. Demoistrate the ability to perform general shop skills

/I e

*If the instructor feels that this unit is needed, it is available in aay

of the following curriculum guides:

Agricultural Mechanics

Forestry Occupations

Harvesting Pulpwood

7 Agricultural Production and Business

Management Vol. I & 11

V.



LgT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

OBJECTWE(S):' Theltudent will.be ale to: .

I. Demonstrate the ability to perform selected construction tasks.

II. Demonstrate the ability.to perform selected pluMbing tasks. .

III. Demonstrate the ability to perform selected electrical wiring

tasks.

'Iv. 1111'
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NIT:

SUB.UNIT:

Horticultural Mechanics

ConstructiOn and Maintenance Skills

OBJECTIVES
NIIMOINNOmpimmw

The student will be able to:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I, Demonstrate the ability to perform selected

construction tasks,

A. Plan and construct a typical walk or patio.

1. Calculate within t5% the amount of concrete

needed,

2. List the amount and kind of ingredient or

materials needed.

B. When given the necessary tools and materials,

construct a corner using masonry blocks, The

corner should be straight, square and plumb,

I. Select a recommended block pattern,

2. Prepare a recommended mortar.

3. Demonstrate the correct use of a plumb

line,

vormairmoir

I. Observe demonstrations of and practice performing

selected elementary constuction,

A. Observe demonstrations of and practice con-

structing a small concrete walk or patio.

. Practice calculating the amount of concrete

needed to pour a given area,

I WO

B. Observe demonstrations of and practice con-

structing a typical building corner using

masonry blocks.

1. Observe demonstrations,of and practice

preparing a mortar mix.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

using a plumb line,

44 N

2
18



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

TOPICS

.1. Pirforming selected construction tasks

A. Constructing a concrete slab

1. Calculating amount needed

2. Selecting ingredients

B, Constructing a building corner using masonry

blocks

1. Selecting the block pattern

Preparinga-mortar mix

. Using the plumb line

RESOURCES
4,~40nrwrgausavmmorsomft0.0.~N"W,..

I. Wakeman/McCoy. The Farm Shop, chapter 14.

A, Wakeman/McCoy. TILEIELER, chapter 14.

II WO

B, WakemanlMcCoy, The Farm Shop, chapter 14.



UNIT:

SUB.UNIT:

,

Horticultural Mechanics

Construction and Maintenance Skills

OBJECTIVES

ANIS"

C. Perform selected basic tasks required in

constructing a small wood frame building

1, Lay out a small building such that each-

corner is square.

2. Square a board.

3. Cut a commoa, hip or valley and jack

rafter.

Frame a typicaI.door.

5, . Frame a typicalzindow.

6,

DO lop,

C. Observe demonstrations of.and practice framing

a small wood frame building or parts of such a

building.

1. &serve dembrIstratiOns of orpractice sqdar7

ing the corners of a building.

2. Observe demonstrations of or practice squaring

a boar,I.

3. Observe demonstrationeof or practice cutting

a commix', hip or valley and jack:rafter.

4. Observe demonstrations of or practice framing

a typical door.

5. ObservaEdemonstrations of and/oHratie a.

typiciLwindow.

L.;

'Pf 4 4171r ,44{Z.A444



UNIT: Horticultural Sid. lls

SUB.UNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

Performing selected tasks used in constructing

a small wood_frame building.

Laying .out asmall building

Squaring a board

Cutting rafte's

Common

Hip or valley

Jack

Framing a door

Framing a window

410

D. 14.1

C. Wakeman/McCoy, The Farm Shoe, chapter 9.



OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II, Demonstrate the ability to perform selected

plumbing tasks.

A. Compare and contrast the major types of piping

materials, e.g., galvanized pipe, copper pipe,

plastic pipe.

B. Identify the components of a typical water

system.

C. When given the necessary tools and materials,

'menu selected tasks required in construct-

* or repairing a water line using copper

tubing.

1. When given the necessary tools, cut a

copper pipe to a specified dimension,

2 When given the necessary tools and mate-

rials, join two pieces of pipe by sold-

ering and sweating such that it does not

leak under normal operating pressures.

3. When given the necessary tools and equip-

ment, bend a typical piece of copper pipe

to a specified arc.

4

II Observe demonstrations of and practice perform-

ing selected plumbing tasks.

A. Prepare a list of advantages and disadvan-

tages of each of the major types of pipe.

B. Set up a small identification contest using

plumbing components.'

C. Observe demonstrations of and practice set-

ting up or repairing a water line using

copper pipe,

1. Observe demonstrations of and practice

cutting copper pipe.

2. Observe demonstrations of and practice

joining copper pipe by soldering and

sweating.

3, Observe demonstrations of and practice

bending copper pipe,

4,
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UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUI1UNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

TOPICS

II. Performing selected plutbing tasks II, AAVTM Plannins for: an Individual Wattlist01,

A. Selecting a type of Pipe

Galvanized iron

Copper

Plastic

I I

AAVIM.

System,.

Identifying water system components

C. Constructing or repairing water systems made

of copper piping.

B. MVIM, Plai_AnilorarLindividual Water

C. Wakeman/McCoy, The Farm Shop chapter 13

1. Cutting copper pipe Phipps, IrliechegalL jho;skage,., chapter

2. Joining copper pipe by soldering and sweat-

ing

Al!

,,*...,.,,....-.,...

3. Bending copper pipe

t=



Horticultural Mechanics

Construction and Maintenance Skills

OBJECTIVES

I

arair Notiaigemaftwer

7

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

54

D. When given the necessary tools and materials,

perform selected tasks required in con-

structing or repairing water systems made of

.galvanized iron pipe,

1. Select, adjust and safely use a hand

operated pipe cutter,

2, Select, adjust and safely use a hand

operated pipe reamer.

3. Select, adjust and safely operate a

typical hand operated pipe threader

4, Select an appropriate pipe die for

threading a selected pipe.

5, When given the necessary wrenches and

materials, join two pieces of galvanized

iron pipe using a coupling.

a. Select a recommended thread sealer

(paste)

b, Select a recommended coupling.

c.

D. Observe demonstrations of and practice

performing selected tasks required in

constructing or repairing water systems

made of galvanized pipe.

1. Observe demonstrations of and practice

using a hand pipe cutter,

2. Obarve demonstrations of and practice

using a hand operated pipe reamer,

3. Observe demonstrations of and practice

using a hand operated pipe threader,

Observe demonstrations of and practice

selecting a recommended die for thread-

ing a pipe.

5. Observe demonstrations of and practice

joining two pieces of galvanized pipe.

24



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

TOPICS RESOURCES

D. Constructing or repairing water systems made

of galvanized iron pipe.

1, Using the pipe cutter

2. Using the pipe reamer

3. Using the pipe ,threader

4. Selecting a pipe die

D. Wakeman/McCoy, The Farm Shop, chapter 13.

Phipps. Me011aigizariculture, chapter

34.



UNIT:

SUB.UNIT:

Horticultural Mednanics

Construction and Maintenance Skills

OBJECTIVES

E. Repair a leaking faucet.

1. Ream the faucet seat

2. Replace the faucet washer

3,

F. Construct an elementary greenhouse sprinkler

system or a portion of such a system which

includes the basic parts.

1. Diagram the basic system.

2. Select the recommended components.

3. AsseMble the major components.

4. Diagram and/or otherwise describe the

operating principle of a solenoid valve.

54 OW

III. Demonstrate the ability to perform selected

electrical wiringtagsfrequently needed in orna-

mental horticulture occupations.

A. Replace an attachment plug in a manner

recommended by the industry.

B. Replace a service.cord in a manner

recommended by the industry.

Replace a fuse in a manner recommended

by the industry.

1111101111

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

26

E. Observe a demonstration of and practice repair-

ing a leaking faucet.

F. Observe demonstrations of and practice construct-

ing an elementary sprinkler system.

Prepare a diagram of a typical greenhouse

sprinkler system.

Prepare a diagram illustrating the principle

of a solenoid valve.

II MO

III. Observe demonstrations of and practice performing

selected wiring tasks.

A. Observe demonstrations of and practice

replacing attachment plugs.

B. Observe demonstrations of and practice

replacing service cords.

C. Observe demonstrations of and practice

replacing fuse.



UNIT:

SUB.UNIT:

Horticultural Mechanics

Construction and Maintenance Skills

TOPICS

Repairing a leaking faucet

Reaming the faucet seat

Replacing the faucet washer

F. Constructing an elementary greenhouse sprinkler

system

Diagraming the system

Selecting components

Assembling the system

'Principles of the solenoid valve

III. Perform selected electrical wiring tasks,

A. Replacing attachment plugs

B. Replacing service cords

RESOURCES

E. Phipps.' Mechanics in Agriculture, p. 655.

5 III

III. AAVIM. Maintaining the Home Lighting and

Wiring System

A. AAVIM.

WiLiaaLera

B. AAVIM.

Wiring System

C. Replacing fuses
C. AAVIM. Maintaining the Home Lighting and

Wiring System



SUUNIT:

Horticultural Mechanics

Construction and Maintenance Skills

,

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

D. Replace a single pole and 3-way switch in

a manner recommended by the industry.

E. Replace a convenience outlet in a manner

recommended by the industry.

F. Replace a lamp socket in a manner recommended

by the industry.

G.

'Iv. oast

o,

D. Observe demonstrations of and practice

replacing single pole and 3-way switches.

E. Observe demonstrations of and practice

replacing convenience outlets,

F. Observe demonstrations of and practice

replacing lamp sockets,

Iv, 1401,



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics
SUB-UNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

TOPICS

D. Replacing single pole and 3-way switches.

E. Replacing convenience outlets

F. Replacing lamp sockets.

G. 66.0

1 WO

64 2

RESOURCES
1160100~06.66/

D. AAVIM. Maintainin

and Wiring Svtem
,

E. AAV1M. Maintainin

F. isikVdIMiriMnaginytasitnem

G. 4461

_LEiomeLi htin

tl lo Li

ing

htin

the Home _Lighting



RESOURCES

UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Construction and Maintenance Skills

BOOKS

American Association for Vocational Instructional

Materials. Athens, Ga:

Maintaining the H htin and

Wiring_ System

Phipps, Lloyd J. Mechanics Danville

111: The Interstate Printe.A and Publishers, 1967

Wakeman, T. J. and McCoy, Vernon Lee, 11101a2

New York: The MacMillan Company, l960.

BULLETINS TRANSPARENCIES



UNIT:
Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT: Using A Transit

CULUECTIVES): The student will be able .to::

I. LayoUt a contour using a transit.

Deterpine slope,usinga transit.

-1'TTI. Square corners using a transit.

IV. Determine everinesaOfa surface ,using a transij

V. Layout,a typical terrace.

VI.



rn, Horticultural Mechanics

SUFPUNIT: Using A Transit

116.1111.11111111~111Maniumiawak

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

. Layout a contour using a transit.

A. Level a transit.

B. Stake out a given contour line using a transit.

C.

II Determine a slope using a transit.

III, Square corners using a transit.

IV Determine evenness of a surface using a transit.

V. Layout a typical terrace.

VI.

9

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice laying out

contours using a transit.

A. Observe demonstrations of and/or practice leveling

a transit.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice staking

out a contour using a.transit.

Practice drawing a contour map to scale.

II. Observe a demonstration of and/or practice using

a transit to determine slope.

III. Observe a demonstration of and/or practice laying

out square corners using a transit.

IV. Observe a demonstration,of and/or determine the even

ness (levelness) of a surface using a transit,

3

Observe a demonstration and/or layout a typical ter-

race.

VIOW



'UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT:Using A Transit

1111011111MMIWOMPlartwwwwwier

TOPICS

r,71,1

RESOURCES

I, Measurement of linear distance,

a, breaking tape - (measuremenp of horizontal

distance on slopes)

b, temperature correction

c. incorrectitape length correction

Ile Introduction to the level

a, level care

b. level knobs

c, leveling the level head

d. reading the level rod

e, setting the level fieldnotes

f, small level net field project

Introduction to transit

a, transit care

b, transit knobs and adjustments

c, setting up the transit,

d, reading the vernier

e, turning deflection angles

f. Wading-ampn

g, calculating bearings from deflection angles

h, measurement of slope and vertical angles

DAD.

j. stadia

IV. Leveling a surface

V. Laying out a typical terrace

VI.

,

, University of Missouri, Soil Erosion and Sediment

Pollution Control, p. 71.

Breed, Surveyiu,

Brinker, ilernstarIkryjzia,

Davis and Kelley. -Surveyin Thedry and Practice,

Kissam, SurveyinCractice.

II. See above references.

III, See above references,

IV. See above references.

University of Missouri, Soil Erosion and Sediment

Pollution Control, p. 163, t

.33 VI, ....
c

..1010

7A

5



RESOURCES

UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB-UNIT: Using A Transit

BOOKS

Beasley, R.P. Soil Conservation and Sediment

Pollution Control, 'Columbia, Missouri: Instruc-

tiOnal Materials Laboratory, University of Missouri

1973,

FILMS AND FILM STRIPS

Breed, Charles B. Surveyina. New York: J. Wiley

and Sons, Inc,, 1942,

Brinker,-Russell C. Elementary Survey4 Scran-

ton,'PA: International Textbook-CO., 1970.

Davis, Raymond E. and Kelley, Joe W. Elmag.

Plane Surveying., New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967,

Kissam, Phillip, SurveyinCractice. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 2nd ed., 1971.

BULLETINS

2

TRANSPARENCIES



SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVE(S):

Rorticultural Mechanics

Madhinery Operation and Maintenance

The student will be able to:.

. .

I. Select, adjust, safely operate and:maintain selected
horticultural machinery Or equipment in a 'Manner,
commensurate with industi5(-tandards.



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT:
Machinery Operation and Maintenance

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain se-

lected horticultural machinery or equipment in a

manner commensurate with industry standards,

A. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

machinery of equipment commonly used in

nursery production.

1. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

tractors used for horticultural work.

Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

tractor impleients used to plant, cultivate

or harvest nursery crops.

a. Select, adjust, safely operate and

maintain a tree digger.

b. Select, adjust, safely operate and

maintain tractor plows, disks, sprayers,

cultivators, etc.

Co I

wilowormawasewestrais

I. Observe demonstrations of and praCtice selecting,

adjusting, operating and maintaining horticultural

equipment.

A. Observe demonstrations of and practice selecting,

adjusting, operating and maintaining horticul-

tural machinery and equipment used in nursery

production.

3. Select, adjust,,safely operate ahd main-

tain typical irrigation systems used for

watering nursery crops.

1. %Serve demonstrations of andpractice se-

lecting, adjusting, operating and maintain-

ing tractors used for horticultural work,

2. Observe demonstratitns of and Practice ad-

.operating and maintaining-,tractor

implemwts used to plant, cultivate or

harvest horticultural trops.

a. Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, operating, and maintaining

a tree digger.

b. Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, operating and maintaining

plows, disks, sprayers, cultivators, etc.

3. Observe demOnStrations of and practice ad-

justingoperating and maintaining irrigatio

systems'used for watering nursery crops.

11...



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB-UNIT: Machinery Operation and Maintenance
.1.1.41.0111MImilunoloolm11111110.....mgehma.

TOPICS RESOURCES

I. Selecting, adjusting, operating and maintaining

horticultural machinery and equipment.

A. Nursery machinery and equipment

1, Tractors

2; Tractor implements

a. Tree diggers

b. Others

plows

disks

cultivators

sprayers

1060

3. Irrigation systems'

=amoti.....01.11.10...m..~.11.11111111

AAVIM. ovatkg121qpildsKeein
and Ornamentallorticulture.

AAVIM. Planning for an Irrigation System::,

Equipment manufacturers' manuals'

Hawker/Reenlyside. Horticultural Machinery.

A. AAVIM. 222/aliaTactoie for Grounds Keepint,

and' Ornamentallorticulture

. AAVIM. Planning for at Irrigation System

. Manufacturers' Manuals;

Hawker/Reenlyside. Horticultural Machinerz.



lAri: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Machinery Operation and Maintenance

.11100.00.1m,

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES
43.211110011111115MINIMMEMIll

B. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

machinery or equipment used mainly'in green-

house production.

4;0

1. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

a typical greenhouse heating and/or cooling

system.

a. List the major principles of heating or

cooling involved.

b. Identify the major controls.

Co 0100

2, Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

a typical CO2 generator.

3, Select, adjust, safely, operate and maintain

a typical soil sterilizer.

4. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

a selected greenhouse watering system

a. List the major types of watering systems

used.

b. Compare and contrast the effectiveness

of a selected system for a given

operation.

C.

50 0061

4111MINEMIMININIM11.1100511ob,

A

B. Observe demonstrations of and practice adjusting

operating and maintaining equipment used mainly

in greenhou5e.production.

1. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, operating and maintaining a typical

greenhouse heating or cooling system.

2. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, operating and maintaining a typical

CO2 generator.

3. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, operating and maintaining a typical

soil sterilizer.

4. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, operating and maintaining a typical

greenhouse watering system.

4.144.*

.4

+00.00.0



ffirr: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Machine eration and Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

B, Greenhouse production equipment

1. Heating and cooling systems

. Basic principles

. Control identification

2. CO2 generator

3. Soil sterilizers

4. Greenhouse watering systems

Types

. Type comparison

B. Manufacturers' ,manuals

1. Manufacturers' manuals

2. Manufacturers' manuals

3. Manufacturers manuals

4, Manufacturers' manuals



um Horticultural Mechanics

,s0arr: Machinery Operation and. Maintenance

C. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

maChinery or equipment used mainly in turfgrass

establishment or maintenance.

1. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain,

verticutters, thatch removal equipment,

,mowers (reel, vertical, gang, rotary),,and

aeration equipment.

2. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

commonly used land preparation equipment,

e.g., tractors and implements - disks, plows,

etc.

3. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

irrigation systens commonly used in turf-

grass establishment andmintenance.

C. Observe demonstrations of and practice adjust-

ing, operating and maintaining equipment used

mainly in turfgrass establishment and mainten-

ance.

1. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, operating and maintaining verti-

cutters, thatch removal equipment, mowers

(reel, vertical, gang and rohty) and

aeration equipment.

2. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, operating and maintaining land

preparation equipment used in turf estab-

lishment, e.g., tractors and implements -

disks, plows, etc.

3. Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, operating and maintaining irriga-

tion systeus commonly used in turfgrass

establishment and maintenance.

t
40 0000

t4ik



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Machinery Operation and Maintenance

TOPICS

1110,

Selecting, adjusting,operating and maintaining

turf grass machinery and equipment.

1. Turf equipment

Verticutter

Thatch removal

Mowers

reel

. vertical

gang

rotary

Aeration

2. Land preparation equipment .

. Disks

Plows

Harrows

Spreaders

3. Irrigation systems for turf and lawns

Lawns.

AbVve ground

. Below ground

Athletic fields

Golf courses

Tees

. Greens

Fairways

RESOURCES

C. Hawker/Keenlyside,

. Manufacturers' manuals,

1. Hawker/Keenlyside. Horticultural Machinery...

Manufacturers' manuals

2. Hawker/Keenlyside. Horticultural Machinery

. Manufacturers' manuals

3 AVM. iror an Irrigation Ststem.



UNIT:

''SUB.UNIT;

Horticultural Mechanics

Machinery Operation and Maintenance

D. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

machinery and equipment commonly used on

landscape establishment.

1. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

a power operated hole digger.

2. Select, adjust, safely operate and maintain

a power operated soil shredder or mixer.

88
42

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
4110101011%.

D. Observe demonstrations.of and practice

adjusting, operating and maintaining ma-

chinery and equipment commonly used in

landscape establishment.

1. Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, operating and maintaining a

typical hole digger.

2. Oberve demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, operating and maintaining a

typical soil shredder.



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT: Machine Operation and Maintenance

TOP I CS RESOURCES

D. Selecting, adjusting., operating and maintaining

machinery and equipment,commonly used in land-

scape establishment

1. Power operated hole-diggers

2. Soil shredders or mixers

E.

Hawker/Keenlyside. Llostier

Manufacturer's manuals



.

UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Machinery Operation
401
and Maintenance

BOOKS

"010.1.1010

RESOURCES

American Association for VocationalInstructional

Materials. Athens, Ga.:

Planning an Irrigation System

..P.P.2rtrf7fifr.---FaTrcirr.-11.-.2LelA

and Ornamental Horticulture

Hawker, MEI. and Keenlyside, J.F. Horticultural

Machinery, London. MacDonald, Technical and

Scientific, 1971.

41fflaftwoMMOSOMbraa.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

American Association for Vocational Instructional

Materials, Athens, Ga.

Slides; Planning for an Irrigation System

BULLETINS TRANSPARENCIES



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB-UN1T: Small Gasoline Engines

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Select an appropriate engine for a given purpose.

II. Show by diagrans the principles of the small gasoline engine

and its uiajor systens.

III. Disassemble, identify worn parts, repair or replace such

parts and reasseUble eadh of the major systeus of a typical

small gasoline engine.

IV. Tune a typical small gasoline engine.

V.

* If the instructor feels that this unit is needed, see the following curriculum

guides:

Agricultural Mechanics

Forestry Occupations

Harvesting Pulpwood

Agricultural Production and Business Management Volume I



Horticultural Medhanics

SUB-UNIT: Machinery and Equipment Maintenance

ORLIMPVEP: The student will be able to:

I. Plan a maintenance program for the machinery and

equipment used in a given horticultural operation.

A. Plan a lubrication schedule for a given piece of

machinery or equipment.

B. Select an appropriate lubricant for a given piece

of machinery or equipment.

C. Perform the major tasks involved in a typical

lubrication program'.

Prepare a checklist and schedule of miscellaneous

maintenance for a given piece of machinery or

equipment.



UNIT:
Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Machinery and Equipment Maintenance

morgraor

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Plan a maintenance program for the machinery and

equipment used in a given horticultural opration.

A. Plan a lubrication schedule for a given machine

or piece of equipment under given use conditions

1. Prepare a lubrication schedule for a

selected machine, e.g., mowers, verticutter4

aerators, etc.

2, Prepare a lubrication schedule for mowers

under given use conditions.

3. Prepare a lubricatiOn schedule for tractors

under given use conditions.

4. Obtain and interpret the manufacturer's

lubrication schedule for a given vehicle or

piece of equipment.

5. WO

B, Select an appropriate lubricant for a given use.

1, List the major functions of a lubricant,

e.g., cushion, seal, reduce friction, etc.

98

I. As a class, small group or individual project,

plan a maintenance program for a local horticul-

tural operation.

Ask a nurseryman to disciss his machinery and

equipment maintenance program.

A. Individually or in small groups plan a lubrica-

tion program for a machine or piece of equipment

Obtain and use a manufacturer's lubrication

schedule for lubricating a machine or piece

of equipment.

B. Obtain various greases and oils and compare

them as to viscosity, etc.

Observe or perform demonstrations of the

cushioning friction reduction, sealing, etc.,

effects of oil.

Make some "homemade" grease using soap and oil.

Obtain oil cans and practice determining

government classifications.



UNIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Manhinery and Equipment Maintenance

ANNMir

TOPICS RESOURCES

1, Preventive Maintenance

A. Planning a lubrication schedule

1. Machinery

Mowers

Tractors

Land preparation equipment

Sprayers

, Soil mixers

Hole diggers

2, Equipment

B. Lubricant selection

I, AAVIM. Tractor Maintenance.

AAV1M. larn.Tractorionsiut.

Manufacturer's lubrication guides

, Local agricultural machinery mechanics

. Grounds KeePing Equipment, Vol. I.

(Operating tractors for grounds keeping in

ornamental horticulture)

B. AAVIM. Selecting_and Storing Tractor Fuels

and Lubricants,

1, Functions of lubricants Deere & Co, Fundamentals of'Service Fuels,

Lubricants and Coolant.

a, Sealing

b, Friction reduction .American Petroleum Institute.

c. Cushioning

d. Cleaning Slides: AAVIM. Selecting and Storing.

e, Cooling Tractor Fuels and Lubricants.

f.

100



UNIT: HorticultUral Mechanics

SUB.UNIT: Machinery and Equipment Maintenance

ANOPSISOMPawim, assiNIMPROOMINNIr

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

2, Compare and contrast lubricants.

a. Differentiate between an oil and a

grease.

b. List the major oil classification.

c. List at least 4 types of greases,

d. Interpret a label to determine oil class-

ification.

e.

3, When given a specific bearing select the type

of oil or grease needed.

Perform the major tasks involved in a lubrication

program.

1, Locate point of lubrication on a given ve-

hicle or piece of equipment.

a, Locate grease fittings.

b. Locate oil parts,

c. Transmission entrance,

di 1111

2. Select an appropriate means of greasing or

adding oil.

3, Operate a grease gun.

4, Demonstrate the ability to correctly grease

a fitting,

5. Check the oil level in an engine.

6.

50

. Using a manufacturer's guide to lubrication,

try to explain the reasons for different

greases and oils for different bearings and

other surfaces to be lubricated.

C. Practice greasing a machine or piece of equipment

using a grease gun.

, Observe demonstrations of and/or practice load-

ing a grease gun.

. Practice locating fittings to be greased and

oil entrance on a machine or piece of equipment.,

1031



UNIT: ilorticultural. Mechanics

SUB-UNIT: Whiner and E ui ment Maintenance

2. Lubricant classification

a. Types of greases

Water pump grease

Ball-and-roller bearing grease

Pressure gun grease

, All-purpose grease

Multipurpose grease

b, Oils

.Gear

Transmission

Hydraulics

Crank case

C. Lubrication

4eights-10-20-30

A,P,I. classifications

M., MM, MS, DC

1. Locating lubrication points

C, AAVIM. Tractor Maintenance.

, Local service station operators.

Locating fittings Local agricultural equipment maintenance shop

Locating oil parts mechanics,

4 I
2, Selecting equipment

3. Operating grease guns

4. Checking oil level

50 1000

10 4,
51

Manufacturer's lubrication guides.



LMIT: Horticultural Mechanics

SUBUNIT: Machinery and Equipment Maintenance

OBJECTIVES

assomWalmorr Arrmamplowwwwwnommommumftwam

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

D. Prepare a maintenance Checklist and schedule of

miscellaneous items for a given piece of

machinery or equipment, e.g., air filter

change, water level, tire inflation, etc.

1. Perform the more common miscellaneous

maintenance items.

a. Change an air cleaner filter.

b. Check tire inflation.

c. 'Check fan belts on engines.

d. 0011

2. Interpret a manufacturer's checklist or

schedule of miscellaneous maintenance.

3.

II,

106
52

D. As a small group or individual class

assignment prepare a miscellaneous maintenance

checklist and schedule for a machine or piece of

equipment.

I II

. Obtain and use a manufacturer's checklist of

miscellaneous maintenance.

1.07



HorticulturP1 Mechanics

Machinery at lipment Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

D. Miscellaneous maintenance checklist

'4101'

1. Vehicles

a. Electrical System

Battery

Distributor

Wiring

b. Cooling

Fan belt

Coolant level

Radiator

40 1

c. Carburetion

Gas lines

Carburetor sediment bowl

b

Air cleaner

Air cleaner element

Hoses

0 .0110

e. Tires

f. Brakes

g. Steering

h. Hydraulic system

2. Equipment

a. Chain saw

Chain wear

1 e
b0 1111

30 0401

108

D. AAVIM, Tractor Maintenance,

AAVIR. Islorleration and Daily Care.

Local agricultural equipment maintenance shop

mechani,

Manufacturer's maintenance or service guides

Slides: AAVIM. Tractor Maintenance,

Slides: ADM Tractor Operation and Daily

Care.



RESOiCiS':

UNI,T: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB-UNIT: Machinery and Equipment Maintenance

BOOKS

AMerican Association for Vocational Instructional

Materials, Selecting 424_slosiaglwahaal

Lubricant, Athens, Georgia: The Association, 1964,

American Association for Vocational Instructional

Materials. Tractor Maintenance. Athens, GA: The

Association, 1964.

American Association for Vocational Instructional

Materials. Tractor Operation and Daily Care,

Athens, GA: The Association, 1967.

American Association f rational Instructional

Materials. Farm Tur , rvice Specifications.

Athens, GA: The As ,o-iat 1972.

Deere and Co. Fundamentals of Service Fuels Lubri-

cants and Coolants. Moline, Illinois: Deere and

Company, 1970.

BULLETINS

IILMS AND FILM STRIPS

Slides: American Association for Vocational

Iastrultional Materials, Athens, GA.

1. Selecting and Storins Tractor Fuel

and Lubricants

2. Tractor Maintenance

3, Tractor Operation and,Daily Care

TRANSPARENCIES

54



Ofr: Horticultural Mechanics

SUB-UNIT: Engine Trouble Shooting and Repair

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. When given an engine with'a more common malfunction,

identify the system in which the malfunction has

occurred.

II, When given the necessary tools and equipment, disassemble

a given-SyStem;identifyialfunctioning or'worn-par4i--H

repair or replace such parts, reassemble and adjust the

systeM,

f

*If the instructor feels thai this unit is neededi 'seethe following curriculum

guides:

Agricultural Production and:Business Management, Volume I

Forestry Occupations

Harvesting Pulpwood



UNIT: Basic Principles of Plant Science

OBJCTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Classify a plant accrdf lL iu cycle and botanical dtss,.:

II. Id6tify the major parts of'a typical plant and describe the function

of'each part,

III, Describe in Writing, and/of by drawing the remductive system of 4

typic4l plant,

IV. ExOlain in writing7and/or by iiagramethe basic processesd,phnt

growth,

V. State the major functions of the elements essential for'

plant growth.

VI obit

7=



IT:

S &UNIT.

Basic Principles of Plant Science

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

1. Classify a given plant avording to its life cycle

'and botanical class.

A. When given descriptions of the three major life

cycle classifications, correctly label eathas an

annual, biennial, or perennial.

B. List the major classifications of the plaat

kingdom.

List the four major divisions of a pkylum.

2, list three divisions ofthe thallus-phylum.

3. list two classes of plants.

4. List two lajor plant families.

5. List at least two families of monocotyledons

and two of dicotyledons.

C. List the major identifying characteristic(s) of

each of the major classifications.

II. Identify the major parts of a typical plant and

describe the function of each part.

116

A. List the major structures (parts) of seed pro-

ducing plants.

List the functions of the vegetative organs--

leaves, stems and roots.

58

I. As ,1 dass, , ill group or individual project,

prepare A classification Of the major crops

grown in the local.:Indmmunity, Add a life

_mcle Or botanical classification.

II. Gather specimen plants and identify the major

parts.

. Practice drawing and/or labeling plant

parts

Obtain specimen leaves of different types

-

Obtain and observe specimen roots of various types



UB.UNIT;

Basic Principles of Plant Science

Plant classification

A. Life cycle

. Annuals

, Biennials

Perennials

B. Botanical

Kingdom

Phylum

Class

Order

Family

Genus

Species

I. Mississippi State University. A Reference Unit

'Oral3iasi_2:_trt_p___l.es of Plant Sci9A. pp. 2-5,'

VERC, Plant;Science Transparencies

IMO

II. Plant parts and functions of parts

A. Major structures

Leaves

Stems

Roots

Flowers

. Seeds or fruit

II. MissiSsippi State University, :A Reference' Unit

on )lasic Princi2lessiplant Science. .pp. 5-12

. gm, Plant Science Transparencies

B. Functions of vegetative organs

Leaves

Stems

Roots

Avni

118



BAIT:

List at least two kinds of roots.

D. Describe in writing the pn-ess of absorption.

E. Define in writing the following terms -

geotropism, phototropism, therMotrOpisM,

thigmottopism and chamottopism.

Observe a demonsttation.of: and/or conduct 4

demonStration of tWproces& oroSmoSis and

diffuSion using a contaiuei.of water', a semi-

permeable MeMbrane and a:salt

-Observe-demonstrations Ofthe::majOrplant7-

processes

ymar

4



4k1.

UNIT: Basic Principles of Plant Science

NEW4IT:

TOPICS

Types of vegetative organs

Leaves

Simple

Compound

, Stems

Soft

. Woody

Single woody

OW

Roots

Tip root system

Fibrous system

Primary

Secondary

D. Absorption

Diffusion

. Osmosis

E. Tropism .

Geotropism

Phototropism

Thermotropism

_Thigmotropism

Chemotropism

WO

RESOURCES

aurnmomorimulaiinl

. Mississippi State University. A Reference Unit

on Platt Science. pp. 5-12.

VEMC, Plant Science Transparencies

F.
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UNIT:
Basic Principles of Plant Science

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

III. Describe in writing or by drawings the reproductive

-systeM Of a'tyPiCal-plant.

A. List at least three functions and/or uses of

seed.

B. Describe by writing or drawing the difference

between the seed of an angiosperm and a 'gymno-

sperm.

C. Draw and label the parts of a typical bean seed.

D. Describe by writing and/or drawing the three

major stages in the development of an ovule

into a seed.

E. Describe I writing and/or by diagram the four

major steps in the germination of a typical bean

seed.

124
62

III. Draw and label and/or ll.j±awings of a

typical plant reproductin yistem.

Collect and compare anE' kmand gymnosperm

seeds

Draw and label and/or la100 nnTared drawings

depicting the development 4 1 bean seed

Draw and label and/or lal)e) drepared drawing

depicting the development ci an ovule into a

seed

Draw And label and/or label prepared drawings

of the germlnation of a typical bean seed

Plant some bean seed and observe the day-to-day

germination process

. Draw and label and/or label prepared drawings

depicting the formation of corn seed



UNIT: asi Pri1as alf Plant Sdence

SUB-UNIT:

4

A

loR'Cs

Plant reptqu, Art.

A. Seed iunch

Assur.. !vdj.,:vi_td plant life

. Provii tootr man and animals

B. Types oi .d

Angion,

C. Parts of ,;,i4.n need

D. Developteh, thEAvule

Integt. .114 Imation

Cell d: U:torland differentiation

Cot;:iaiRus, formation

. 7,:armation

. HypoLA,Lyi formation

Radicle formation

. Stalk.47.ap

E. Steps ia.gerititation

:

t.

asouRCIS

. Water and osIgen absorption

. Root 1713E2h through testa to soil

. 11ypoco#1 fozas and penetrates soil surface

. Cotyledons.aTt

, "64

126
643

Milosippi"StateTniversityi A Reference Unit--

"9..Q311.2.rineirtSdence. pp, 13-16.

. W. Plant Science Transparencies

Mississippi State University. A Reference Unit

on Basic Princi les af Plant Science. pp. 15-21.

VEMC. Plant Science Transparencies
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UNIT: Basic Principles of P1.4 Sciewa

SUBUNIT:

F. 7:.:w a typical cotton flower and label

t.,.1e7prts.

G. ieiinErhe folloWing terms:: cotaple flower,

dilcotite flowers, Terfect flawErs, *effect

lonoecious and dio4cims.

64

WINIPMEINIMY ',srm""m'i."1111"1"..."'""*.
LEARNING ACTWITIES

arssromm~mmewwwwwwwiretili

DraW andlabel. and/or labeIprepara&drawings.of,---

a cottoa.plant flower

, Obtain an actual Cotton plant flawetand prae,

tice identifying pa:ts



tUNIT: Masix.Principles of Plant Science

ISUB.UNIT:

RESOURCES

Cotton..flower parts

Stigma

Style

Anther

Ovule

Petal

, Sepal

.0 Bract

Ovary wall.

Staminal column

G. Eimer classifications

. Complete

Inconplete

Perfect

Imperfect

Monoenious

Dioecious

130

65



''OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

H. Describe in writing aor by diagram :the pol-

lination and fertilization process.

I. State at least two advantages of the vegetative

reproduction of some plants.

j. List the two vegetative akthods of -reacing

plants frot belowgramma parts.

K. List four-vegetative. means of reproduLng plants

from above ground pam.

L. List the two major teens of improving plants.

131

I.

J. Observe demonstrations.of and/or reproduce

a sample plant or plants vegetatively.

K. Observe a demonstration of and/or reproduce...,

a plant vegetatively using below ground

parts, e.g., roots, corms, tubers, etc.

L. Observe a demonstration of and/or reproduce

specimen plants by above ground parts,

leaves, .cutting, buds, etc.

0,01.0.7



UNIT: Basic Principles of Plant Science

SUBUNIT:

Pollination

I. Vegetative reproduction vs reproduction by

seed

J. Methods of underground vegetative reproduction

Roots

Tubers

Stolons

Rhizones

Tillers

Bulbs

Myceliums

. Corms

K. Methods of above ground vegetative reproduction

. Layering

Cuttings

. Budding

. Grafting

L. Methods of plant improvement

Selection

Controlled breeding

.

67

Mississippi State University, A Reference Unit

..b_nBasiditii_aci...bSeience. pp. 21-29,

UEMC, Piant Science Transparencies

1111



°Y1

Basic Principles of Plant Science

B.UNIT:,

OBJECTIVES

IAIMM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

List and describe 'in writing or by diagram the

three major steps in producing hybrid seed corn.

N. When given a .description of each of the five

recognized classes of certified seed in .South

Carolina, correctly label each as either Breeder

,Seed, Foundation Seed, Registered Seed, Certi7

'fled Seed (Blue Tag) or Certified Seed (Green

Tag).

N. 111111

N. Practice diagramming the three major steps

in the hybridization process.

O. Obtain and file sample seed certification

tags of the six major types.

68



AMT: BasiOrinciples of Plant Science

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

M. Steps in hybridization

Inbreeding

Cross breeding

Double crossing

N. Classes of certified seed

o,

Breeder seed (white tag)

Foundation seed (white tag)

Registered seed (purple tag)

Certified seed (blue tag)

Certified seed (green tag)

I I 1

111

6

RESOURCES

NIMPINI11111111111110111111=1.

Mississippi State.University. A Referencelnic..

'on Basic Principles of Plant Science. pp. 31-33.

VEMC. Plant Science Transparencies

13

tu



Basic Principles of PlantScience

OBJECTIVES
1.11111111M1111MMIBMIMINEUVE

Explain in writing and/or by diagram the basic

processes of plant growth.

A. Explain in writing and/or by diagrams the major

contents of a plant cell,

B. Explain in writing and/or by.diagram the process

of absorption, .

C. Explain in writing, by formula, or by diagram

the processes of photosynthesis.

D. Explain in writing and/or by diagram the process

of digestion.

E. Explain In writing and/or by drawing the process

of assimilation.

P. Explain in writing and/or by drawing the process

of respiration.

GO. 0411

V. State the major function and/or effect of the ele-

ments,essential for plant growth.

IV. Observe demonstrations of and/or conduct demon-

strations of the major plant processes.

A. Draw and label and/or label prepared drawings

of a typical plant cell.

B. Observe a demonstration of and/or conduct a
,

demonstration of the,process of absorption,
.

using a container of water, a semi-permeable

membrane and colored salts.

C. Observe plant experiments which show the

effects of photosynthesis.

. Observe demonstrationa bf the effect or 'lack

of effect of sunlight on issimilation. ."

F. Observe demonstrations of the effect or lack

of effect of sunlight on respiration.

A. List the essential elements.

139

A.

: A



Basic Principles of Plant Science

TOPICS RESOURCES

IV, Plant growth processes

A. Cell characteristics

Contents

Protoplasm

Protoplasts

. Cell differentiation

Leaf

Wood

Storage

Condactive tissue

B. Absorption

C. Photosynthesis

D. Digestion

E. Assimilation

IV, Mississippi State University. A Reference:Unit

'On Basic Principles of Plant Science. pp 35-39.,,

VEMC. Plant Science Transparencies

Missisippi State University. .A Reference'Unit.

on Basic Principles of Plant Science. pp. 35-39,

VEMC. Plant Science Transparencies

V. Plant nutrition

A. Essential elements

Carbon Nitrogen

. iydrogen Sulfur

. Oxygen Calcium

Phosphorus Iron

Potash 1 Magnesium.

-71

141

V. Mississippi State University. ,A Reference Unit

on,Basic PrincipleSHof Plant Science.. pp, 3944:

VEMC. Plant Science Transparencies



rr Basic Principles of Plant Science

BAIT.
lorsaresimmeswor

OBJECTIVES

List the functions of the major nutrients.

C. List the trace elements essential for plant

growth.

D. When given colorpictnres showing the major

element deficiency symptoms of corn, identify

and label.

E. State at least:six factors considered in de-

termining fertilizer needs,

1. List at least three major sources of

nittozen fixing bacteria,

organicaatter, fertilizer.

2. Compare anUcontrast the availability of
,

N, P, andACin the soil.

F. Compare and contrast broadcast, band and bottom

placement of fertilizer.

G, 'When given.the analysis of a fertilizer, 0,g.,

- 7646.46-,-Atatt.the-mumber-of-pounds-ofzitrogen-,

phosphorus and potassium contained ine 200 lb.

bag.

VL

143

,

72

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

vorreostarrasaraveuramiroramomemommimostaltail

D. Practice identifying element deficienty syri-

toms on some of the-more typical farm cropt.

kelasa contest nightie useful fot this

purpOse,

F. Illustrate fertilizer burn by placing ferti-

lizer do pr very tear a growing plant.'

Practice interpreting fertilizer labels.



EaStt,Principles.of Plant Science

TOPICS

B. Functions of major nutrients

C. Trace elements

RESOURCES

D. Deficiency symptoms

Plant removal

Soil factors

Mississippi State University.
, A Reference

Unit of Plant Science, pp.,44-52,

. VEMC. Plant Science Trans.prencies

Chemical condition

Organic matter content

Physical condition

Degree of alkalinity or acidity

F. Broadcast vs band application

G. Interpreting the fertilizer bag label

?1,



,

UNIT:
Basic Principles of Plant Sciende,

SUB-UNIT:

BOOKS

Mississippi State University. A Reference Unit on

Balc.,.antSciencesicPth.. Jackson, Miss-

issippi: Mississippi State Board of Vocational

Education, 1964.

BULLETINS
:TRANSPARENCIES:

Vocational Education Media Center:I:Clemson Uniyerr

sityl.,Clemson, South Carolina. 'Plant Sciente:TranaH ,

parendies..

0=



UNIT:

SUBUNIT:

Soils

OBJEC1th(S): The student will be able to:

I. List' the major steps in the evolution of a typical soil from

rock.

II. List the major components of a typical soil.

III, When given four soils (representative of each of the four land

classes) correctly label each.

IV. When given the land capability class of a given soil site and the

major limiting conditions, select (from a list of recommended land

treatments) those recommended for a given soil site,

V. Gather a soil sample using recommended procedure.

VI. Complete a typical soil sample information form.

VII. Interpret a soil sauple report form.

VIII. OW



Oft: Soils

SUB.UNIT:

The student will be able to:

I. List the major steps in the evolution of. a.typical

soil from rock.

II. List the major components of a typical soil.

III. When given four soils (representative of each of

the four land classes) correcdylabel each.

A. When given four soil surface textures (coarse,

light, medium, and fine) correctly identify

and label each as coarse, light; Medium, or

fine.

B. When given four soil sites or profiles with

four levels of permeability, correctly identify

and label each as slow, moderate, rapid, or

very rapid.

C. When given four soil sites or profiles of

varying surface soil and subsoil depths, cor-

rectly identify and label each as deep, mod-

erately deep, shallow, or very shallow.

D. When given.four soil sites or profiles repre-

sentative of each of the four categories of

drainage correctly identify and label each as

poor, fair, good, or excessive.

I. Observe as many stages of soil formation as is

feasible.

II. As a class project prepare a "pie chart" showing

the components_of a,typical.soil. . 0 IF

III. Participate in a land use classification contest.

Prepare a collection representative of the

four types of soil textures.

B. Observe and/or prepare soil profiles represen-

tative of the four levels of permeability.

C. Practice judging surface and subsoil depths.

D. Observe representative sites and/or prepare

profiles representing each of the four levels

of drainage.

00. ftn

76
1



UNIT:
Soils

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

I. Soil formation.

II. Soil components

. Air

Water

Mineral matter

Organic matter

III. Land use classification

A. Texture

Coarse

. Light

Medium

Fine

B. Subsoil permeability

Slow
Moderate

Rapid

Very rapid

C. Depth of surface soil and subsoil

Deep

Moderately deep

Shallow

Very shallow

D. Drainage

Poor

Fair

Good

Excessive

153

Wasilemerlt

RESOURCES

I, Welch and McCart. An Introduction to Soils in

the Southeast. Chapter 1.

II. Welch andAcCart. An Introduqion to Soils in the

Southest. Chapter 1.

III. Department of Agricultural Education. Soil

Identification and Land Treatment for Students

.

Department of Agricultural Education. Soil

Identification and Land Treatment for Students

121SitkaglillElture.

Department of Agricultural Education. Soil

'Identification and Land Treatment for Students

in Vocational AiriEulture.

15/1



UNIT: Soils

SUB.UNIT:

E. When given six sites representative of six

levels of wind or water erosion, identify and

label each.

P. When given six soil sites representative of

the six levels of slope, identify and label

each,

C. When given the surface texture, subsoil permea-

bility, subsoil and surface soil depth, drain-

age erosion, and slope of a given soil, identify

and label it according to, one of the eight

land capability classes.

155
78

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E. Observe representative sites of each of the

six types of wind or water erosion.

F. Observe representative sites of each of the six

levels of slope.

, Observe demonstrations of and/or use a slope

indicator

G. Observe demonstrations of and/or,classify soils

representative of the eight land capability

classes.

156



UNIT: Soils

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS11111110014000ssir RESOURCES

E. Erosion

Allurial deposits

None to slight

Moderate

Severe

Very severe

Very severe gullied

F. Slope

Nearly level

Gently sloping

Moderately sloping

Strongly sloping

Steep

Very steep

G. Land use classes

H.

157 79

E. Department of Agricultural Education, 5011

Identification and. I,and Treatment for St0e8s

F. Department of Agricultural Education. 5011

Identification_and_Land_Treatment for SttAds

.1.1:19:stizAL 4grieultur

G. Department of Agricultural Education. sol

------J-1-,IdendlicationaridLarrreatmentf"sAots
.



UNIT: Soils

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

IV, When given the land capability class of a given

soil site and the malor limiting conditions, select

(from the list of land treatments) those recommended

for a given soil site,

V, Gather a soil sample using recommended procedures,

A, List the nuMber of sampling points needed to

adequately sample a typical five acre field.

B, State the depth to which a typical soil should

be sampled for a typical crop site - pasture

site,

VI. Complete a soil sample information form.

VII. Interpret a soil sample report form.

159
80

IV, Practice selecting rebommended practices for a

given land capability class.

Prepare a list of recommended practice by land

capability class.

V, Observe demonstrations of and/or collect soil

samples.

VI, Observe demonstrations of and/or complete.a soil

information form.

VII. Practice the interpretation of soil sample reports,

VIII. WO

160'



UNIT:

SUB-UNIT:
Vali MOW

Soils

TOPICS RESOURCES

IV. Land treatment recommendations

V. Soil sampling

A, Sampling

B. Depth, of sampling

t,

VI. Completing soil sample information form

VII. Interpreting the soil sample report

VIII, ..,.

..-

161-

Mrny,1

IV. Department of Agricultural Education. Soil

Identification-and Land Treatment for Students in

Vocational Agriculture.

V. VPT,

VI, VPI..

VII, VPI, Soils - Testing Soil.

VIII.

162

v



BOOKS

Welchl, Charles D. and Gerald D. McCart. Ah Intro-

):1uCtion to Soil Science in the Southeast. Chapel

4ill, NC: The University of.North Carolina Ppss,

1967,

UNIT: Soils

SUB-UNIT:

111.A.Mi11.my

RESOURCES

BULLETINS

Department Of Agricultuial Education. Published by

the South Carolina State Department of Education,

Colntbia, S.C.

,soil Identification and Land Treatnent for

iti in-focatiiiir Agriculture, 1907

Agricultural Education, College of Education,

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

in cooperation with the Agricultural Education

Service, State Department of Education, Blacksburg,

Virginia.

Soils-Testing Soil, publication AP-8, 1972,

FILMS AND FILM STRIPS

TRANSPARENCIES

V144, r



UNIT:

SUBUNIT:

165

Basic Pest Control

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I, Identify a given agricultural pest.

II. Select a recmended pest control treatment method or procedure

for a given pest.

III. Apply a pest control in a manner recOmmended in industry..

3.

IV. Identify the major'safety hazards involved in.the use oflest

control chemicals.

* eaalirfam.1.01101...



UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Identify a given pest.

Identify a given insect pest or its symptoms.

1. Cite at least one reference which provides

pictures, drawings or other demonstrations

of the more common,insects, pests and/or

their symptoms.

2. Identify a given insect using a selected

identification key.

167

I. Obtain, use and file references.which provide in-

formation helpful in identifying pests.

Participate in agricultural pest identification

contests.

Obtain and prepare displays of the major agriculture

pests.

A. Obtain, use,andfile references which provide

information helpfullkidentifying insects.

Participate in an insect pest identification

contest.

Obtain and practice using an insect identifi-

cation key.

1 I

84

.0.11.11



UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS 'RESOURCES

I. Pest identification

Insect pest identification

1. Reference for identification

2. Using an identification key

3.

I. Clemson University Cooperative Extension Setvice.

Agricultural Chemical Handbook.

Insect and Disease Identification Sheets -

CE Series 1-281

'Jaques. Picture Key Nature Series, "Row to _now

Insects."

Metcalf/Flint/Metcalf. Destructive and Useful

Insects.
Tret!



UNIT:

SUB.UNIT:

Basic Pest Control

OBJECTIVES

4001.0.ftleakokmr10.

111011114111,11P11...M.IMik/NV/1.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. Identify a given disease pest and/or its

symptoms.

1. Cite at least one reference which provides

pictures, drawings, or other illustrations

helpful in identifying the pest.

2. Identify a disease pest using a selected

identification key.

3. Set up and uSe a microscope to observe a

selected disease organism not otherwise

visible,

C. Identify a selected weed.

1. Cite at least one reference which provides

pictures, drawings or other illustrations

helpful in identifying the weed plant.

2. Identify a given weed pest using a selected

identification key.

V'

171 86

..........Msnoranala.

Obtain, use and file a reference helpful in the

identification of plant diseases and/or thei.f

symptoms.

Observe ,demonstrations of and practice u5tIg

an identification key to identify diseas0,

Observe demonstrations of and practice u5Plg

the mleroscope to observe plant disease

organisms.

C. Obtain, use and file references helpful in

identifying the more common weeds,

, Observe demonstrations of and practice utig

an'identification key to identify a selec4d

weed.

'



UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUBUNIT

P

TOPICS RESOURCES

Disease identification or disease symptoms

identification

1. Reference for disease identifiation

2. Using an identification key

3. Setting up and using a microscope for

disease identification

41 000.

Weed identification

1. Reference for weed identification

2. Identification using a key

3. ....

..........

D.

87

B. Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service.

Agricultural Chemicals Handbook.

. Insect and DiSease Identificaln Sheets ---------, .
CE Series 1-28,

C. Llingnian. Weed:Control: As'A Stiande,'

.
Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service

Weeds of'the Southern United States.

.ApiEulturiandbook.



MT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Select a recommended pest control treatment, method,

or procedure for a given pest.

A. Cite at least one reference which lists recom-

mended pest control treatments, methods, or

procedures for.a given pest.

B. List at least three types or methods of con-

trolling pests.

C. List at least three types of chemicals used to

control pests, e.g. solids, liquids, gases.

D. List at least three basic forms of liquid

chemicals commonly used for pest control,

e.g., solutions, emulsions, wetable Owders,

etc.

F.

list at least three basic forms of solid

chemicals commonly used for pest control,

e.g., dusts, granularcetc.

II. Obtain, use and file references which provide recom-

mended control methods for a given pest.

. Observe demonstrations illustrating the use of

various pest control methods or treatments.

Mrs..



UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS RESOURCES

II. Pest control treatments, methods or procedures

A. Reference to control treatments, methods or

procedures

B. Types of pest control

Chemical Cultural

Mechanical 4414

C. Types of chemicals

Solids Gases

Liquids 1114

D. Types of liquids

Emulsions

, Solutions

E. Types of solids

Dust

Granular

Suspensions

89

II. Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service.

Agricultural Chemiclls Handbook,

Annual Crop_Producttoa Circulars or_Bulletins.'

Annual Livestock Production Circulars or Bulletin!

Annual EntomologyCirculars or Bulletins.

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service.

Agricultural Chemical Handbook.

Clemson University Cooperative Extension-Seriice.

Agricultural

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service.

Agricultural Chemical Handbook.

17



UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Apply a pest control in a manner recommended by the

industry,

A. Select recommended equipment or machinery,

1. List various types of dusters, sprayers

or mowing machines.

2; Compare and contrast the effectiveness of

dusting vs spraying for the application of

a given pest control dhemical under given

conditions.

3. Cite at least one reference which'gives

machinery or equipment recommendations.

40 010.

B. Adjust and/or calibrate and operate a selected

piece of application equipment.

1. Calibrate.a selected sprayer,

2. Calibrate a selected duster,

3. Adjust a selected mower,

40 00..

IV. Identify the major safety hazards involved in the us

of pest control chemicals.

179 90

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice applying

pest control treatments or methods,

A. Obtain, use and file a reference which provides

machinery and equipment recommendations.

B. Observe demonstrations of and nactice adjusting

calibratiig and operating a typical piece(s) Of

equipment used to apply chemicals.

-,Observe a'demonstration of and practice adjust-

ing and safely operating a typical mower/

mowers.

IV, Observe demonstrations illustrating the safe use and

storage of pest control chemicals.

180



UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS
RESOURCES

Pest control application

A. Selecting equipment

1. Types of equipment

. Dusters

. Sprayers

NOR,"

9 I 9

2. Comparing dust vs spray application

3. Reference for equipment selection

Adjusting, calibrating and operating application

equipment.

1. Sprayer calibration

2. Duster application

3, Mower adjustment

IV, Safety hazards

91

Clemson University Cooperative EXtension Service.

Aitcilitural_Chomicals Handbook.

IV. Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service.

. Pesticide Safety

PYM-L Leaflets 1-12



RESOURCES

UNIT: Basic Pest Control

SUB.UNIT:

BOOKS

Jaques, IL?. How to Know Insects - Picture Ke/

Nature Series. DuDuque IA: William C. Brown

Company, latest edition.

Klingman, Glenn. Weed Control - As A Science.

NY: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., latest edition.

Metcalf/Flint/Mettalf. Destructive and Useful

Insects, NY: McCraw-Hill-Publishing Co., latest

edition.

MONM.M1010,1=WIMIPonols

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

BULLETINS

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service,

Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

_ALcultualCilloalltandtoic.

Insect and Disease Identification Sheets.

CE Sheets 1-28,

. PHY-L Leaflets 1-12.

153

TRANSPARENCIES



um: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Identify selected ornamental plants without th
use of a key.

II. Using a simplified key, identify selected
ornamental plants.

135



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUMMIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Identify selected ornamental plants.

8

A. Identify selected ornamental plants commonly

used for landscaping homes, institutions or

industrial plants without the aid of an

identification key.

1. Using pictures and/or actual trees, ident-

ify in writing at least ten selected trees

commonly used for landscaping,

2. Using pictures and/or actual shrubs,

identify at least ten selected deciduous

shrubs and-ten evergreen shrubs commonly

used for landscaping.

3. Using pictures and/or actual plants identify

at least ten ground,cover plants,

4. Using pictures and/or actual plants, identi-

1

fy at least ten bedding plants and ten

bulb crops used for home landscaping.

94

I. Participate in chapter or state ornamentil plant

identification contests.

A. Participate in chapter identification contests.

Observe ornamental plants while on field trips.

Practice identifying ornamental plants used in

your neighborhood.

Use references which show pictures, preferably

color pictures, of ornamental plants to aid in

learning to identify.

, Take or aake color slides of the more commonly

used ornamental plants.

. Visit local nurseries and flower ghops and

observe the ornamental plants sold. See how

my such plants can be identified.

Use nursery or seed catalogs to identify shrubs

or flowers.

II We

187
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LINrr: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUB-UNIT.,

TOPICS

Alliluessm

RESOURCES

Identifying ornamental plants

A. Identifying selected ornamental plants without

the aid of a key.

1. Identifying trees

Deciduous

Tall

11

Evergieen

Tall

. Medium

Small

2. Identifying Shrubs

A. CM,

Symonds. The Tree Identification Book.

PSU. "Commonly Used Trees, Shrubs, Ground

Covers and Vines", (52 Color Slides),

S.C. State Forestry Commission, Familiar

Tree& in South Carolina,

OSU. Shrubs for Landscaping.

. Deciduous Symonds. The Shrub Identification Book.

Large

, Medium VEMC. "Horticultural Plants of Importance to

Small Landscape Plans." (125 Color Slides)

. Evergreen PSU. "Commonly Used Trees, Shrubs, Ground

Large Covers and Vines".

Medium

. *Small

3. Ground cover plants

,Grasses

Other

4. Bedding Plants

Seed type

Bulb type

188 95

4. Commercial Seed Company Catalogs

. George J. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

189



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUEJNIT:

OBJECTIVES

B. Identify selected indoor ornamental plants

commonly used in homesor businesses,

1. When shown pictures and/or actual plants,

identify at least ten foliage pot pIants

commonly used as indoor ornamental plants.

2, When shown pictures and/or specimen,plants

identify at least ten flowering pot plants

commonly used as indoor ornamental plants.

Identify sele:ted grasses commonly used for

home lawns or institutional grounds.

DO 100,

190

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. Participate in chapter identification contest.

Visit local florist and observe the plants sold,

Prepare pictures of the more commonly sold

indoor plants.

C. Participate in chapter turf grass identifica-

tion contest.

Prepare mounts of the more common turfgrasses.

Visit local turfgrass areas.

Prepare pictures of the more common turfgrasses,

Do WI

96 191



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUMMIT:

TOPICS

B, Identifying selected indoor ornamental plants

1. Identifying indoor foliage plants

2. Identifying indoor flowering plants

C. Identifying selected turfgrasses

B. PSU, Retail Flower Shop 0 eration and

tlaamat..

C. HU, Turf Maintenance and Establishment,

PSU, "Turf Grass Identification"

(30 Color Slides)

hanson/Juska. Turfgrass Science.



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUB.UNIT:

40WIINNOMIPSOMMaerglaranNOWPAW

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II. Identify selectedornamental plants using an

identification key,

A. Identify selected.trees and shrubs using an

identification key,

1. Classify a tree or shrub by leaf arrange-

ments, e.g., alternate, opposite, etc.

2. Classify a tree or shrub by leaf composi-

tions, e.g., simple, bi-pinnately com-

pound, pinnately compound, etc.

3. Classify a tree or shrub by leaf form,

e.g., aciculer, linear, oblong, etc.

4. Classify a tree or shrub by leaf tips,

e.g., oblanceolate, obovate, etc.

5. Classify a tree or shrub i)y leaf base,

e.g., obtuse, acute, etc,

191

Assolollemersholill

II, Observe demonstrations of and practice using an

identification key to identify trees and shrubs.

A. Obtain or practice using an identification

key for trees and shrubs.

. Prepare drawings on specim!q mounts of

various leaf arrangements, compositions, leaf

forms, tips, bases and margins.

. Participate in an identification contest in

which identification keys are used.

195



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

4misilltAft",~111~4041.

RESOURCES

II. identifying ornamental plants using an identifi-

cation key

A. Identifying trees and shrubs with an identifi-

cation key

1, Classifying trees or shrubs by leaf

arrangement

. alternate

, opposite

whorled

2., Classifying trees or shrubs by leaf

composition

. simple

bi-pinnatelycompound

pinnatelycompound

palmately compound

3. Classifying trees or shrubs by leaf form

acicular

linear

oblong

oval

I I I

4, Classifying trees or shrubs by leaf tip

form

, oblanceolate

obo,/ate,

5. Classifying trees or shrubs by leaf base

form

, acute

A. S.C. State Commission of Forestry.

Familiar Trees in South Carolina
_

VENC. "Horticultural Plants of Importance to

Landscape Plans." Color Slides (125)

PSU. "Commonly Used Trees, Shrubs, Ground-

covers and Vines" (52 Color Slides)

I I,



UNIM ,
'Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUB.UNIT:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

6, classify a tree or shrub by leaf margin, e.g.,

entire, lobed, serrate, dentate, etc.

7, When shown a drawing of a typical leaf, Jabal

the major parts,

8, When shown a drawing of a typical Wig, label

the major parts.

9,

B. Identify selected turfgrasses using an identifi-

cation key,

1. When shown a drawing of a typical grass plant,

label the major parts,

2. Classify a selected turfgrass leaf by seedhead,

type, e.g., spike, panicle, etc.

3. Classify a selected turfgrass by ligule, e.g.,

membranous, hgry, etc,

4. Classify a selected turfgrass by auricle, e.g.,

claw-like, short-stubby, etc.

100

Practice labeling or drawing and labeling the

major parts of a leaf,

Practice labeling or drawing and labeling the

major parts cf a twig.

I le

B. Observe demonstrations of and practice using

an identification key to determine the identity

of turfgrasses.

. Participate in a turfgrass identification con-

test in which an identification key is used.

.
Prepare specimen mounts of types of seedheads,

ligules, auricles, bud types and sod types.



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS
RESOURCES

6. Classifying trees or shrubs by leaf margin,

, entire

lobed

serrate

dentate

7, Labeling leaf parts

8. Labeling twig parts

9.

B. Identifying selected turfgrasses using an identi-

ficaLinn key;

1. Labeling major plant parts

Classifying grasses by seed head types

, spike

. panicle

3, Classifying grasses by ligule

. membranous

. hairy

I I I

4. Classifying grasses b Y auricle type.

. claw-like

.
short and stubby

0000

B. Hanson/Juska, grass

PSU, Turfgrass Identification (30 Color Slides)

Scott Seed Co. A Guide to the Identification

of Grasses.

I



LHVIT: Identifying .Ornamental Plants

SUB.UNIT:

.droakammstiorm..oI'

OBJEC
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

5. Classify a selected turfgrass by bud

type, e.g., rolled, folded, etc.

6. Classify a selected turfgraF

e.g., stolon, rhizome, etc,

202
102 203

t;.1



UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SSUNIT:
zimomponft.

TOPICS
RESOURCES

Classifying grasses by bud type.

Rolled

Folded

Classifying grasses by sod form.

stolon

rhizome

204

III, 141.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Identifying Ornamental Plants

SUB-UNIT:

BCOS

Ball, George J, The Ball Red Book, West Chicago,

III: The George J. Ball Co., Cur. !nt Edition.

Department of Agricultural Education. Retail

Flower Shop Ouration and Management.

University Park, Pa.: The Department, of

Agricultural Education, The Pennsylvania

State University, 1970,

Department of Agricultural Education,

Turf Maintenance and Estnblishment. Univer-

sity Park, Pa.: The Department of Agricul-

tural Education, The Pennsylvania State

University, 1970,

Halfacre, R. G. Carolina Landscape Plants,

Raleigh, N. C.: Sparks Press, 1971.

Hanson, A. A. and F. V. Turfgrass Science.

Madison, Wisconsiv: The American Society of

Agronomy, Inc..., 109.

Ohio Agricultural 14z.liola Curricula Materials

Service. Shr tMx landsca in Columbus,

Ohio: The Ohio, tat& University, 1972.

Ohio Agrimitural Bizatm Materials Service.

Trees for Landscapie. Columbus, Ohio: The

Ohio State Universitlii 1972.

Scott Seed Company,. ...A.1)idetotheIdentification

of Grasses. Ea0VRie, Ohio, The.Scott

Seed Company,

Symonds, George W, Shzub Identification Book.

New York: N. .1MIti*s And.Compapy, .1958.

Symonds,. George W., *g.Traddentification Book,

New York: M. Ts and Company, 1958..

AnWWW......
FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

The Pennsylvania State University

Department of Agricultural Education

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

"Commonl) Used Trees, Shrubs, Ground Covers and

Vines" (52 Color Slides)

"Turfgrass Identification" (30 Color Slides)

The Vocational Education Media Center

109 Freeman Hall,'Clemson University,

Clemson, S. C. 29631

"Horticultural Plants of Importance to

Landscape Plans" (125 Colrxr Slides).

TRANSPARENCIES



UNIT: Nursery Production

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I, Plan the propagation phase of a selected nursery production

program,

II, Plan the "growing out" of a typiLui .,rsery 'crop in containers,

III, PerfOrm selected grafts,

IV, Field plant and grow a typical nursety crop,

V. 1.01



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

I. Plan the propagation phase of a selected nursery

production program.

A. Select the varieties to be propagated.

la

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
'Immnio

I.As a class br small group project, plan the propa-

gation operations of a typical,plant nursery.

A. While visiting local nurseries observe the

major crop produced.

. Prepare a list of nursery crops and varieties

of such crops grown in the local area.

I

B. Compare and contrast the two major mei)ds B. Ask a local nurseryman to compare rooting systems.

of rooting cuttings.

C. Select the quantity of plants to be propagated.

D. Prepare a schedule for propagating the plant

from time of cutting to field placement.

E. Select a recommended method of propagating a

selected horticultural plant.

1. Cite at leastone source of information

which gives recommended methods of.

Tropagating a selecteOlants

I

C. While visiting local nurseries, determine the

means used to establish the quantity of each of

the major crops produced.

D. While visiting a local nursery, determine the

yearly propagation schedule used.

As a class project, prepare a hypothetical

production schedule for a typical nursery crop.

E. Obtain and use a reference which lists recom-

mended propagation methods for selected horti-

cultural plants.

. Prepare a list of propagation methods.

of.



UNIT. Nursery Production

SUB.LINIT:

, Planning the propagation phase

A. Selecting the varieties to be propagated

Selting a rooting system for cuttings

C. Detexmining the quantity to be propagated

D. Preparing the propagation schedule

E. Seleding the method

1, References

212
107

I. Local nurserymen

PSU. 121tmrLP_roductior_LaLpdLodsca eNainte-

nance,0ga,

PSU. LurseProductiolLatite-

nance.

Hartman/Kester, LantProaati-Princiles

and Practices.

2 3



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

2. List at least four recommenr 1 methods of

propagating a selected plant.

3. ow

F, Select a recommended propagation and propagation

system for a chosen plant.

1. List at least three commonly used ingre-

dients.

2. Cite at least one reference which,provides

recommended media mixtures for a selected

crop.

G. Prepare a recommended media for propagating a

selected plant.

1. List at least five criteria for evaluating

a propagation media.

2. Select, adjust and operate tools or equip-

ment commonly used to mix media ingredients.

3.

H. Select a recommended means and method of steri-

lizing a propagation media.

2141

1. List at least three methods of sterilizing

media.

A

F. Obtain ald use a reference which lists recom-

mended, media for propagating selected horti-

cultural plants.

G. Observe demonstration§ of and/or prepare media.:.-

for propagating selected horticultural crops.

While visiting local nurseries, observe the

media mixtures used.

Observe a demonstration of and/or practice

'using the equipment commonly used to mix

soil ingredients.

H, Obtain and file a reference which lists recom-

mended methods, procedures, and/or chemicals

for sterilizing media.



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS
loasolm

2, Methods

. Stem cuttings

Leaf cuttings

0101

RESOURCES

F, Selecting a recommended media

1. Media ingredients

, Sand

Peat

VerniculiteI
2. References

G. Preparing media

Criteria for evaluating media

, Using soil mixing equipment

0,0

H. Selecting a soil sterilization method

1. Methods

. Chemical

21.6

Nelch.

. PSU. Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester. Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices.

PSU. Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester. Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices.

PSU. Nyll_e_a_pyduction and.Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Pxinciples and

Practices.

0 1 1 1

109 217



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

2. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended methods of sterilizing media.

I. Sterilize a typical propagation media using a

recommended method and procedure.

J. Select recommended season and/or time for

taking cuttings cf a chosen plant.

1. Cite at least one source of such information

2.

K. When given a variety of cuttings of varying

hardness and stages of growth, identify those

recommended for cutting material.

L. Prepare a selected cutting for propagation.

1. List the recommended percent of leaf area

to be retained.

2. List at least one recommended_rooting har.7_

mone.

3. List at least five factors to consider in

keeping cutting's disease free.

I. Observe demonstrations of and/or 'j,e a

typical media using the more eoimi" used

procedures.

J. Obtain and use a reference which provides a

recommended time for taking cuttings of a

selected plant.

I

K. Observe demonstrations of cuttings of varying

stages of growth to determine those which are

appropriate for rooting material.

L. Observe demonstrations of and or prepare cutting

for rooting.

I I



UNIT: Nurseiy Prodv, ).

SUB-UNIT:
'att, ',000.40%

774.1orm

I. Sterilizing

. J. Selecting a J A time for taking

cuttings

K. Selecting mat 1:..(..Jr7making cuttings

L. Preparing a cu Ling for propagation

I

A

RESOURCE

.asfforl

PSU. Nursery Productiom and Landscap Maintenance.

Hartman/kAter, Plant Pro a les and

Practices,

PSU. Nursm Productimq and lazdEae Maintenance.

Hartman/Kester, Plant:Propagation Principles and

Practices.

PSU, Nuxsery Productiam and i211 ds cape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plan: Propagation Principles and

Practices.

NI



UNIT: ,%ursezy Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITES

m. Place cztri4s using recommende proceiarta.

1. Lisi.gea9t three criteria lor Evaluating

curzt*. cement.

2. List-ut least three factors which zffect

cuttiug-placement.

N. Plan the environment for rooting a selected

or typical bed of stem cuttings.

1. Prepafa a relative humidity schedule for a

typical bed of cuttings.

2. Preoae a light intensity schedule for a

tyFical bed. .of cuttings.

3. Prapafe a temperature schedule fora typical

bed of cuttings.

4. 4.,

a. Propagate a selected nursery plant(s) by seeds.

1. Select and7prepare a recommended soil mix-

ture.

22 2

M. 1:11.5E;7ve demonstrations:. of the placement of

cu.4gs in the roaring medium.

N. As a class project, prepare a light, temperature

and water schedule for a hypothetical or actual

bed of cuttings.

0. As a,class, small group or individual project,

Tropagare plants by seeding.

1. Observe .-monstrations of and/or prepare a

typic4,soili:mixture for seedingL__



am Nursery Production

SUEINIT:

TOPICS RESOURCES
.111101.11011101 Immonlim

M. Placing cuttings PSU, Nurse Production and Landsca e Maintenanc

1. Criteria for evaluatirg placement Hartmau/Kester. Lantpraaatiorr.li_plesand

Practices.

2. Fattorswhich affect placemsnt

N. Planning the environment of tne rmtting

1. Humidity

2. Light

3. Temperature

4. ....

0. Propagating nursery plambyiseeds

1, Selecting and prepAri4 die son mixture

$

. PSU. Nurser Production .and Landsca e Maintenanc

. Hartman/Kasten Plant Propagation lrincip1es and

Practices.

FSU las Production and Landsca se Maintenanc

HartmajKester. Matt Propaption. Principles and

1.mctic.es,



UNIT: Nunery Production

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

2. Deteraine whether or not the seed need to be

stratified or scarified to improve germina-

tion. Cite at least one reference which

listsseeds which should be scarified or

stratified for best gemination.

3. Stratify or scarify a selected batch of

seeds,

4. Sow a flat(s) or otherwise plant selected

seeds as recommended by the industry.

5. Select and maintain a recommended germina-

tion and maintenance environment for the

seeds during and after germination.

a. Select a recommended temperature

schedule,

b. Select a recommended relative humidity

schedule,

c, Select a recommended light schedule.

d. ..

2, Obtain and use a reference which lists seeds

which should be stratified or scarified for

best germination.

3, Observe demonstrations of and/or scarify a

selected batch of seeds,

4, Observe demonstrations of and/or sow or

otherwise place seeds in media for ger-

mination.

5. Prepare a recommended temperature,relative

humidity and light control schedule for'

germinating and growing a selected batch

of seeds.

III



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB-UNIT:

TOPICS RESOU/.10ES

a10141111,01~14M110

2, Determining whether or not stratification or

scarification is needed

3. Stratifying or scarifying seeds

4. Sowing or planting seeds

5. Selecting and maintaining germination and

maintenance environment

a. Selecting a temperature schedule

b. Selecting a relative humidity schedule

c. Selecting a lighting schedule

d,

228 115

PSU. Nursery Production and Landsca e Maintenanc

Hartnan/Kester, 111.arcilesand
Practices,

I 11

, PSU, Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

, Hartnan/Kester. Propgatlon

Practices,

229



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

P. When given an appropriate reference, identify

the symptoms"..of the more common propagation

diseases, e.g., dampening-off and implement

appropriate control measures.

1. Cite at least one reference which describes

and/or depicts these disease conditions and

recommends control measures.

2. List the symptons of the two most common

diseases of the propagation bed.

3.

Q. When given a variety of rooted cuttings, some

ready for'transplanting,othersnot, select and

label those which are ready for transplanting.

R. I sloe

P. Observe publications, films, other media which

depict the more common rooting bed diseases or

their symptoms.

If possible, observe actual cases of "dampen-

ing-off" related diseases.

Obtain and use a reference op propagation

bed diseases.

Q. Observe demonstrations of selecting rooted

cuttings ready for transplanting.

'P



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS RESOURCES

Identifying rooting bed diseases or symptonis of

such diseases

1, References

2, Symptoms of diseases

31 W4

Q, Determining when rooted cuttings are ready for

transplanting

R,
1 a 1 1

232

st.

PSU, Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles an

Practices,

PSU, Nursery Production Lndsc e Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principlee. :end

Practices,

233



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB-UNIT:

OBJECTIVES

,U1111=0801011111=0,,

AMMER.,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II, Plan the "growing out" of a typical nursery crop in

containers.

A. Select a recommended container, type and size.

1. List at least three criteria for selecting

pots or cans.

2. List at least two types of pots or cans.

3. Cite at least one reference which gives

recommended container types and sizes for a

selected crop.

4. Iff.

, Prepare a recommended container mixture.

1. Select a container mixture for a selected

crop of rooted cuttings.

a. List at least three criteria for select-

ing a potting mixture.

b. Cite at_leas_t_Pne_uurce_of_potting

mixture recommendations.

2, Select, adjust and safely operate equipment

used to prepare potting mixtures.

I I I

1.101iMIP,

II, As a class, small group or individual project,

pot or can a typical batch of cuttings.

A, While visiting local nurseries, observe the

types of containers used for growing rooted

cuttings.

Obtain and use a reference which lists recom-

mended types and sizes of containers for

varioUs crops.

I

B, Obtain and file a reference which provides

recommended'mixtures for growing ±0t/ted'shrubi

in containers.

. Observe a demonstration of and/or prepare a

typical potting mixture.

0 0 ,



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

Planning a container growing program

A. Selecting container types

1. Criteria for selection

2, Types

Cans

'
PA

3. ReiEretIces

40

B. Pivaring container mixtmes

1. Selecting the soil mixture

a. Orlteria for selection

b. References

RESOURCES

2. Operating soil mixing equipment

I

236

PSU. Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Princi les and

Practices,

Patterson, nCotailairswilig.

. ESU, Nursery7Production and Landsca elfaintenanc

Hartman/Kestm., Plat.1112a Pri _.nciles and

Practices,

I OW

119
23



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBjECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Pot a selected crop of rooted cuttings.

1, List at least three_criteria for evaluating

the potting procedure.

2, List at least three:factors to consider in

potting rooted cuttings,

D. Plan a recommended environmental control program

4, for the potted cuttings..

238

1. Select a recommenden light condition,

2. Select recommendetwatering schedule,

3, Select a recommended temperature schedule,

4. 111

C. Observe demonstrations of and/or pot a batch

of rooted cuttings. c.

As a class, small group, or individual project,

prepare a light, temperature and water schedule.

for a typical crop of potted cuttings.



UNIT: nursery Production

SUB-UNIT:

r't

TOPICS RESOURCES

C. Potting the selected crop

1, Criteria for evaluation

2. Factors to consider

D. Planning environmental control

1 . Selec ting li,ghting conditions

2, Selecting watering schedule

3. Selecting temperature schedule

4.

I

240
121

Nurita_prixit. and Landscape Ilaintenanc,,

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices.

040

PSU, Nursery Production and Lands cape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices.



UHT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

III. Perform selected grafts.

A. Select a recommended grafting method for a

given plant,

B. List at least three possible reasons for graft-

ing.

C. Select appropriate growth stage or time for

grafting,

D. Select appropriate binding material if required.

E.

III, As a class project, graft and grow a number of

nursery plants using various procedures.

Observe demonstrations of and/or graft plants

using a variety of commonly used methods,

Obtain and file a reference which provides recom-

mended grafting procedures for a selected plant.

Observe demonstrations designed to illustrate

the proper stageg of growth and season for

grafting,

242 122 243



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS
ANIMMINIMh

III. Performing grafts

A. Methods

Scion Bud

Whip I

B. Reasons for grafting

C. Growth stage and time selection

D. Selecting binding materials

E.

244

=n0Ww.1
RESOURCES

ildollamommagm............1011011Nolinks.

, 123

Hartman/Rester. LantlrooknI2L_IPri../..allesand
Practices.

. PSU.

VEIC. Landscaping lionSchool, Grcods.

245



UNIT: hrsery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

IV, Field-plant and grow a selected nursery crop, e.g.,

trees, shrubs, bedding
plants, etc.

A, Select a recommended soil site for growing

nursery stock.

1, List at least six criteria for selecting a

soil site.

2. Classify a given soil as to class,

3. ....

B. Prepare a selected soil site for planting a

chosen nursery crop.

1. Determine the fertility and pH level of the

site.

2, Cite at least one reference which gives

recommended fertility requirements for a

selected nursery crop,

3.

C. Fertilize a selected field.

1. Select a recommended method of fertilizing,

e.g., row or broadcast,

--Selectradjusti-calibtate-and-operate-selett.

ed application equipment.

IV, As a class, small group or individual project, field

plant some ox all of a selected nursery crop.

A. Observe demonstrations designed to illustrate

suitable and unsuitable soils for nursery crops.

Prepare a soil profile of an appropriate

soil for nursery crops,

Wt.

B. Observe a demonstration of and/or prepare a

soil site for field planting of rooted cuttings.

C. Obtain and use a reference which provides a

recommended fertilizer for a selected crop.

Observe demonstrations of and/or operate

Saided apPliCation'eqUipment.



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB,UNIT:

TOPICS RESOURCES

IV. Field planting and growing rooted cuttings or con-

tainer stock

A. Site selection

1. Criteria for selection

2. Classifying soils

B. Site preparation

1. Determining fertilizer needs

2. References

3. 110

C. Applying fertilizer

1. Selecting method

_2. Using.application equipment__

3. 1

PSU. NurseaLandliai_iProductioridsceMaintenm

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices,

. Wyman. Trees for American Gardens.

1

PSV. Nursery Production and Landsca e MaintenancE

Hartman/Kester. Plant Propgation

Practices,

South Carolina State Commission of Forestry.

Familiar Trees in South Carolina.

PSV, Nursery

Hartman/Kester. Plant Propaption Principles and

Practices.



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES

D. Transplant a selected nursery crop from the

bed and/or container to a field,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

List at least three factors to consider ia

transplanting.

2. Diagram and/or otherwise describe the

position of the transplanted plant.

3.

E. Plan a cultivation schedule and cultivate a

selected field planting.

1. List the major weeds and/or grasses which

attack the crop.

2. Prepare a mechanical and/or Chemical control

schedule.

Select, adjusE, calibrate, and safely operat

a typical cultivator or chemical weed spraye,

4. Cite at least one publication which givei

reconnended chemicals for weed control.

5, 1 6 0

D. Observe demonstrations of and/or transplant a

selected crop or portion of a crop from the

container to the field.

E. As a class, small group or individual project,

plan a real or hypothetical cultivation program

for a selected nursery crop.

Obtain and file a reference which provides

a recommended chemical weed control schedule.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

calibrating and operating sprayer equipment.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

adjusting and operating cultivating equip-.

nent.



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

D. Transplanting

1. Factors to consider

Depth

Soil compaction

2, Placement of the plant

3,

E. Planning the cultivation program

1. Weeds or grasses

2, Control schedule

Mechanical

'Chemical

I I I

3. Equipment

Selection

, Adjustment

, Calibration

Operation

References

RESOURCES

PSU. Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester.

Practices.

I I I

PSU. nursery Production and Landsca e Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, 12]..a.n!Proaatd

Practices.

I



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

F, Plan an insect and disease control program for

a selected nursery crop.

1. List the major insects and diseases which

attack the select6nUrsery crop.

2. Prepare and/or cite a reference which gives

an insect and disease control schedule for

a selected crop.

3. Select, adjust, calibrate and safely operate

a typical sprayer used for spraying horti-

cultural crops.

41 101

G, Set up and operate a typical irrigation system

for a selected nursery crop.

H. Ball and burlap a selected nursery plant(s),

1. Diagram or otherwise describe the recommendec

procedure.

2, Select, adjust and safely operate digging

equipment.

3. .00,

V.

F. Obtain and use a reference which provides a

recommended insect and disease control program

for a selected nursery crop.

Observe denonstrations of and/or practice

using spray equipment commonly used for

spraying horticultural crops.

Prepare a bulletin board display.of the more

common insect and diseas6 (or their symptom)

which affect selected nursery crops.

G. Observe denonstrations of and/or set up a typica

irrigation system for a selected nursery crop.

R. Observe demonstrations of and/or ball and burlap

selected nursery plants.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

operating mechanical 'diggers.

roll

1 0...



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

F, Planning the insect and disease control program

1, Major insects and diseases

2. Control schedules

3. Equipment

, Selection

, Adjustment

. Calibration

41 1..,

. Operation

O. Setting up and operating field irrigation equip-

ment

H. Balling and burlaping nursery plants

1, Steps in the procedure

2. Equipment

. Selection

Adjustment

3,

1 6 4111111

, Operation

PSU,

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices,

PSU. Nurse Production and Landsca e Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices.

I

PSU, Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenanc

Hartman/Kester, Plant Propagation Principles and

Practices.

N-



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:

BOOKS

RESOURCES

1,NPIN.WEINIll=Mieprk

Hartman, H.T, and Kester, D.E, Plant Propagation

Principles and Practices. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:

Prentice Hall, 1959,

Patterson, James M. Container Growing.

Washington, D. C.: American Association of

Nurserymen, Inc.

Vocational Education Media Center. 1221scla

Home and School Grounds, Clemson, SC: The Center

in cooperation with the State Department of Educa-

tion.

Welch, H..J. lauroadAutorliatic

Watering. Washington, DC: American Association

of NurseryMen:,-Inc.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

AgrIcultural Education, University Park', Penn.

16802,

NurserPridscaellat4aintenance-
A.Student Handbook

Nursery Production and Landscape Maintenance -

A Teacher's Guide

Landscape Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook

Landscape Maintenance and Establishment - A

Teacher's Guide

2 8

TRANSPARENCIES

130

250

...



OP: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT:
Exploring Career Opportuaities

OBJECTIVES

"

The student will be able to:

I. Compare and contrast the career opportunities related

to nursery production.

A. List the major career opportunities related to

the maintenance or improvement of nursery pro-

duction.

B. ClasFify the career opportunities as to occupa-

tional levels, i.e., professional, technical, etc

C. List the major competencies required for at least

one career related to each of the major occupa-

tional areas.

D. List the major activities performed by a person

employed in at least one occupation associated

with each of the major occupational areas.

E. List the educational requirements of t least

one job in each of the major occupational areas.

F. WO

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Anneams 3,60v mirrrawnimmomminimmomemlum41

Interview people employed in careers related to

nursery production.

Pr:pare an in-depth report' on at least two occupa-

tims in nursery production which are of special

interest.

Perform and/or observe some of the more typical

tasks encountered by people employed in the jobs

which are of greatest interest to you.

Arrange to spend an afternoon or full day with a

person holding a job of your choice in nursery

production.

Seek occupational work experience in the occupation

of your choice.

If the occupation of your choice requires further

schooling, investigate, with the help of your

guidance counselor or teacher, the school's availa-

bility.

.As_a_class_projectplay-Nhat!sliy_Line-using______

occupations in this area for "the mystery guest."

132



'UNIT:

SUBUNIT:

Nursery Production

Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Compare and contrast the career opportunities related to

nursery production.

II. List some of the ways in which a career in this area

complements or fails to complement life goals.

III. ....

260

131



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

Career opportunities in or related to nursery pro-

duction

A. Careers

Nursery Owner

Nursery Manager

Nursery Worker

B. Occupational classification

Professional

Technical

Entry level

0,01

C. Competencies needed

D. Training needed '

E.

I. Local people employed in nursery production,

. Hoover. Lo_f_AricEIralOccuatioiHandboolis,

pp. 263-283.

PSU. Nursery Production - A Student Handbook.

California Polytechnic State University. Career§

in Ornamental Horticulture.

Holt/Evans/Mackin, Career Education.

Pinney. BeiLieNt_gEsay_inintl.Business.



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

11111611111011111011110010~~

OBJECTIVES

AMONIRAMM01111119'

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II. List some of the ways in which a chosen, career in

.this area ,complements or fails to complement life

goalS.

A. List the ways in which a chosen career benefits

society.

B. List the ways in which a choSen career migh

benefit the student.

C. s

II. Participate in a class debate of life goals.

. Prepare a short paper concerning the ways in which

a chosen career complements or fails to complement

life goals.

As a class project, prepare a hypothetical radio

program. Each Student would select and bring from -

home a record of his choice. He would then prepare

a brief "commercial" on the job of his choice. Thefi

he would act as a disc jockey as he played a record'

and gave his job brief as the "commercial."

III. ....



UNIT: Nursery Production

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

II. Career benefits

A. Benefits to society

B. Benefits to the individual

C.

II, Hoover, HarcofAricralOccuatiolidboolls,

Chapters I, II, III and VIII, .

VEMC. The World of Work - Teacher's Guide,

Activity 9.

. Pinney. 122LL4irljL2eNl_irj.ea_L_3u.siness..

135
2 8



RESOURCES

Nursery Production'

SUB,UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

BOOKS

Hoover, Norman K.
(........____Illfa_iltura1Handbool

Occupations. Danville, ILL: The Interstate

Printers and Publishers, Inc. 2nd edition, 1969.

Holt, et al. Career Education What it is'and

How to do It. Salt Lake City, Utah: Olympus

Publishing Co,

Pinney, John J. .....LAL.Be.inrithet,
Chicago, ILL: American.Nurserymen Association,

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

California Polytechnic State University

San Luis Obispo, California 93401

Careers in Ornamental Horticulture, Filmstrip.

TEACHER GUIDES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Camson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

The World of Work - Teacher's Guik

TRANSPARENCIES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631

The World of Work - Transparencies



UNIT: Greenliouse Crop Production

,SUB43N1T: Growing a Typical Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

[. Plan and grow a typical crop of flowering pot plants

propagated from cuttings and grown during the fall

greenhouse crop sequence.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Plan and grow a typical crop of flowering pot plant

propagated fromicuttings and grown during the fall

, greenhouse sequence.

A. When given a variety of flowering pot plants,

identify those more profitably grown in the

local area.

1. List at least five flowering pot plants

marketed by greenhouse growers in the local

area.

2. List at least five factors to consider in

selecting a flowering pot crop for pro-

duction.

I. As a class, small group or individual project, plan

and grow a typical crop of flowering pot plants

propagated from cuttings and grown during the fall

greenhouse-sequence.

A. Interview or visit local greenhouse growers to

determine the major fall crops grown and the

relative profitability of each,

. Do an elementary survey (perhaps by phone)

to determine the relative and total demand

for flowering pot plants in the local area.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growin a Fall Se uence Greenhouse Cro

TOPICS RESOURCES

I. Growing a fall crop of flowering pot plants from

cuttings

A. Selecting the crop and variety

1. Flowering pot plants

'Chrysanthemums

Poinsettias

2. Factors to consider in the selection

Greenhouse sequence

Profitability

Demand

I. Ball. The Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production.

PSU. Greenhouse CroiProduction - A Student

Handbook,

A. Ball. The Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Flower Plant Production.

PSU. Greenhouse Production - A Student

'Handbook.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growini a Fall Sti= Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES

277

norewor.."
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B, Propagate a typical flowering pot plant, e.g,,

chrysanthemums or poinsettias from cuttings in

a manner approved by the industry.

1. When given a variety of media, select those

recommended for propagation.

2. When given a,variety of cuttings, select

those recommended for propagation.

3. When given a variety of temperature, rela-

tive humidity and light readings, select

those readings recommended for a selected

stage of propagation.

4. Place a cutting as recommended by the

industry.

B. Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

selecting and taking cuttings of a selected

flowering pot plant for propagation.

. Observe demonstrations and/or practice

selecting and preparing alrooting media.

Observe demonstrations and practice placing

cuttings in the rooting media.

Prepare a temperature and relative humidity

schedule for a selected crop,

I I I



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growin a Fall Se uence Greenhouse' Cro

TOPICS
RESOURCES

B. Propagating a typical flowering pot plant

1. Selecting the media

Selecting cuttings

3. Controlling the greerbuse environment

5.

Placing the cuttings

1

B. Ball. The Ball Red Book,

, Nelson. Flower and Plant Production,

, ?SU. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook,

, PSU. Usiu the Hi0 School Greenhouse.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growin a Fall Se uence Greenhouse Cro

231

OBJECTIVES

C. Select and prepare a recommended potting mix-

ture for a typical or given flowering pot plant

1. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended potting mixtures for a selected

flowering pot plant.

2. Prepare a typical potting mixture according

to industry standards.

a. Selett, adjust and operate a typical

soil mixer,

b. Sterilize or treat a soil according to

industry standards.

1. Cite at least one reference which

lists recommended chemical steri-

lents.

2. List the procedures to be used and

safety precautions to be observed.

I

C. 1.11

3. Diagram or otherwise describe the ideal

arrangement of potting mixture and other

material in a typical pot.

a. List at least three criteria for eval-

uating the arrangement of potting mix-

ture and other material 'T1 a typical

container.

b. List at least two reasons for arranging

the potting mixture with coarse materia

at the bottom and finer materials at the

top.

4.

C.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Obtain, use and file a reference which pro-

vides recommended potting mixtures for

selected flowering pot crops.

2. Observe demonstrations of and prepare a

recommended potting mixture for a selected

crop,

Observe demonstrations of 4nd/or sterili:

or otherwise treat a typical batch of

soil or soil and pots.

3, Observe demonstrations illustrating the

ideal arrangement of soll in a pot, i.e.,

coarse material at the bottom and finer

material at the top, etc.

a



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growin a Fall Se 'uence

TOPICS

C. Selecting and preparing the potting mixture

1. References to recommended potting mixtures

2, Preparing the mixture

a. Operating a soil mixer

b. Sterilizing or treating the soil

1. References

2. Steps involved

31 .0.1

4 I
C.

3. "reparing a typical Container of potting

mixture

RESOURCES

a. Criteria for arranging the potting mixtu

Rationale for placing coarser materials

at the bottom

C. OW

C. Ball. The Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Plower and Plant Production,

PSD. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook.

PSU. Using the High School Greenhouse.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB4JNIT: GrowirLilialikaallalhouse Cr°

OBJECTIVES

D. When given a variety of containers (sizes and

types), identify those types and sizes recom-

mended for use in growing a selected flowering

pot crop.

1. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended containers, types and sizes

for selected crops.

2. List at lust two advantages and two dis-

advantages of a selected type of container.

3. List at least three types of containers,

4, 1.14

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

D. Observe demonstrations which show the advan-

tages and disadvantages of various container

sizes and types for a selected crop.

While visiting local greenhouses, observe

the sizes and types of containers used for

flowering pot plants

Conduct a demonstration using various sizes

and types of containers for growing a se-.

lected crop.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUMMIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS
RESOURCES

D. Selecting containers
D. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

Nelson. Flower and Plant Production,

PSU, Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

1. References
Handbook.

, PSU. Using _the 4gh School Greenhouse.

2. Advantages and disadvantages of selected

types and sizes of containers

3. Types of containers

a. Metal cans

b. Clay pots

c. Plastic pots

d,

4. A.11

287
145

288



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E. Transplant or repot a rooted flowering pot

plant to a larger container in a manner

comensurate with industry standards.

a. List at least five factors to consida in

transplanting or repotting.

b. When given a variety of rooted cuttings,

identify those ready for transplanting.

CO 6161

289
146

E. Observe demonstrations of and transplant

or repot a selected flowering pot crop.

If feasible, visit a local greenhouse

operation and obserVe the transplanting

procedures used.

Observe demonstrations designed to compare

plants ready for transplanting and those

not ready for transplanting.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT; Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS RESOURCES

E, Transplanting or repotting the rooted cuttings

a, Factors to consider on transplanting or

repotting

b. Determining when rooted cuttings are ready

to transplant

C. O..,

E. Ball. The_Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production.

PSU. fgenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook,

PSU. Using thelligliScl

..



UNIT; Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT:
Growing a Fall Se uence Greenhouse Cro

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

F. Plan and conduct a recommended watering program

or schedule for a selected or typical flowering

pot plant.

1. Estimate the moisture content of a pot of

soil by "feel" or determine the moisture

content by instrument.

2. Compare and contrast the major systems of

watering pot plants.

3. Set up a typical watering system (individua:

pot type or mist system) in accordance with

industry standards.

4,

29 1

F. As a class or small group project, plan and

conduct a watering program or schedule for a

selected flowering pot plant.

1. Observe demonstrations illustrating methods

of determining soil moisture content by

"feel" or by iastrument.

2, while visiting local greenhouse operations,

observe the system used to water pot plants

3. Observe demonstrations of setting up the

watering system.

4.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growin a Pall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS

F. Watering

1. Estimating the need for watering

2. Comparing watering systems for pot plants

Overhead sprinkler

,
Individual pot waterers

3, Setting up the watering system

RESOURCES

F. Ball, The Ball Red Book,

Nelson. Flower and Plant Production,

PSU. cylEttistsimirgautlient
Handbook.

PSU.

296



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop P ion

SUBAINIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Prepare and conduct a plan for controlling the

vegetative growth and/or flowering timr

selected crop through the manipulati

vironmental variables (e.g. light,

relative humidity), chemical means

zation, growth inhibitors, etc.) or

(pruning, disbudding, pinching, etc.).

1. Plan a recommended light schedule for a

selected flowering pot plant.

a. Cite at least one reference which pro-

vides a light schedule for a selected

crop.

b. List at least two means of controlling

light.

c. Define in writing the term photo-

periodism,

d.

G. As a class or small group project, prepare and

implement a plan for controlling the vegetative

growth and flowering of a selected crop.

1. As a class or small group project, plan a

lighting schedule fora selected croiL

Obtain, use and file a reference which

provides a lighting schedule for a

selected crop.

Observe demonstrations of various methods

of controlling light, e.g., greenhouse.

covers, lime mixtures sprayed on glasS,

black cloth for covering poincottias,

artificial lights, etc.

While visiting local greenhouses, note

means used, for controlling the lighting

of flowering pot plants,

I / /



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUE34,. Fall Se uence Greenhouse Cro

TOPICS
VOIMOMOMMO'

G. Controlling growth and flowering time

1. Planning the pr, til

a. References

b. Means of controlling light

c. Photoperiodism

dO

9

G. Ball. The Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production.

PSU. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook.

, PSU. Using_the High School Greenhouse.

OOOO

151
300



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

2. Plan and conduct a recommended f-rtiliza-

tion program or schedule for a selected

flowering pot crop.

a. Identify plants which need fertilizatior

b. When given appropriate references,

select a recommended gmde and amount

of fertilizer.

c. Compare and contrast the major means

of fertilizing flowering pot plants.

d.

152

2, As a class or small group project, prepare

a fertilization program or schedule for, a

selected flowering pot crop.

. Observe demonstrations of plants which

exhibit fertilizerdeficiencies.

Obtain, use and file references which

list recommended fertilizers for a

selected crop.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

fertilizing a Selected crop using the

more commonly recommended methods, e.4.,

dry application, application of a pre-

mixed solution to each plant through the

watering system, etc,

f



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growint.1211.] Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS RESOURCES

2, Planning the fertilization program

a. Determining the need for fertilization

References

c. Comparing methods of application

d.

2. Ball. The Ball Red Book.

Nelson. Flowerand Plant Production,

PSU. Greenhouse Crop Production.

PSU. Using the High Schopl Greenhouse.

I e I



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

;.)

OBJECTIVES

3. If applicable to the seleued crop, deter-

mine the need for and pinch, prune, asbud

a chosen crop,

a. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended schedules for disbudding or

pinching,

b. Pinch, prune or disbud a selected plant

at a time and in a manner recommended

by the industry,

Ct

If applicable to the selected crop, deter-

mine the need for, select and use a. growth

regulation in a manner acceptable to the

industry.

Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended growth regulators for a

selected crop, their application rate

and methods.

. Select, adjust, calibrate and use spray

equipment to apply a growth regulator.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
inemsloonstIONIDWWWINI*141.0.0

3, Obser iIklmons dons illustrating the

nped for vegetative growth or flower growth

control,

Obtain, use and file a reference which'

provides a recommended schedule for

disbudding or pinching.

. List at least five -means of vegetative

or flower growth control.

Observe demonstrations of the disbudding

pinching or pruning for growth controL:

4. Obtain, use and file:a reference which pro-

vides information concerning recommended

growth regulating chemicals, their appli-

cation rate and methods.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practicE

adjusting, calibrating and operating

spray equipment recommended for applying

growth regulation.

I



k

UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB,UNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS

3. Pinching, pruning or disbudding

a. References

b. Pinching, pruning or disbudding

C4 044o

4. Using growth regulators

a. References

b. Selecting, adjusting, calibrating

and operating equipment

RESOURCES

3, Ball, The Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production.

PSU. Greenhoction-A
Student Handbook.



.LINF.T:- Greenhouse Crop Production

.SUBUNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES

H. Plan and conduct a recommended pest antrol

program for a selected greenhouse flowering

pot plant crop.

1, List and with the aid of references; iden-

tify the three major insects or disease

pestsof a selected crop.

2, Cite at least one reference which provides

information helpful in identifying and con-

trolling the major insect and disease pests.

3. Select, adjust, calibrate and safely operate

equipment typically used to control pests.

4.

I. When applicable to the crop, wrap a selected

flowering pot plant for delivery to a retailer

according to recommended industry practices.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

H. As a class or small group project, plan and

conduct a pest control program for a selected

greenhouse pot plant crop.

J.

1. Obtain, use and file a reference which

providcc information helpful in identifying

and controlling the major insect and disease

pestsof the Selected crop.

2. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing, calibrating and safely operating

equipment typically used in controlling--

insect and disease pests.

Observe demonstrations of and practice wrapping

potted plants for delivery.

I I 0



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

II,

TOPICS

H. Controlling pelts

1. Identifying the major pests

2.. References on pest control

..wmrit.

ammuniimmwr.1

t.

RESOURCES

3. Selecting, adjusting, calibrating and using

pest control equipment

4, SW

I, Wrapping the crop lor delivery

II,

H, Ball, The Ball Red Book.

, Nelson, Flower and Plant Production,

PSU. Greenhouse Crop Production,

PSU. UsinFz the High School Greenhouse.

e

I. PSU, Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook,

I

J. W.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growing a Typical Fall Sequence Greenhouse Crop

BOOKS

George J. Ball Inc. Staff. The Ball Red Book.

Chicago, ILL: George J. Ball, Inc. Current

Edition,

Nelson, Kennard S. Flower and Plant Production

in the Greenhouse. Danville, ILL: The Inter-

state Printers and Publishers, Inc,, 1967.

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University Department of

Agricultural Education. University Park, PA

16802,

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student Handbook

Greenhouse Crop Production - A Teacher's Guide

Using the High School Greenhouse

,

..mPonVilmno

TRANSPARENCIES

158



MT: Gtew4o, .;e Crop Proatction

SLitOlf ;,-,:rowing a Typical Winter ',Nuence Greenhouse crop

anpilgtS): The student will be able to:

I. Plan and grow atypical crop of 53wering pot plants gopagated

from bulbs and grown during the Otter greenhouse sequeace.

II.

315
159

316



UNIT: GreenhousE(Crop Troduction

'SUB-UNIT: Growing Typical Winter Sequenct. Gleenhkle Crap

OBJECTIVES

The student 1:7-1174771e to:

I. Plan and grow:a -.typical crop of floweriti; pot ,plants

propagated frotliulbs End grown durinFte winto7

.greenhouse sequence.

A. When given E.,:7artEty of winter sequence craps,

identify thaneemostprofitably grawnin the. Iocal

area.

1. List at:least two bulb crops grown during

the winter geenhouse sequence in the local

area.

2. List at least five factors to consider in

selecting a bulb crop for production.

B. Select and prepare a recommended potting mixture

for a selected bulb crop

1. Cite atleast one reference which lists

recommended potting mixtures for selected

bulb crops.

I Prepare a typical potting roixture according

to industry standards.

3!.. List at least two ingredients tommonly

recommended for use la potting soil mixtures.

I

317
160

-LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. As a datm small group or individual project, pi=

and gra crop of floweringTot piants propagated

from bes4ndlrown during:the Witter-greenhouse

sequemr.i.

A. Inter:do or visit local:greenhouse growers tz,

determine the najor winter crops grown and traT

relative,profitability of eadh..

loLarcelementary survey (perhaps by phone)

to determine the relative anitotal demand

for a winter crop of'flowering pot plants

such asdaffodils or Easter lilies.

B. Obsav,-a demonstration of and/or prepare a

portingmixture for a selected bulb crop.

I IF'..11



4

Greenhouse Crop Production

2134111T: Growing a Typical Winter Sequea:e Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS

I. Growing alnilb crop during the winterInenhouse

sequence

A. Selecting the crop and variry

1. WinteT grown bulb crops

Defodils

Eeter lilies

2. Fact= to consider

Profitability

Lozal demand

Greenhouse sequence

B. Treparing the potting mixture

1. References which proviie reconmended

mixtures

2. Preparing the mixture

3. Mixture irgredients

Topsoil

Sand

Peat

41 I

RESOURCES
"wilftowora.ana%%ftiftwaawftwaW"wo saft41~11

161

I - A. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

Nelson, flower and Plant Production.

.RuseCrop_PlictionGreen1 - A Student

'Handbook.

11411011Lis!TILLe!.....

B. Ball. The Ball Red. 3ook.

Nelson. 'Kowa and .Plant Production.

P.S.U.

Bandbook.

.
1.1sir,c;; thelh School Greenhouse,

11,

3 2 0



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Graming a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop
Inevalumalmrsillassolowillimeromperir

OBJECTIVES

.1111111111P

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Diagram or otherwise describe the arrangement

of soil in a typical container in which a

bulb is to be placed.

D. When given a variety of containers (types and

sizes), identify those recommended for use in

gromin a selected bulb crop.

1. Cite at least one reference which lists the

rezommended container types and sizes for

--selected crops.

/. List at least two advantages and dis-

advantages of a selected type of container.

3. List at least three types and sizes of

containers commonly used for growing bulb

craps.

4.

321

Observe demonstrations illustrating the ideal

arrangement of soil in a container in which a

bulb is to be planted, i.e., coarser material

at the bottom, finer material at the top, etc.

While visiting local growers, note the types and

sizes of containers used. While interviewing local

growers ask themto give reasons for using the

types and sizes of containers used.

Observe demonstrations designed to show the advantngE

and disadvantages of various container sizes and typE

Conduct a demonstration using various sizes and types

of containers for growing a selected bulb crop.

S .



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS RESOURCES

C. Preparing the pot of soil

Selecting a container type and size

1. References which give recommended container

types and sizes

2. Comparing container types

3. Types and sizei of containers

, Types . Sizes

Clay . 6"

. Plastic , 8"

Cans . 10"

12"

C. Ball, The Ball Red Book,

. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production,

P.S.U.

Handbook.

Us128.111LAILS1-±ELInt291.

D. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

Nelson, Flower and Plant Production,

P.M, Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook,



Greenhouse Cop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E. Pot (plant) a selected bulb crop in a manner

comensurate with industry practices.

1. Cite at least one reference which gives

recommended planting depths and dates.

2. List at least two factors to consider in potting

bulbs.

3, .

Plan and conduct a recommended watering program or

schedule for a selected typical bulb crop,

1. Cite at least one reference which provides a

recommended watering program for growing a

selected bulb crop.

2. Compare and contrast hand vs. automatic watering

by overhead sprinkler or individual pot waterers.

3. Determine the need for watering by "feel" or

through the use of instruments.

4. With aid of references, prepare a watering

and/or relative humidity schedule for the

selected crop,

Read and interpret a hygrometer.

1

Observe demonstrations of and pot a quantity of

bulbs.

Obtain and file a reference which provides a

recommended water program or schedule for a

selected crop.

While visiting local growers, observe the type of

watering system used,

As a class or small group project, prepare a

watering schedule.

Observe demonstrations of and practice determining

the soil moisture level and relative humidity using

a hygrometer.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS RESOURCES

E. Potting the bulb

1. References

2. Factors to consider

Depth of bulb

Soil compaction

011

F. Watering a bulb crop

1. References which give recommended watering

schedules

2. Comparing watering methods

Hand watering

. Overhead sprinkler

Individual pot waterers

3. Determining the need

By "feel"

By instruments

4. Preparing a watering schedule

5. Reading a hygrometer

6.

E. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

Nelson, Flower and Plant Production.

P.S,U. Greenhouse and Crop Production - A Student

Handbook.

. P.M, Using the High School Greenhouse.

I 40.

F. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

Nelson. Flower and Plant Production.

P.S.U. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook,

Using the High School Greenhouse.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop
4111111111.,

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Regulate the flowering tine of a selected bulb crop

in accordance with industry stkmdards.

1. List at least four recommended ways to

regulate flowering time,

2. Identify the recommended flowering dates of

the major bulb crops.

3. Determine the amount of precooling needed

for forcing a selected bulb.

41

Plan and conduct a recommended fertilization

program.

1. Identify plants which need fertilization.

2. When given appropriate references, select a

recommended grade and amount of fertilizer for

a given bulb crop.

3. When given ratio of a solution of fertilizer

and water to be used, prepare the mixture to

the proportionspecified:

4) .11

G, Plan and conduct demonstrations illustrating the

effect of precooling on forcing a selected bulb

crop, e.g., daffodils, Easter lilies, etc.

Plan and conduct demonstrations illustrating the

effect of tetperature and/or light on forcing a

selected bulb crop.

H. As a class, small group or individual project, plan

and/or conduct a recommended fertilization program.

. Observe demonstrations of and practice preparing

fertilizer'solutions to be applied through the

water system or by hand waterers.

I

33J

.....



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop
'.1110Nr

TOPICS

11.1 411.0.11=11111.101.01MEIMI

RESOURCES

G. Regulating flowering time

1. Means of regulating flowering time

Precooling

Lighting

Fertilization

I I 1

2. Determining the desired flowering dates

3. Determining the amount of precooling needed

for forcing

4.

H. Fertilie:ng the crop

1. Detemining the need

2. Referente which gives recommended fertilizer

schedules .

3. Prepring a fertilizer solution

4. I.

31

. Ball. The Ball Red Book,

Nelson, Flower and Plant Production.

P,S,U. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook.

P,S.U. Using the MO School Greenhouse.

H. 30.1.. The Ball Red Book.

. Nelson. Flower atiPlant Production.

P.S.U. Greenhouse, Crop. ProdlietiTStudent--

Handbook.

P.S.U. liallielLgti School Greenhouse.

1

33



jJNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

.SLIB.UNIT: Growing Oypical Winter Sequence Greenhouse:Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Plan a recommended lighting, schedule for a

selected bulb crop which is comensurate with

industry standards.

1. Cite at least one reference whiCh provides a

recommended lighting ededule for a elected

bulb crop.

2. Compare and contrast natural lighting,

incandescent or flourescent lights.

3.

J. Plan and conduct a pest control program for a

selected bulb crop whiCh. i&comensurate with

industry approved practice&

1. List, and with the aidiof references,

identify the three azdnir insects or disease

pests of a typical bUllcrop.

2. Cite at least one reference which provides

information,helpful in identifying,and

controlling the maj'or inseOt'and disease

pests of bulb crops.

3. Select, adjust, calibrate and safely

operate equipment commonly used for pest

control.

II 1

K. I I

168

"N11110014111111111111111

I. As a class or small group project., plan a

recommended lishting schedule for a selected

bulb Crop.

. Obtain and file a reference which provides a

recommended lighting schedule.

J. As a class or small group project, plan a pest

control program for a selected bulb crop.

Obtain and file a reference which gives

illustrations or pictures helpful in identifying

the major insects and diseases or symptoms of

such pests.

Observe demonstrations of and/or adjust,

calibrate and operate equipment commonly used

for pest control.

Olt

K. I



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS
Awafteminwoftanummlw

~41.01%.

RESOURCES

I. Planning a lighting schedule or program

1. References which provide recommended light

schedules

2. Comparing types of lighting

. Natural

Incandescent

Plourescent

3,

J. Controlling pests

1. Idea:111*g the major pests

Insects

Diseases

2. References which provide identification

aids and control methods

3. Selecting, adjusting, calibrating and

operating equipment

4. .

K.

II.

I. Ball, The Ball Red Book.

Nelson. Flower and Plant Production.

. P.S.t. ig.ttpaelm Production - A Student

Handbook.

P.s.D.

Ball, The Ball Red_.44,---
Nelson. .Flbwer and Plant Production,

P.M, Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student:

Handbook.

ilsjaa_iigSLthellcolGreenhouse,

K.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Winter Sequence Greenhouse Crop

BOOKS

Ball, George J. Inc. Staff, The Ball Red Book.

Chicago, Ill.: George J. Ban, Inc,, Current

Edition,

Nelson, Kennard S. Flower and Plant Production in

the Greenhouse. Danville, Ill,: The Interstate

Printers and Publishers, Inc., 1967.

111101=11.01011~14110%1W

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES TRANSPARENCIES

The Pennsylvania State University Department of

Agricultural tducation, Universlm Park,

Pennsylvania 16802:

Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student Handbook

Cro Producti-6 - A TeaaETOTIne:

Usia.thLHigh School Greenhouse.

170

333
;LYiitt&Q_



BIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUN1T: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECT1VE(S): The student will be able to:

I, Plan arid grow a typical crop of bedding plants propagated

from seed and grown during the spring greenhouse sequence.

II.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUMMIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Plan and grow a typical crop of bedding plants

propagated from seed and grown during the spring

greenhouse sequence.

A. When given a selection of bedding plant crops

and varieties, select those crops and varieties

most profitably grown in the local area.

1. List at least five bedding plant crops

grown in the local area.

2. List at least five factors to consider in

selecting a profitable bedding plant crop,

3. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended varieties of bedding plants.

4.

B. Select and prepare in accordance with industry

standards a recommended media for a seed flat

in which bedding plants are to be germinated.

1. Cite at least one reference which provides

such recommendations. ,

2. Select, adjust and operate soil mixing

equipment.

3. List at least two typical media ingredients

used for seed germination,

4. Compare and contrast the major media,

e.g., sand vs. vermiculite, etc,

5,

As a class, small group or individual project, plan

and grow a selected crop of bedding plants,

A. While visiting local greenhouse growers,

determine the major bedding plants grown locally.

Obtain and file a reference which provides a

listing of recommended varieties of bedding

plants for commercial production.

I

B, Observe demonstrations of and prepare a media

for germinating bedding plants.

Obtain and file a reference which provides

recommended media for germinating bedding plants.

I



UNIT: ,Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a,Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS

I. Growing bedding plants

A. Selecting bedding plant crops and varieties of

crops

1. Bedding plants

Petunias

Marigolds

Salvia

2, Factors to consider in selection

Profitability

. Time sequence with other crops

11

3. Reference to recommended varieties

4.

B. Preparing the germinating media

1. References

2. Soil mixing equipment

Selecting

Adjusting

Operating

14

3, Media ingredients

Sand

Vermiculite

4. Media comparison

5,

RESOURCES

I - A, P,S,U. aqenhouseCrop_Prodt_icl_ton.

Nelson, Flower and Plant Production, pp 229 -

237,

Ball. The Ball Red Book,

P.S.U. Using the High School Grcenhouse.

I.

B. Nelson. Flower and Plant.Production, pp. 229

237.

Ball. The Ball Red Book,

P.M!. Using the High School Greenhouse.

343 173 344



UNIT:

SUB.UNIT:

Greenhouse Crop Production

Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES

C. Select a prepared mixture for a selected bedding

plant crops,

1. Compare and constrast prepared soil mixtures

commonly used for bedding plants.

2, Cite at least one reference which comRares

andcontrasts prepared soil mixtures.

31 OBIS

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

174

C. While visiting local greenhouse growers as a

class or as individuals, determine the soil

mixture(s) used farigaing plant crops.

Obtain use and file a reference which compares

:prepared mixture.

4



UNIT
Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS RESOURCES

C. Selecting prepared mixtures

1.. Comparing mixtures

2, Using references

3,

347

C. Ball Co. The Ball Red Book,

Local growers

,

175 348



UNIT; Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB-UNIT; Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES

111010=10111UNg 111110111111~10100111,101010110~~

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

IL Sterilize or otherwise treat a batch of media

and/or flat of media to be used for seed

germination in accordance with industry standarch

E. Seed a flat or individual container of bedding

plants in a mannPr comensurate with industry

standards.

1. List at least two methods of seeding flats

or other types of containers.

2. Cite a rule-of-thumb for selecting a

planting depth.

3. Cite at least one reference which provides

recommended seeding dates, planting depths,

and seeding quantities or spacings.

F. Compare and contrast (where applicable)

germinating and growing bedding plants in

individual containers or clusters of containers

vs. germinating seeds in flats and transplanting

to individual containers after germination.

III

D. Observe demonstrations of and practice treating

soil using the recommended methods.

E, Observe demonstrations of and seed a flat of

bedding plants.

, Obtain and file a reference which provides

recommended planting dates, depth of planting

and quantities per flat or spacings.

P. As a class project or experiment, germinate and

grow a quantity of bedding plants in clusters

of individual containers. Compare the results

with the crop germinated in flats and trans-

planted later to individual containers.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS
.............................,

D. Sterilizing or treating media

E. Seeding a flat or individual container

1. Method of germination and/or growing

Seed flat germination

Sectionalized containers

OU

2. Depth of planting

3. References

4. ...

F. Comparing methods of production

Seed flats

Sectionalized containers

RESOURCES

D. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production,,pp. 229 -

237.

Ball. The Ball Red Book.

P.S.U. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook,

. P.S.U.

I

E. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production, pp. 229

237.

, P.S.U. GreelisectiottoLi-AStudent

Handbook.

. Ball. The Ball Red-Book,

P.S.U. Using the High School Greenhouse.

F. Nelson. Flower and Plant Production, pp. 229 -

237.

. P.S.U. Greenhouse Crop Production - A Student

Handbook.

Ball. The Ball Red Book.

P.S.U. Using the High School Greenhouse.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Amolliommlop01101V

G. Plan and maintain a recommended environmental

schedule for a selected bedding plant crop from

seeding to transplant stages.

1. Cite at least one reference which provides

recommended temperature and/or relative

humidity schedules for typical bedding plant

crops,

2. Prepare a schedule of temperature and

relative hunidity levels generally

recommended at this stage of development.

3. Water a container of seeds in a manner

recommended by the industry.

a. Compare and contrast at least two means

of watering germinating bedding plants.

b. List it least three factors to consider

in watering germinating bedding plants.

c.

4. Compare and contrast at least three means

,of,providing heat to germinating bedding

plantS.

353 178

G. As a class or small group project, plan and

maintain an environmental control schedule

for a selected bedding plant crop from the

seeding to transplant stages.

Obtain, use and file a reference which provides

recommended temperature, humidity and light

schedules.

Observe demonstrations of and practice watering

a selected bedding plant crop.

Observe demonstrations of the major methods of

providing bottom heat for propagating plants.

. 0.-
emoanon.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SI.UNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop
411110.1/NSINNPINOWArml. .INWIENNI4

TOPICS RESOURCES
10MINMPHOW. tonal '4"./

G. Controlling the environment from seeding to

transplant

1. References which provide schedules

2. Environmental schedules

Relative humidity

Temperature

14

3. Watering a flat

a. Methods of watering

. Overhead sprinkler

. Sub-irrigation

A

b. Factors to consider

Method

Frequency

4. Methods of providing heat for germination

Heating pads

Germination-ovens

5, 11

G. Ball. The Ball Red ;look.

Nelson. Flower and Plant Production, pp. 229

237.

P.S.U. Greenhouse CroOroduction ..._ A Student

Handbook,Nob 101.1.*

P,S.U,

111

179
356,



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

OBJECTIVES

H. Transplant a selected bedding plant crop in a

manner comensurate with industry, standards.

1. When givenseeLingsin various stages of

development, select those ready for'

transplanting.

2. List at least three characteristics which

indicate a plant is ready for transplanting.

3. Diagram or otherwise overtly describe the

handling of a plant during the transplanting

process.

4

I. Prepare and implement an environmental control

schedule (heat, relative humidity and light),

fot the selected bedding plant crop from the

transplant stage (or equivalent if germinated

and grown in same container) to the ready-for-

market stage.

1. Cite at least one reference which provides

such a schedule.

2. Compare and contrast the major watering

systeMs typically used, e.g., hand watering

with a hose and sprinkler, overhead sprinkler

system-etc.

3

II,

0

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

H. Observe demonstrations of and transpla t a

selected bedding plant crop.

Observe demonstrations which compare and

contrast seedlings ready for transplanting

and those not ready for transplanting.

Observe demonstrations illustrating the proper

handling of a seedling during transplanting.

O 1 1

I. As a class_or_small:group project, prepare,an:

environmental control schedule for a selected

bedding plant Crop from transplant to market

stages.

Obtain, use and file a reference which provides

a recommended light,, temperature and humidity

schedule.

II,

RIM M.o.



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

TOPICS RESOURCES
N411011111111MMIIIIIIP-

H. Transplanting

1. Determining readiness

11,0 vaimarle'

H. Nelson, Flower and Plant Production, pp. 229 -

237.

P.S.U. GEeenhoAStudent.....
2. Characteristics of a seedling ready, for Handbook,

transplanting

Ball. The Ball. Red Book,

3, Handling the plant during transplanting

I. Controlling the environment from transplant

stage to market stage

1. References

P.S.U. Using theg School Greenhouse.

I

1, Ball. Theiall Red Book.

Nelson. Flower and Plant Production, pp, 229.

237.

2, Comparing watering system used during the . PiS,U. GrIenhot_itak:okod.Lwiction - A Student'

transplant to market stage Handbook.

JO

0 II,

P.S.U. 2.19,g_the Highichool Greenhouse..

O SS

3,

II.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Growing a Typical Spring Sequence Greenhouse Crop

BOOKS

Ball, George 1., Inc. Staff. The Ball Red Book.

Chicago, Ill.: George 1. Ball, Inc., Current

Edition,

Nelson, Kennard S. Flower and Plant Production.

Danville, Ill.: The Interstate Printers and

Publishers, Inc., 1967.

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park,

Pennsylvania 16802,

Greet_touse Cro - A Student

Handbook

s

Guide

us_tELLITIL khooLcm_ahouse

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

TRANSPARENCIES

.1,11*



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNM Exploring Career Opportunities

UBJEUPVE(S): The student will be able to:

363

I. CoMPare and contrast the career opportunities in greenhouse

crop production,

List some of the ways in which a career in this area comple-

ments nr fails to complement life goals.

..

183



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.LINIT:
Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES

The.student will be able to:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Compare and contrast the career opportunities in

greenhouse crop production.

A. List the major career opportunities in green-

house crop production.

B. Classify the career opportunities as to occupa-

tional levels, i.e., professional, technical, et

C. List the major competencies required for at leas

one career related to each of the major occupa-

tions.

D. List the major activities performed by a person

employed in at least one occupation.

E. List the educational requirements of at least

one job.

Interview people employed in careers related to

greenhouse crop production.

Prepare an in-depth report on at least two occupa-

tions in greenhouse crop production which are of

special interest.

Perform and/or observe some of the more typical

tasks encountered by people employed in the jobs

which are of greatest interest to you.

Arrange to spend an afternoon or full day with

greenhouse producers.

Seek occupational work experience in greenhouse crop

production.

If the occupation of your choice requires further

schoolinz, investigate, with the help of your

guidance counselor or teacher, the availability

nf such a school.

ty

366



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUBUNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS
IN~Immftwmpi

RESOURCES

I. Career opportunities in or related to greenhouse

crop production

A. Careers

Greenhouse Owner

Greenhouse Manager

Greenhouse Worker

B. Occupational classification

Owner

Manager

Worker

C. Competencies needed

D. Training needed

Ei .11OOO

I. Local people employed in greenhouse crop production.

Hoover. Handbook'd-AgricultuLlssuLtims.,

Chapter XI.



UNIT:

SUBUNIT:

Greenhouse Crop Production

Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES
41111=1.11115

11, List some of the ways in which a chosen career in

this area complements or fails to complement life

goals.

A, List the ways in which a chosen career benefits

society.

B. List the ways in which a chosen career might

benefit the student,

Participate in a class debate of life goals,

Prepare a short paper concerning the ways in which

a chosen career complements or fails to complement

life goals,

As a class, small group or individual project,

prepare a want ad giving a job description for a

selected position,



UNIT: Greenhouse Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

II. Career benefits

A. Benefits to society

B. Benefits to the individual

C.

III. 1444

4.41441414..144MII4V

II. Hoover. Handbook of Agricultural Occupations,

Chapter XI.

VEMC. The World of Work, Activity 9%

14 1141



RESOURCES

UNIT: Greenhouse, Crop Production

SUB.UNIT: Exploring. Career Opportunities

BOOKS

Hoover, Norman K. colkialAt_galliandbool

Occupations. Danville, ILL: The Interstate

Peers and Publishers, Inc., 2nd edition, 1969.

TEACHER GUIDES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

The ktid of Work - A Teacher's Guide

373

FILMSAND FILMSTRIPS

188

TRANSPARENCIES

Vocational Educetion Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson UniVersity, Clemson, S.C. 2963:1.

The World of Work - Transparencies

374



UNIT:

SUBUNIT:

Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

Turfgrass Establishment

NutarvE(s): The student will be able to:

I. Plan the establishment of a recommended turf on a selected site

for a selected purpose,

A. Select a recomended turfgrass variety for given use and climatic

conditions,

B. Prepare a soil for planting a selected turfgrass in a manner

comensurate with industry standards.

C. Seed, sod or sprig a selected turfgrass area in a manner

comensurate with industry standards,

D. Renovate a typical turfgrass area in which over 50% of,the

grass is of the desired variety. The renovation will be

accomplished in a manner comensurate with industry standards.

Ei 10414



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Turfyass Establishment

OBJECTIVES

limineherswarrasasiownftnislawasorsok'

The student will be able to:

I. Plan the establishment of a recommended turf on a

selected site for a selected purpose.

A. Select a recommended turfgrass variety or

variety mixture for a given use and climatic

condition.

1. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended turfgrass varieties for various

uses and various climatic conditions.

2. List and identify at least one turfgrass

variety or mixture.of varieties recommended

for each of the major uses and adopted to

the local climate.

3. List the major uses of turfgrass.

4. OW

377

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. As a class, mall group_p,Ondividual project,

establish turfgrass small plots exemplary

of the ii turfgrass areas.

A. As a class, take a field trip to observe

varieties of turfgrass used in home lawns,

athletic fields, roadsides and golf courses

in the local area.

. Pictures or slides might be made for use with

future classes.

, 'Obtain, use and file a reference uhich pro-

vides recommended grasses for the local area.

1141



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishent and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

TOPICS RESOURCES

I. Planning the establishment of a turfgrass area I. PSU. EIceEdLablisiTurfrassMaintenatimmt- A

Student Handbook.

. Musser. Turf Management.

.1 WI
A. F-Hting a variety

1. .References on variety selection

2, Identiiying locally grown turfgrass

3. Uses of turfgrass

4,



Off: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

1111111111111111111

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B, Prepare a soil for planting a selected turfgrass

in a manner comensurate with industry standards.

1, Classify and/or evaluate a given soil site.

2. Recommend soil ingredients or anendments

needed to make an acceptable soil profile.

3. Prepare a recommended soil profile.

4. Take a soil sample and interpret soil test

results,

5. Select, adjust and operate the soil prepara-

tion and fertilization equipment typically

used in preparing a soil for planting.

6. When given a variety of soil conditions to

choose from, select that condition recom

mended as best for seeding, sodding, or

sprigging.

11101111.

IWO

B. As a class, prepare a soil profileof an ideal

soil for a selected turfgrass.

Practice classifying and evaluating various

soils in the area - perhaps on the school

grounds,

As a class or small group, prepare a batch of

topsoil to be used for establishing the speci

turfgrass areas, e.g., athletic fields. Add

the amendment needed, e,g organic materials

(rotted manure, well rotted sawdust, etc.);

coarse sand, etc.

Observe demonstrations of and/or take soil

samples and practice interpreting the test.

As a class, prepare the soil for a home lawn,

small athletic field to be established in the

local cOmmunity.

Observe demonstrations of the adjustment and

operation of soil preparation equipment and

practice the use of such equipment.

As a class, visit a site where a new athletic

field, home lawn or golf course is being

established and observe the procedures used,

382
192

1



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

TOPICS RESOURCES

B. Preparing the soil for planting

1. Classifying or evaluating soils

2. Selecting amendments

3. Preparing an ideal soil profile

4. Taking a soil sample and interpreting the

test results

5. Selecting, adjusting and operating soil

preparation and fertilization equipment

. Tilling equipment

Disk . Rotary hoe

Cultivator . Drag or smoothing

harrow

. Fertilizer application equipment

Hopper type

Cyclone type

. Finishing equipment

Handvaks

6, Selecting the soil conditions needed

Organic

Manure . Sawdust Peat

Inorganic

Sand . Clay OW

383
193

.0101101110101000010000PRAINII00/00010100,

PSU, litgassMaintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook.

. Musser, Turf Management.

38



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

OBJECTIVES

piminsionlaslowsompow"Aaowsu

C. Seed, sod or sprig a selected turf area in a

manner comensurate with industry standards.

1. Select a recommended method of propagation.

a. Compare and contrast seeding, sprigging,

plugging.

b. Cite at least one reference which lists

recommended methods of establishing

a given turfgrass variety,

2, Seed a selected area in a manner approved

by the industry.

a. Select, adjust, calibrate and operate

seeding equipment typically used by

the industry.

b. Cite at least one reference which pro-

vides recommended seeding dates, qual-

ities of seeds required per square foot,

and depth of planting.

CO WO

C. As a class project, seed, sod or sprig a select-

ed turf.

1, While visiting sites where home lawns,

athletic fields, golf courses and other

turfgrass areas are being established, note

the method (seeding, sodding or sprigging)

being used. Also observe the process used

to seed, sod or sprig.

. Obtain, use and file a reference which pro-

vides recommended establishment methods for

a selected variety of grass.

2. As a class project, seed a home lawn or

other commonly seeded turfgrass area or a

turf plot on the school ground.

Obser:ve demonstrations of and practice adjus

ing, calibrating and using seeding equipment

. Obtain, use and file a reference which pro-

vides recommended seeding dates, quantities

of seed required, depth of planting, etc.

1

385



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

TOPICS RESOURCES

C. Seeding, sodding or sprigging

1. Selecting the method

a, Comparing the methods

Seeding

, Sodding

Sprigging

b, Reference on selecting method

CI POOP

2. Seeding

a. Selecting, adjusting and calibrating

equipment

Cyclone

Hopper

b. References on seeding

PSU. ILakras_s_tanceanclishrltaintetlent-

A Student Handbook.

Musser, T)zillsais_lent.

388



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turf rass Establishment

OBJECTIVES

3, Sod, sprig lor stolonize a selected turfgrass

area.

.a. Select, adjust and operate sodding,

sprigging or plugging equipment or

tools typically used by the industry.

b. Cite at least one reference which gives,

recommended platting dates, spacings,

and depth of planting.

C. 1,0

4. Mulch a selected new planting in a manner

recommended by the industry.

a. List and identify at least four mulches

recommended and used by the industry.

b. List at least twb'm. eans of anchoring

mulches.

C.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

3. As a class project, sod or sprig an actual

turfgrass area in the local community (home

lawn, athletic field or golf green) or sod

or sprig a demonstration plot on the school

grounds.

. Observe demonstrations of and practice using

sodding or sprigging machinery or tools.

Obtain, use and file a reference which pro-

vides recommended planting dates, spacings,

and depth of planting for locally adopted

turfgrass.

4. Observe demonstrations of and mulch a newly

planted turfgrass.

IzO000

4



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

TOPICS RESOURCES

3. Sodding and sprigging

a. Selecting, adjusting and operating

sodding, sprigging, or stolonizing

equipment.

b. Reference on planting

Dates

Spacing

. Depth of planting

4. Mulching a newly established turfgrass

a. Mulching materials

. Wheat straw

. Ray

Pine straw

b. Methods of"anchoring mulches

Wire

String

Petroleum products

POIPP

331 197

. PSD. Turfgrass Maintenance and Establishment -

A Student Handbook.

. Musser. Turf Manapment.

. ..



UNIT: Turfgrass Estab:' t and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

OBJECTIVES

5. Plan a recommended watering progrn,

newly planted turfgrass.

a. Estimate the moisture coL th,

soil by feel or by use of

measuring instruments.

b. Identify wilting of the grass due to

low relative humidity and/or winds.

c. Compare and contrast the more commonly

used methods of watering.

1. List at least five criteria for

selecting watering equipment.

2. List at least three methods of

watering a newly established

turfgrass.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

AIMMIN10111111.101MNOMOMIsIMP

5. Observe demonstrations of and practice

determining the moisture content of soil by,

measuring instrutents or by feel.

Observe demouorations of commonly used

watering equipment - observe type of cover-

age, water particle) size, convenience, etc.



UNIT:
Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establiehment

TOPICS
4.111.11. ,=10

5. Planning a watering program for a newly

established turfgrass

a. Estimating moisture content of the soil

Moisture measuri quipment

Feeling

Identifying wilting due to low relative

humidity and/or wind

c. Comparing and contrastimg methods of

watering

1. Criteria for selecting watering

equipment

2. Methods of. watering

Underground

Above ground

. Hard nozzles

Portable sprinklers

O

395

ef

PSU. Turfgrass Maintenance and Establishment -

A Student Handbook.

Musser, Turf Management.

MD
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UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

6. Plan a recommended pest control ,:ogram

for a newly planted turfgrass.

a. With the aid of appropriate references,

identify the major turfgrass pests or

symptoms of such pests.

b. With the aid of appropriate references,

select reCoMmended rolLrol measures.

c. Select, adjust, calibrate and safely

use pest control equipment.

6. As a class project, plan a pest control

program for a newly established turfgrass,

Obtain, use and file refe:ences which 'pro-,

vide identification clues and recommended

control procedures for the more common

turfgrass pests.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, calibrating and using equipment

or tools commonly used for turfgrass pest

control.



UNnr: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUMMIT: Turfgrass Establishment

TOPICS RESOURCES

6. Planning a recommended pest control program

for a newly planted turfgrass

a. Identifying pests or their symptoms

Insects

Nematodes Grubs

Chinch bugs Scales

Difleases

Dollar spot

Brown spot

Fairy ring

Pythium blight

Powdery mildew

Weeds

.Nutgrass Plantain

(Crabgrass Clover

Dandelion

b, Reference for identification and control

methods

c. Selecting, adjusting and calibrating

spraying or dusting equipment

201

PSD, Turfgrass:Maintenance and Establishment -

A Student Handbook,

Musser. Turflmmt.,

I 41

400



ANIT:
Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrassistablishment

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E.

11.

Renovate a typical turfgrass area in which over

50% of the grass is of the desired variety.

The renovation will be accomplished in a manner

comensurate with industry standards.

1. List the steps typically recommended:for

renovating an existing turf.

2. Select, adjust and safely operate soil

aerators, vertical slicers or other equip-

ment commonly used to prepare the turfgrass !

area for seeding.

3. Select, ;a4just, calibrate and ope... 1,2 seed-

ing equipment.

4. Select, adjust and operate seed covering

and packing equipment.

As a class projecL, renovate an existing turf -

i)erhaps a section of theschool grounds,

Observe demonstrations of andlor practice the

use of all types of equipment used in the reno-

vation process.



UNIT:. Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

jUB.UNIT: Turf rass Establishment

TOPICS

mr0~."~0~01.10111. 1=111111111111144011044114.11014411~14%/161.14411%

RESOURCES

D, Renovating a typical turfgrass area

1. Rteps

owing

7 Removing clippings

. Spraying pest control

Aerating

Vertical slicer to cut through thatch

, Aerator

Seeding

Covering seed

, Packing seed

2. Selecting, adjusting and operating the

aerator and vertical slicer

3. Selecting, adjusting, calibrating and

operating seeding equipment

4. Selecting, adjusting, and operating seed

covering and packing equipment

go 411,4,4

0411

03

203

PSU,

A Student Handbook,

Musser. Turf Management,

1141

40

;:,64



RESOURCES

UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment

BOOKS

Musser, H. Burton, Turf Management, NY:

Hill, 1962.

I.0.0011MINOIMINiMM

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

McGraw- The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park, PA 16802

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park, PA 16802.

Turfgrass Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student handbook

Turfgrass Maintenance and Establishment - A

Teacher's Guide

Turfgrass Identification (30 color slides)

$5.00 per set

Types of Turf (i7 color 'slides) $3.00 per set

204

TRANSPARENCIES



Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Turf Maintenance

CIONVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Plan and conduct a maintenance program for a selected "turf

in a manner comensurate with industry standards,

A. Maintain a typical home lawn in a manner comensurate with

industry standards.

E, Maintain a typical athletic field turf in a manner comensurate

with industry standards.

C. Plan and/or conduct a maintenance program for a selected golf

course green in a manner comensurate with industry standards.

205

4017



UNIT: Turfgrass Establidhment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turf grass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Plan and conduct a maintenance program for a

selected turf.

A, Maintain a typical home lawn in a manner

comensurate with industry standards.

1i Plan and conduct a recommended fertilization

program,

a, Take a soil ttoplP and interpret test

results.

b. Select, adjust, calibrate and operate

fertilizer application equipment.

c. Cite at least one reference which pro-

vides fertilization recommendations for

a selected turfgrass.

d. Compare and contrast various types of

fertilizers.

e. Identify and recommend methods of pre-

venting fertilizer burn.

As a class small group or individua.l. pa,1!4 plan

and perform the maintenance tasks requi70 OP

typical turf areas in the local communi,

A. As a class, small group or individuaL.

plan and perform the maintenance tas.0.' 'e aired

on a selected home lawn.

1. As a class, plan a fertilization Tr.,gram

for a typical home lawn or laws.

Observe demOnstrations of and practice

taking soil samples and interpreting

the results.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, calibrating and using common-

ly used fertilizer application equipment.

Obtain, use and file references which

provide fertilization recommendations.

Observe demonstrations which show

the difference' in aVailability rate and

other characteristics of fertilizers.

Observe demonstrations designed to

illustrate fertilizer burn and to show

how to prevent such a burn.

OW



UNIT: Turfgrass Zs; ililAsheint and Mtntenance

SUBUNIT: Turf ras

I. Maintaining turfgn .are

A. Maintaining de, toyn

Hanson/Juska, Turfgass Science.

Musser, Ttf Manapment.

PSU. Turf Maintenance 210 Establshment - A

Student Handook.

1. Planning a, Aganu'Ed fertilization program . Sunset Staff. Lawns and Ground &wars.

a, Taking 1,-Agples

b. Sakai: Wusting, calibrating and

operati: solication equipment

c. References of hothe lawn fertilization

d. Comparing Jnd contrasting fertilizers

e. Identifying ani preventing fertilizer

burn

411
207,1

it

41,2



UNIT: Ttrfgass 'Establishment and EL tenaoce.

StIBINT: It:if:grass :Maiatenance

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACT1VITIE

2, 1.fienieni conduct...aleCommended Imvimg

77mgram for a selected hoze

.,...List at least five factors :ID mar.

Eider for determining when tn mow.

b. Cite at least one reference which

provides recommended mowing heights

for different turfgrasses.

c. Select, .djust and operate mowers

commonly used for mowing home lawns.

U.. a I of

3. Plan and conduct a recommended watering

program or schedule for a typical home

lawn.

a. List at least five criteria for de-

termining mhen to water.

--Compare-anA-cantrast-commonly-msed

watering equipment.

208

2. a class or Andividuallroject, plan

lowing program and mow e-selected hone

Lawn.

Observe demonstrations :(perhaps onachota

ttrfgrass plots) showing the effects of

Aifferent mowing heights and frequencies

on selected grasses commonly used for

home lawns,

Obtain, use and file a reference which

Trovides recommended mowing heights for

grasses typically used for home lawns

In the local community.

Zbserve demonstrations of and practice:

adjusting and safely operating Mowers

typically used for mowing home lawns.

C MOCO

3, As a class project, plan and conduct a

watering program for a typical home lawn.

:Observe demonstrations of the determina7-

tion of soil moisture by feel or :by:the

ustoLmoisture testing equipment.,

pfiaca

using themore commonly used typesAf

waterinweqdpment used on home lawins.

I



umr: Turfgrass Establishment andltintenance

SUBUNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

2. Planning and conkctizI a iDwing program

a. Factors to CoOsider

Mowing heiint

Mowing frequency

b, References for recammended mowing by

variety

c. Selecting, adjustimg and oper

mawing equipment

d I

.511111k$

3. Planning ard =ducting a watering.pro-

gran

aiteria fo: datermining when tc

water

11. Comparing an4 E=trastnoatering

equipmert

Hanun/Juska, Turfgrass Science,

Musser. Turf Management.

PSU, Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook.

, Sunset Staff. Lawns and Ground Covers.'



-
UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES LbkFINING ACTIVITIES

4. Plan and conduct a recommended pest control

program for a selected home lawn.

a. With the aid of appropriate references,

identify the major pests which attack

home lawns or symptoms of such pests,

b. With the aid of appropriate references,

select recommended control measures.

c. Select, adjust, calibrate and safely

use pest control equipment,

4, AS a class, snail group or individual pro-

ject, plan and conduct a pest control pro-

gram for a typical or selected home lawn,

. Obtain, use and file references which

aiclin the identification of the major

pests or symptoms of such pests which

attack home lawns.

Obtain, use and file references which

provide reconmended control measures for

the major pests which attack hont lawns.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting, calibrating and safely using

pest control equipment.



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

..212:211.1.....arloiMaintenance

TOPICS
RESOURCES

4. Planning and conducting a pest control pro-

gram

a. Identifying pests

1. Insects

. Chinch bugs Scales

. Grubs .

2, Diseases

. Dollar spot . Fairy ring

. Brown patch 1OJI

3, Weeds

Nutgrass . Wild onion

. Crabgrass . Clovers

, Dandelion

, Plantain

.141

4. Small animals

Moles

. Rabbits

b. Selecting pest control measures

c. Selecting, adjusting, calibrating and

operating pest control equipment

d.

211

Couch. pileases2L12,_brfrasses.



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance
SUBUNIT: Turf grass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. Maintain a cypical athletic field turf in a

manner comensurate with industry standards.

1. With the aid of an appropriate reference,

identify the turfgrass varieties commonly

used on athletic fields in the local area,

a. Cite at least one reference which pro-

vides aid in identifying turfgrasses

commonly used on athletic fields.

b. List at least two turfgrass varieties

commonly used on athletic fields in the

area.

C. WI

21
212

B. As a class or small group project, plan and

conduct a maintenance program for a typical

athletic field.

Interview th: person responsible for the

maintenance of athletic fields for the local

high schools, college or university.

1. Obtain, use and file references helpful in

identifying turfgrass varieties commonly

used on athletic fields in the local area.

'



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turf rass Maintenance

TOPICS
RESOURCES

Maintaining athletic fields

1. Identifying turfgrass varieties

a. Reference for identification

b. Typical turfgrass varieties for

athletic fields

Hanson/Juska. Turfgrass Science.

Musser. Turf Management.

PSU, Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook.

IMRE



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUMMIT!,
Turfgrass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES

2. Plan and/or conduct a recommended fertilization

program for a typical athletic field.

a. Take a soil sample and interpret the test

results.

b. Select, adjust, calibrate and operate

fertilizer application equipment.

c. Prepare a fertilization calendar.

.d. Cite at least one reference which provides

fertilizer recommendations for athletic

fields.

e.

AM.
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

2. As a class or small group project, plan a

fertilization program for a typical athletic

field (perhaps the school baseball or football

field.)

-

. Interview the local school or county grounds

sUperintendent (if one exists) to determine

fertilization practices used on local ath-

letic fields.

Observe demonstrations of and practice'ad-

justing, calibrating and safely operating

fertilizer application equipment typically

used on athletic fields.

. As a class project, prepare a typical ferti-

lization calendar for a selected athletic

field.

----------,



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

2. Planning and conducting a fertilization program

for an athletic field

a. Taking soil samples and interpreting test

results

b. Selecting, adjusting, calibrating and

operating application equipment

c. Preparing a fertililation calendu

d. Regerences

Hanson/Juska. Turfgrass Science.

Musser. DILLIEEns.

PSU. Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook.



UNIT:
Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

;SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

3. Plan-and conduct a recommended mowing pro-

gram for a typicalathletic field,

a. List at least five factors to consider

in determining frequency, height or

amount of cut.

b. Select, adjust, and safely operate

equipment commonly used for mowing

athletic fields.
.1

c. Cite at least onateference which pro-

vides recommended7mowing heights for

turfgrass commonly used on athletic

fields.

d.

3, As a class or_small group project, plan

'and conduct a mowing program for a typical

or selected athletic field (perhaps the

local school athletic field).

While interviewing the person responsible

for maintaining the local athletic field,

determine the mowing practices and sche-

dule followed.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting and safely operating mowing

equipment commonly used on athletic

fields,

Obtain, use and file references which

provide recommended mowing heights for

turfgrasses commonly used on athletic

fields



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

TOPICS

3. Planning and conducting a mowing program

for athletic fields

a. Factors to consider

Height

Frequency

Amount of cut

b. Selecting, adjusting and operating

mowing equipment

c. References

431
217.

RESOURCES

Hanson/Juska., Tutrass Science.

Musser. Turf Manapment.

PSU. Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook.

43'2
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Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Turf rass Meintenance

OBJECTiVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

4. Aerate a typical athletic field.

a. When given samples of overly compacted

and non-compacted soils, differentiate

between the NO and label each.

b. List at least three reasons for aerating

a turfgrass soil.

c. Select, adjust and safely operate common.

ly used aeration equipment.

5. Plan and conduct a watering program for a

typical athletic field.

a. State the usual rule-of-thumb concerning

the depth of watering.

b. Estimate within 1 day the length ottime

required for a selected athletic field

to dry after a 6" watering,

_c.._EiStimatejhe_moisture_contentALsoil_by

feel and come within 25% of that de-

termined by instrument measurement.

d. Determine the amount of water applied

in a given watering.

SIS

4. Observe samples of overly compacted and

non-compacted turf.

. Observe demonstrations of and practice

"adjusting and safely operating commonly

used aeration equipment.

611

5. As a class, small group or individual pro-

ject, plan a watering program for a typical

athletic field.

6.

Observe demonstrations and, practice de-

..termining the moisture content of soils

by feel.

Observe demonstrations designed to show

thol:ater holding ability of selected

. Observe demonstrations designed to de-

termine the amount and distribution of:

water applied during a given watering,



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:' Turfgrass Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

4. Aerating athletic fields

a. Identifying compacted soils

b. Reasons for aerating

c, Equipment

Selection

Adjustment

d.

5. Watering athletic fields

a, Guidelines for watering

b. Estimating drying time

Operation

c. Estimating moisture content

d. Determining the amount of water applied

c.

Hanson/Juska. Tutrass Science.

. Musser, Turf Management;

PSU. Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook,



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Plan and/or conduct a maintenance program for a

selected golf course green in a manner comen-

surate with industry standards.

1, With the aid of an appropriate reference,

identify the turfgrass varieties commonly

Used on golf greens in the local area,

2. Plan and/or conduct a fertilization program

for a typical golf course green,

a, Take a soil sample and interpret the

test results.

b. Cite at least one reference which pro-

vides fertilizer recommendations for

golf greens,

c. Select, adjust, calibrate and use greens

fertilization equipment.

d. 0041

C. As a class project, plan and/or conduct a main-

tenance program for a typical or selected golf

green,

Interview a local golf course superintendent

to determine the maintenance program used.

1, Obtain, use and file a reference helpful

in identifying turfgrass typically used on

golf greens in the local area,

Prepare a sample display on turfgrasses used

on local greens,

2, Obtain, use and file a reference which gives

recommended fertilization rates, types and

practices,

Observe demonstrations and practice taking

soil samples and interpreting the test re-

sults,

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

adjusting, calibrating and operating ferti-

lizer application equipment commonly used

on.golf_course greqs.



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance
asemirsawk.

TOPICS

C. Maintaining golf course greens

1. Identifying turfgrasses used locally on

greens

2. Fertilizing greens

a. Taking soil samples and interpreting

test results

b. Reference on greens fertilization

c. Selecdmg, adjusting and calibrating

feTtilialtion equipment

RESOURCES
MrWPWWo =molu1-__lMEMIN11,01111

Hanson/Juska. Turfgrass Science.

' Musser. DADIEERSt.

PSU. Turf Maintenance and Establishment -

Student Handbook.



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

14.

Plan a mowing program for a typical golf

course green.

a. List a rule-of-thumb to use as a guide

for mowing greens.

b. List at least five factors to consider

in ,determining the frequency, height

or amount of cut to take,

C. Select, adjust and safely operate equip-

ment commonly used for mowing golf cours

greens,

4. Aerate a typical green in a manner comen-

surate with industry standards.

a. When given samples of an overly com-

pacted and fion-compacted soil, differen-

tiate between the two and label each,

b. List at least three reasons for aerating

a green.

c. Select, adjust and safely operate

equipment commonly used for aeration,

1

3. As a class project, plan and/or conduct a

mowing program for a selected golf course

green.

While intervieiing or visiting a local

golf course superintendent, determine

the mowing practices used.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting and operating various types of

mowing equipment commonly used for mow-

ing golf course greens.

4. Observe demonstrations of and practice ad-

justing and operating aeration equipment

typically used to aerate golf course greens.

Observe samples of overly compacted turfs

and non-compacted turfs.

While interviewing the golf course super-

intendent, determine the frequency of

aeration required.

1 5 5



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

3. Mowing greens

a, Guidelines for mowing

b. Factors to consider

Frequency

Height

. Amount of cut

c. Equipment

Selection Operation

Adjustment 1114

di ov11

4. Aerating a green

a. Identifying compacted greens

b. Reason for aerating

c, Equipment

Selection

Adjustment

. Operation

d.

Hanson/Juska,

Musser, Turf Management.

PSU. Turf Maintenance and Establishment -

Student Handbook.



.tg4ri: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

OBJECTIVES

5. Plan and/or conduct a thatch control program

for a selected green,

a. When given a sample of an overly thatche

green and samples which are not overly

thatched, differentiate and label each.

b. List at least two means of controlling

thatch,

c. Select, adjust and safely operate a

vertical slicer (mower),

6. Plan and/or conduct a watering program for

a typical green which is comensurate with

industry standards,

a. List at least five variables to con-

sider in determining when to water a

typical green.

b. Prepare a watering schedule for a typi-

cal green of given turfgrass variety

which is comensurate with industry

standards.

Ci gels

III i'gol

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

5. As a class project, plan a thatch control

program for a typical or selected green,

. Observe samples of overly thatched and

non overly thatched tuft,

Observe demonstrations of and practice

adjusting and safely operating a verti-

cal slicer (mower).

. Observe demonstrations of the use of

top-dressing as a means of controlling

thatch.

6. As a class project, plan and/or conduct a

watering program for a typical green,

. While interviewing a local golf course

superintendent, determine the watering

schedule used.

Prepare a watering.schedule for a typical

green.



UNIT: Turfgrass Establishment and Maintenance

SUB-UNIT: Turfgrass Maintenance

TOPICS RESOURCES

5. Controlling thatch buildup

a. Identify excessive thatch

b. Means of control

Clipping removal

, Vertical slicing (mowing)

. Top-dressing

OW

c. Equipment

. Selection

Adjustment

Operation

.O0O0

do

6. Watering greens

a. Variables involved

Moisture content of soil

Variety of turfgrass

. Wind

Relative humidity

Temperature

. Watering schedules

CO

447

. Hanson/Juska. Turfgrass Science,

Musser. Turf Manasement.

PSU, Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook.

IIO

4



RESOURCES

UNIT: Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Turf Maintenance

BOOKS

Musser, H. Burton. Turf Manqement, NY: McGraw-

Hill Book Company, 1962.

Hanson, A.A. and Juska, F.V. Turfgrass Science.

Madison, Wisconsin: The American Society of

Agronomy, 1969.

Couch, H.B. Diseases of Tutrasses. Huntington,

NY: Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co., Inc., 2nd

edition, 1973.

Sunset Editorial Staff. Lawns and Ground Covers,

Menlo Park, CA: Lane Books, 1964.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park, PA

16802.

"Turfgrass Identification" - (30 color slides)

Set $5.00

"Type's of Turf" - (17 color slides) set $3.00

"Weed Identification" - (37 color slides)

set $6.00

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvnia State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park, PA

16802.

Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook

Turf Maintenance and Establishment - A_

Teacher's Guide

TRANSPARENCIES



Ill4rr: Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUB--UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTINT(S): The student will be able to:

I. Compare and contrast the career opportunities
establishment and maintenance.

II. List some of the ways in which a career in this area
complements or fails to complement life goals.

*,



UNIT; Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES

10WIPIKEININEMMINSIIM/

The student will be able to:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I. Compare and contrast the career opportunities in

turf establishment and maintenance.

A. List the major career opportunities in turf

establishment and maintenance.

Classify the career opportunities as to occupa-

tional levels, professional, technical,

etc.

C. List the major competencies required for at leas

one career.related to each of the major occupa-

tions.

D. List the major activities performed by a person

employed in at least one occupation associated

with each of the major occupations.

E. List the educational requirements of at least

one job.

Interview people employed in careers related to turf

establishment and maintenance.

Prepare an in-depth report on at least two occupa-

tions in turf establishment and maintenance which

are of special interest.

Perform and/or observe some of the more typical

tasks encountered by people employed in the jobs

which are of greatest interest to you,

Arrange to spend an afternoon or full day with a

person employed in this area,

Seek occupational work experience related to turf

establishment and maintenance.

If the occupation of your choice requires further

schooling, investigate, with the help of your

guidance counselor or teacher, the availability

of such a school.



an Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

Career opportunities in or related to turf establish-

ment and maintenance

A. Careers

Turfgrass Grower

6reens Keeper

Grounds Superintendent

Golf Course Superintendent

Agronomist (turfgrass specialist)

I

B. Occupational classification

Owner

Manager or Superintendent

Worker

iged

- -C.--Competencies-needed,--

Training needed

E.

229

Local people employed in turf establishment and

maintenance.

Hoover. Harp:_iLook_sii

Chapter XI.

I

A r
u



INFT: Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES

II. List some of the ways in which a chosen career in

.this area complements or fails to complement life

goals.

A. List the ways it which a chosen career benefits

society.

B. List the ways in which a chosen career might

benefit the student.

456

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Participate in a class debate of life goals.

Prepare a short paper concerning the ways in which

a chosen career complements ot fails to complement

life goals.

As a class project, prepare a hypothetical radio

program. (Each studentWould select and bring from

home a record of his choice. He would then prepare

a brief "commercial" on.thelob of 1iis choice.. Then,

he Would act as a disc jockey as he played a record

and.gavelis job-brief as the "commercial.")

So



UNIT: Turf Establishment and Maintenance
SUBUMT: Exploring Career Opportunities

II. Career benefits
II. Hoover. Handbook ofizricultural Occupations,

Chapters I, II and III.

A, Benefits to society

B. Benefits to the individual

VEMC. The World of Work, Activity 9,

III.

III, 1...

459
231



RESOURCES

UM: Turf Establishment and Maintenance

SUB-UNIT: Exp_oring _Career Opportunities
rommor

BOOKS

Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural

Occupations, Danville, ILL; TEe Interstate
,

Printers and Publishers, Inc., 2nd edition, 1969.

TEACHER GUIDES

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, ClevAn University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

The World of Work - Teacher's Guide

TRANSPARENCIES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

The World of Work - Transparencies

232 4 1



UNIT: Landscape DAign

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Plan a landscape design for a selected homesite according to

industry standards.

A, Prepare a family needs analysis a'cording to industry standards,

B. Prepare a site analysis according to industry standards.

C. Prepare an area layout plan for a selected home landscape

according to industry standards,

D. 'Prepare a design for the more common landscape structures

according to industry standarda,

E. Prepare a planting plan for a selected home landscape according

to industry standards.

F.



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Plan a landscape design for a selected homesite

according to industry standards.

A. Prepare a family needs analysis according to

industry standards.

1. List at least five factors to be considered

in planning a family needs analysis.

2. Cite at least one reference which provides

a Family Needs Checklist,

1. As a class, small group or individual project, plan

the landscape design to meet the needs of a selected

or typical family.

A. If feasible, interview a family in the process

of designing a landscape for a home and prepare

a needs analysis.

Simulate the interview using class members

and a hypothetical home,

Obtain and practice using a prepared Family

Needs Checklist.



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

I. Landscape designing

A. Preparing a family needs analysis

Factors to consider

References

PSU, 1...E.clicapileltudent Handbook.

. Hoover. Approved PractiesinLatithe

HoMe Grounds,

Harris. Jf..22A.a92g8..

VEMC. kasissalailieleand School Grounds,

Robinette, Off the Board/Into the Ground.

sunset' 12EY.UO3_132t.

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service.

Ljndicappiat_ILlinthrjouthCaggEaljojnes.

Circular 526.



MIT:
Landscape Design

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. Prepare a'site analysis according to industry

Ft:andards,

1. List at least 10 factors to be considered

in preparing a site analysis.

2. Plot the relevant features of the lot to be

landscaped on graph paper.

3. Take soil samples and interpret the results

of the laboratory report.

4. Determine the slope(s) of a selected lot

without the aid of a transit.

5. Cite at least one reference which provides

a site analysis checklist.

C. P dare an area layout plan for a selected home

landscape according to industry standards.

1. List the major components of the area lay-

out plan.

2. List at least five criteria for locating

these components on the site analysis plan,

3 1 I...

B. As a class, small group or individual project,

prepare a site analysis for a typical home

to bejandscaped.

, Observe demonstrations of and practice

plotting the relevant features of the site

on graph paper,

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

taking soil samples and interpreting the

laboratory report of such tests.

Observe demonstrations of and practice de-

termining slope.

Obtain and practice using a prepared check-

list for a site anaiysis.

C. As a class, small group or individual project,

prepare an area layout plan for a selected home

to.be landscaped.

Visit homes in the community which have well

landkaped and district landscaped areas, i.e

public, private and service areas,



UNIT: i.iandscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

Preparing a site analysis

1. Factors to consider

2. Plotting relevant features of the site on

graph paper

3. Taking soil samples

4, Determining slope

5. References

6, .1"
,

C. Preparing an area layout plan

1. Major components

A
Public area

Private area

Service area

2. Criteria for evaluating the locations

RESOURCES

PSU, LanizakeDesidentHandbook,

pp, 11-20.

Harris, Keep'Em Growing, Chapter I.

I

PSU. Landscape n - A Student

pp. 25-29.

. Harris. Keep'Em Growing, Chapter I,

Hoover, Approvainitautithe
Home Grounds, Chapter 1.

VEMC. Laildsidscainthe.Hoi.
Also See transparencies for this publication.

47



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB-UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

D. Prepare a structural design for the more common

landscape structures according to industry

standards.

1. List at least three criteria for evaluating

the design of walls, walks, patios and

drives,

2. List at least two different types of designs

for each of the more common landscape struc-

tures.

3. List at least two types of materials for

building each of these structures.

4. When given a variety of types of walks and

drives (straight, curved, wide, narrow,

etc.), choose the type which complements

a selected landscape situation.

a. List at least five types of walks and

drives.

b. List at least five criter for select-

ing walks and drives.

D. As a class, small group or individual project,

prepare a structural design plan for a selected

or actual landscape site.

Visit newly constructed homes in the local

community and observe the types of landscape

structures under construction.

. Visit established landscapes in the local

community and observe the landscape structure

commonly used, e.g., terraces, walks, steps,

etc.

Prepare a bulletin board depicting different

types of landscape structures.

. While visiting well landscaped homes in the

local community, note the types, sizes and

location of walks and drives.



UNIT: Landscape Design

SURNIT:

D. Preparing the structural plan

1. Criteria for evaluating structural.design

Types of structural designs

3. Construction materials

4. Selecting walks and drives

a. Types of walks and drives

Materials

Walks

Brick Flagstone

Concrete

Gravel

Drives

Concrete Brick

. Asphalt ti.11

Forms

Straight

Curved

b. Criteria for selecting walks and drives

C. WO

RESOURCES

. PSU. Landscape Desip - A Student Handbook,

pp. 64-79.

. Hoover. ApprOved Practices in Beautifying the

Home Grounds, Chapter III.

Brimer. Homeowner's Complete Outdoor Building

Book,

I II

PSU. Landscape Design A Student Handbook,

pp. 64-66.

Harris, Keep'Em Growing, Chapter I.

Hoover. App_r_olLtactices_j_Ly_g_.1Beautifinthe

Home Grounds.

, Brimer. Homeowner's Complete Outdoor Building

Book.

VEMC.

Also, transparencies for this publication.

Sunset Books:

1. How to Build Decks for Outdoor Living.

2. Sunset Patio Book.

3. How to Build Walls-Walks-Patio Floors,

4. How to Build Fences and Gates.

5. Garden Pools Fountains and Waterfalls



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:
WAMONOMIMIIMMONIPIRWIN.M.

RESOURCES

5. Selecting the location of walks and drives

. Criteria for selection

4d8
241

PSU. ItandEmDesign - A Student Handbook,.

pp. 64-66,

Hoover, Approved Practices in Ee. utifying_the

Home Grounds, Chapter III.

. Harris. Keep'Em Growing, Chapter I.

VEMC. pgnfaILandscaintheHordSchoolGrounds,

Section I. Also transparencies for this pub-

lication.

479



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB-UNIT:

OBJECTIVES

PM00101006.
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E. Prepare a planting plan for the selected home

landscape according to industry standards.

1. List at least five criteria for evaluating

a planting plan,

2. Analyze a selected planting plan in terms of

design.

a. List at least six principles of design.

b. Analyze a selected planting plan in tern

of plant material balance (visual weight

c. Analyze a selected planting plan in tem

of rhythm.

d. Analyze a proposed landscape in terms of

scale.

e. Analyze a proposed landscape plan in

terms of style.

f, Analyze a proposed landscape plan in

terms of color sequence or succession.

g, Analyze a proposed landscape plan in

terms of it being functional,

h. Ws

4 80 242

E. As a class, small group or individual project,

prepare a planting plan for a selected land-

scape site.

Observe demonstrations of and practice

analyzing landscapes in terms of basic

design principles.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

preparing drawings which illustrate "visual

balance."

. Through the use of drawings, or by observing

actual landscapes, illustrate rhythm in de-

sign.

Through the use of drawings or other illus-

trative materials, illustrate the principle

of scale.

While studying landscape design through field

trips, classify landscapes as to style, e.g.,

formal, informal, etc.

Prepare four cop*,4, a selected landscape

and color each according to the actual color

during each of the four seasons.

A
7'1



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS RESOURCES

E. Preparing a planting plan

1. Criteria for evaluating

2. Analyzing in terms of design principles

a. Design principles

. Balance . Rhythm

. Scale

b. Analyzing in terms of balance

c. Analy2ing in terms of rhythm

d. Analyzing in terms of scale

e. Analyzing in terms of style

Formal

Informal

f. Analyzing in terms of color succession

g. Analyzing a plan in terms of usefulness

Ii

.
PSU. liandscape Design - A Student Handbook,

pp. 30-61 also pp. 91-97.

Harris. Keep'Em Growing, Chapter II,

Hoover. Approved Practices in Beautifinithe

Home Grounds, Chapter II.

VEMC. L.Ep_jILLIdSchool_Aroundsldscaithebll,

Section I. Also transparencies for this pub-

lication.

I



UNIT:

SUB-UNIT:

Landscape Design

OBJECTIVES

3. Interpret a scale drawing showing the proposed

planting plan of the public area of a home

which is acceptable to the instructor.

a, List at least five criteria for.evaluating

the landscape design of the public area of

a home.

b. List at least five factors to.consider in

landscaping the public areax,

c. List the major components of the typical

public area of a home landscape, e.g.,

front of home, open lawn, corner planting,

etc,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

3. As a class, small group or individual project,

practice interpreting a planting plan for the

public area 90 typical or actual landscape site

Obtain actual planting plans drawn by a landscape

architect and observe demonstrations of and

practice interpreting such plans.



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUBUN IT:

TOPICS RESOURCES

3. Interpreting the planting plan for the public

area,

a. Criteria for evaluating the design

Focal point

Balance

Scale

b. Factors to be considered

Distance from street or road

Front view

@OOP

c. Components of the public area

Structures

Drives

Walks

, Fences

Trees

Specimen trees

Framing trees

Corner plantings

Ground covers

I 1141

PSU. .1.41Assapsiesigp.: A Sttgl/andbook,

pp. 33-50 also pp, 91-97.

PSU. Landscape Desip - A Student Handbook,

pp. 30-33.

PSU. lancjsca.B. Desiderit

pp. 33-50.

PSU. Landscape Desigp
_It

pp. 33-50.



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES

1111111011100oMINOmIl.a

d. When given a variety of tree species nnd

forms (columnar, rounded, weeping,

ng, etc.) select the spediesan'

which best complement a given la

1. List at least two criteria for selecting

tree species and forms.

2. List at least one desirable species of

each form available and adapted to your

area.

3. Cite at least one reference which lists

trees by height, form and other characte

istics.

4

e. When given a selected home landscape situa-

tion, place the tree(s) so as to "frame the

home landscape picture."

1. List at least two criteria for choosing

the location of trees in the public area

2. When given trees of varying height,

place them in a manner which will re-

sult in the formation of the focal

point at the door of the home.

24,6

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Prepare a bulletin board display of the major

tree forms.

. Obtain and use referaces which list trees by

climatic adaptation, Form, height, deciduous

evergreen, etc.

Prepare drawings or flannel board displays show-

ing the correct use of trees for framing a

typical or selected home.

While visiting local homes, observe the

"framing effect" of large trees,

Observe demonstrations (perhaps by drawings

or flannel board) illustrating the proper

location of trees to enhance the formation

of a focal point.

0



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

d. Selecting trees ;

1. Criteria for selection

Shape Type (deciduous-evergre

Size . Rate of growth

Height 46.4

2. Locally adapted sp 1.es

3. References

4. .444

e. Placing the trees

1. Criteria for locating tre:s

. Esthetics

Framing effect

Specimen

.Screening effect

Usefulness

Wind break

Shade

Screen

2. Using trees to enhance the formation

of a focal point

247

RESOURCES

. PSU. Landscape Design - A Student Handbook,

pp. 33-50 also pp. 82-91.

Hoover, Approved Practices in Beautifying the

Home Grounds, pp. 37-41.

. Harris. Keep'Em Growing, Chapter II.

..1

. PSU. Landscape Design - A Student Handbook,

pp. 33-50 also pp. 82-91.

. Hoover. Approved Practices in Beautifying the

Home Grounds, pp. 37-41.

Harris. Keep'Em Growing Chapter II.

VEMC. Landscaping the Home and School Grounds,

Section I. Also transparencies for this pub-

lication.

49'



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES

N.M.NMEMBISMPSPROMMINIMNImPaIMMINNIMIMINNIVINI

f. When given a variety of species, f-,rms and

sizes of landscape shrubs, design a recom-

mended corner planting for a selected home

landscape.

1. List at least two criteria for,designing

a typical corner planting.

2. List at least five evergreen and five

deciduous shrubs sui'lle for corner

plantings and adaptable in the local

area.

3. Cite at least one reference which lists

shrubs commonly used for corner plant-

ings by form, size, climatic adaptabilit

deciduous-evergreen, etc.

4.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

248

As a class, small group or individual project,

prepare a corner planting plan for a typical or

actual landscape site.

. Obtain and use a reference which describes shrubs

commonly used for corner planting.

While visiting local homes to observe landscaping

observe the 'plant Materials used for corner Plant-

ings and their placement.

10 3

1";



UNIT: Landscape Design

TOPICS

WeesSePs"Mort.

RESOURCES
ftelP104

f. Planning the ground cover design , PSU. Landscape Design - A Student Handbook,

pp. 33-34, pp. 33-50 and pp. 82-91.

, Hoover. Practices

1. Criteria for evaluating ground cover Home Grounds, pp. 41-44.

design

a. Tying effect

b. Color

c. Texture

d.

2. Species af ground covers locally

adapted

1. References

4.

494 2.49

4,95



UNR:
Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:
111011011MONIIIIIMMINMENIII.

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

g. When given a variety of speetes, forms and

sizes of ground cover plants, design a

ground cover planting for a selected home.

1. List at least two criteria evaluating

ground cover use.

2. List at least five species of ground

covers adapted in the local axta.

3. Cite at least one reference which lists

the major characteristics thene
commonly used and locally adapted ground

covers.

4, SA0,10

. As a class, small group or individual project,

designfla ground cover planting for a given or

selected home site.

. While visiting landscape sites in the local

community, observe the types and uses of ground

covers...

I

Obtain and use references which provide the

major characteristics of the more commonly used

and locally adapted ground Coverplants.



UNIT: Landscape Design
SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

g. Selecting ground cover plants

1. Criteria for selecting ground covers

Adaptability

Size

Color

Texture

2. Species of ground cover

3. Reference to ground covers

4. @pi*

RESOURCES

010111610011111,

251

PS1J. itaiLiss_se Handbook, pp,

33-50, pp. 82-91 and Appendix C pp. 33-34.

49'



-7.

inn Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNINGACTIVITIES

Alligiorwrimummowor

4. Interpret a scale drawing of a proposed design

for the private area of a home landscape.

a.. List at least three criteria for evaivating

the design of the private area.

b. List at least five factors to consider in

landscaping the private area.

c. List the major components of the private

area of a typical home landscape, e.g.,

patio, screens, picnic tables, etc.

4 4441

252

a class, small group or individual project,

interpret a landscape design for the private

area of a typical home site.

While visiting landscape sites in the local

community, observe the design of the private area.

.Obtain and practice interpreting plans which were'..,

drawn by a landscape architect.

501

it!



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

4. Interpreting tLo design for the private area

a. Criteria for evaluating

Aesthetics

. Comfort

Usefulness

b. Factors to consider

c. Typical components

Terrace or patio

Game area

. Specimen trees shrubs and flowers

. Picnic tables

. Outdoor grill

1

RESOURCES
IMInnumnoftNOMId...~41.0.0..0.,

PSU. 1.anctscapeDn-Aituclentldbook,

pp. 50-58.

, Harris. Keep'Em Growing, Chapter II.

. Hoover. Approved Practices in Beautifying the

Home Grounds, pp. 34-35.

VEMC, Landscaping the Home and School Grounds,

Section I. Also transparencies for this pub-

lication.

503



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

5, Interpret a scale drawing of a proposed design

for the service area of a home landscape.

a. List at least three criteria for evaluating

the design of the service area.

b. List at least three factors to /:onsider in

landscaping the service area.

c. List the major components of a typical

service erea of a home landscape, e.g.,

garbage cans, tool sheds, clothes lines,

etc.

As a class, small group or individual MP'4in-

terpret a landscape design for the 59rigoe aqa

of a typical home site.

While visiting landscape sites in tbe

community, observe the design of the ser,

areas.

Obtain and practice interpreting landscao

which were developed by a landscape ardiatr,



UNIT: Landscape Desdp

SUEPUNIT:

TOtI FISOURM

5. Interpreting a desi for .1 service area

a. Criteria for evzp,1,:atfir4 Ae design

Aesthetics

Usefulness

b. Factors to cons

c. Components

Home garden

Clothes line

Tool sheds

Garbage cans

506 255

PSU. Landscape Design,: A 5:udent Handook,

pp. 58-61.

Harris. KeeeEm Growing, Iliapter.II.

Hoover. wAedPractitiirithe
Home Grounds, p. 35.

VEMC. Landscning the HomE, and School Grounds,

Section I. Also transparencies inz this pub-

lication,

"NMI



REOLIRCES

UNIT: Lazdscape Design

SUB.UNIT:

BOOKS

Brimer, John :ton. Homeowner's Comiete Out-

knmribok, New York: Tbpu1 7 Scieg:

'Publishing Company-, Earper and Row, 1571.

Harris, John ii....sndTalfacre, Gordon R. Keeea

prowtng.. Raleigh, NC: Litho Industries, nc., 15

Hoover, NormanA, Approved Practices .in Bend:1y 1.

the Home Grounds. 'Danville, ILL: The Interatate

Printers and Pdblishers, Inc,

Robinette, Gary O. Off the Board/Into the Ground.

Washington, D. C.: The American Association of

Nurserymen,

STUDENT HANDBOOKS

The Pennsylvania State:University, Department 'of

Agricultural Eucation University Park, Pena.

Landscape Design -1 Student Handbook

Landscape Design - A Teacher's Guide

Vocational Education Media Center in cooperation

witE the State Department of Education, Clemson

University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

landscaping the Home and Schaal Grounds

Lane:Magazine at3ook Company.

Menlo Park, Caifdarnia.

. IlowtoBr

. Sunset Eatiaook

. How to Etiid'Alks, Wails mad Tstiolloors.

. How to EHiIdgences and Gates

. GardenPoolasandWaterfalls

TRANSPARENCIES

256

-Vocational Earation Media Center, Clemson Uni-

versity, Clemson,. 29631,

"Landscaping, the Home and School Grounds"

BULLETINS

Clemson Ihriversity Cooperative Extension Service,

Clemson, S. C.:

felt 'SC-66-Carblini

Circular 526 - Revised Tebrxary, 1974.

509



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUBUNIT: Exploring Career Opportunittc

CIUMPVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Zompare and contrasi: the career opportunities in

landscape design.

II. Idst some of the ways in %filch a career :in this area

complements or fails to compJement life. goals.

M.

al0

257



UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities
IIIMPOIMONNIONOW,

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

I. Compare and contrast the career opportanities in

landscape design,

A, List the major career opportunities in landscape

design.

Classify the career opportunities as to occupa-

tional levels, Le., professional, technical, e

C. List the major competencies requirti fotat leas

one career related to each of the melor occupa-

tions.

D. List the major activities perforzed by a perm

employed in at least one occupation: associated

with each of the major occupations,

E. List the educational. requirements DL at least

one job in each of thettajor occupatanns.

-

511

lEARNING ACTIVITIES

Interviewleople employed in careers related to

landscape design.

Preparcantn-depth report on at least two occupa-

tions in. landscape design which are of special

interest.

Perform and/or observe some of the more typical

tasks encountered by people employed in the jobs

which are of greatest interest to you.

Arragg ion spend an afternoon or full day with a

landscape: designer.

Sagczcoopational work experience on a landscape,

thannupation of your choice requires further

siim0441:ft:. investigate, with the help of your

iuidmuTOounseloror teacher, the availability

of s211. school,

U0,4,



PNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities
rUruwLr

TOPICS

E. Career opportunities in or related to landscape

design

A. Careers

Landscape Architect

Landscape Designer

Landscape Nurseryman

Draftsman

I
B. Occupational classification

Landscape Architect

. Landscape Designer

Landscape Nurseryman

Draftsman

-CdMpttencies-teeded

5, Training needed

E. 6010



UNIT: Landscape Design

Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

List some of the ways in which a chosen career in

this area complements or fails to complement life

goals.

A. List the ways in which a chosen career benefits

society.

B. List the ways in which a chosen career might

benefit the student.

Participate in a class debate of life goals.

Prepare a short paper cucerning the ways in which

a chosen career complements or fails to complement

life goals.

As a class project, prepare a hypothetical radio

program..jEach student would select and bring from

home a record of his choice. He would then prepare

a brief "commercial" on the job of.his choice. -Then

he would act as a disc jockey as he played a record:

and gave his job brief as the "commercial".)

111.0 0101



AWT: Landscape Design

SUEMIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

II. Career benefits

A. Benefits to society

B. Benefits to the individual

gill

II. Hoover. 2.1x11.0ccuations,
Chapters I, II and III.

. VEMC. Exploring the World of Work, Activity 9.

261

518



RESOURCES'

UNIT: Landscape Design

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

BOOKS

Hoover, Norman K. Handbook ofAricUltural

Occupations, Danville, ILL: The Interstate

Printers and Publishers, Inc., 2nd edition, 1969.

Ad,

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

TEACHER GUIDES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631,

The World of Work - Teacher's Guide

TRANSPARENCIES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

The Worieof Work - Tran9arencies



Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. When given a selected landscape, plan and prepare the site.

II. Establish selected nursery plants at typical landscape site.

III. Prune selected trees and shrubs.

IV. Plan a pest control progran for selected plants.

V. Plan a:recommeded fe:tilization progrgm fox a selected shrub

or tree plantirci.

VI. Build the structures typically called.for in landscape plans.

VII.



IJNFT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance
SUBAJNIT:

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. When given a selected landscape, plan and prepare

the site.

1. lead and interpret a typicaLlandscape blue-

print or plan.

3, Layout a typical landscape4lan.

1. Use a transit

2. Measure with a land tape:

3.

Perform the final.grading of a typical landscape

site (hand equipment),

Observe a site beinglrepared_and/or
participate

in the preparation of a landscape site.

A. Tractice reading
and interpreting landscape

blueprints or plans.

B. As a class project, layout a typical landscape

plan.

Observe demonstrations of and practice using

the transit and land tape.

C. Observe site grading being done by large equip
mot.

D.

As a class project, grade a project which

requires minor grading with hand tools or

equipment,



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS
--.114~4.111110611010.1.11=r

I. Preparing the landscape site

A. Reading and interpreting the blueprint'or plan

B. Laying out the plat

. Using the transit

. Measuring with a land tape

Grading the site

RESOURCES
.11.11.

PSU. Landscape_Design,

. Brooklyn Botanical Gardens, Handbook on Garden

Construction,

Robinette. Off the Board/Into the Ground,

Clemson University Extension Service. inchsgl

.....sPlallaialluth Carolina Homes - Circular 526.

,VEMC.,Lakciplajlejkakejands,

265

52C



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II, Establish selected shrub, tree, and ground cover

plant(s) at a landscape site.

A. Diagram or otherwise describe the planting pro-

cedures.

B. List at least six criteria for evaluating a

correctly established plant.

C. Select, adjust and safely operate hole digging

equipment,

D. State rule7of-thumb for selecting a hole

diameter and depth.

E. Select and prepare a recommended soil mixture

for a choSen planting.

1. Cite at least one reference which gives a

recommended mixture.

List at least one typically recommended mix-

ture.

F. Prepare a watering schedule for establishing a

selected planting.

II, As a class, small group or individual project,

establish a landscape planting.

Obtain and use prepared drawings or prepare

drawings depicting the proper planting of

landscape plants.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice opera-

ting hole digging equipment.

Observe demonstrations of and/or prepare a soil

mixture for a selected planting.

u-......,

I

,z



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS

II, Establishing nursery plants

A, Planting procedure

Criteria for evaluating planting

C. Equipment

, Selection

Adjustment

Operation

I I I

D, Determining hole size

E. Preparing the soil mixture

, References

. Mixtures

F. Preparing a watering schedule

RESOURCES
eelefteeenOlgeeltak teelaeleiteen

II. PSU. Landscape Maintenance and Establishment.'

Americri Association of Nurserymen.

530



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

III.
Prune selected trees and shrubs.

A. List at least five criteria for evaluating the

pruning of a selected shrub.

B. List at least five reasons for pruning.

C. Cite at least one referencewhichlistsreconmiended

pruning dates for a selected shrub or tree.

D. Select, adjust and operate typically used pruning

tools or equipment.

E. Treat pruning cut to prevent rot or insect damage

F.

III. As a class, small group or individual project,

prune a variety of piants used for landscape

purposes.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice pruning

various types of shrubs and trees.

Obtain and file reference(s) which provide recom-

mended pruning dates for selected shrubs and

trees.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice opera-.

tingtools and equipment typically used for prun-

ing.

Observe a demonstration of and/or practice treat-

ing a pruning cut to prevent rot or inseci damage

OW



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB-UNIT:

TOPICS

III, Pruning

A. Criteria for evaluating

B. Reasons for pruning

C. Determining appropriate time for pruning

D. Equipment

Selection

Adjustment

Operation

E. WI

533

RESOURCES
orwr104146..0....q.1.0." afterwoomomoo.mowor

III, PSU. Landscaiejlaintenance and Establishment.

269

Hoover. kall2TIIEELLILkillg/1111111
Home Grounds.

VEMC.

WI



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

IV, Plan a post control program for a selected plant(s).

A. With the aid of appropriate references, identify

the more common shrUb or tree insects And di-

seases or symptoms of such insects and diseases.

B, Cite at least one reference helpful in identify-

ing the more common insects and diseases of

shrubs and trees,

C. Cite at least one reference which gives retom-

mended insect and disease control measures and

schedules,

D. Select, adjust, calibrate and safely.operate'

the more commonly used spray equipmut used

for insect and disease control,

E. w

270

IV. As a class project, plan a pest control program for

a selected landscape planting,

, Practice identifying various landscape plant

pests using selected references,

Obtain and use a reference(s) which provides

pest identification and control chemicals or

procedures,

Observe demonstrations of the calibration and

safe operation of the typically used pest con-

trol equipment.

536



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maint6nance

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS RESOURCES

IV. Planning a pest control program

A. Pest identification

Insects

. Diseases

B. Reference related to identification

C. References related to control measures and spray

schedules

D, Equipment

. Selection

Adjustment

Calibration

Operation

I

E. WI

V, PSU, Landscape Maintenance and Establishment,

Hoover. Practices

Home Grounds,



UNIT:
Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES

V. Plan a recommended fertilization program for a

selected shrub or tree planting,

A. Cite at least one reference which gives typical

fertilizer requirements or schedules for a

selected shy& or tree,

B. Select a recommended method of application.

C. Select, adjust, calibrate and correctly use

typical tools or equipgent used for applying

fertilizer.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

As a class project, plan a recomended fertilization

progrm for a selected shrub or tree planting.

Obtain and file a reference(s) which provides

fertilizer recommendations.

Observe demonstrations of the adjustment and

operation or use of fertilizer application tools

or equipment,

D, Identify fertilizer burn. Observe demonstrations of fertilizer burn.

Sill



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB-UNIT:

TOPICS

V. Planning a fertilization program

A, References

B. Methods

C. Equipment

Selection

Adjustment

. Calibration

, Operation

D. Bum identification

E.

'RESOURCES

PSTJ, L4a.y.sid Estabushent.



UNIT:
Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT:

OBJECTIVES

11111IMMINIM01=mungow*

VI. Build the structures typically called for in land-

scape plans.

A. Construct a simple but typical patio or walk.

B. Construct a typical wall.

VII 1 0110

543

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

A1.1111111110MmINIM1,

VI. As a class project, construct a typical patio or

walk.

VII,

274,

Simulate the construction of a patio(s) using

a variety of materials.

Simulate the construction of typical walls using

a variety of materials.

1



UNIT: landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB-UMI:

TOPICS RESOURCVS

VI. Building landscape structures

A. Constructing a patio or walk

B. Constructing a wall

C. 1114

VII,

VI. PSU.

VII.

275.

)4410-11:0411114

Hoover. Approved Practices in Beautifying the

Home Grounds, Chapter III.

.wwww www.*www,ww,...dwr0.wWw,

546



RESOURCES

UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT:

BOOKS

'Hoover, Norman K. Approved Practices in Beautify-

ing the Home Grounds. Danville, ILL: The Inter-

state Printers and Publishers, Inc.

Brooklyn Botanical Gardens. Handbook on Garden

Construction. Brooklyn, NY,

Vocational Education Media Center, Landscaping

the Home and School Grounds, Clemson, S. C.:

The center in cooperation with the State Depart-

ment of Education.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

STUDENT HANDBOOKS/TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park, Penn,

16802.

Landscape Design,- A Student Handbook

LanclEarJELELALTeacher'sGuide

BULLETINS

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service,

Clemson, S. C.:

Landscape Planning for South Carolina Homes -

Circular 526 - Revised February 1974,

TRANSPARENCIES



UNIT: Laadscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

(1111171ME(S): The student will be able to:

540

I, ComPare and contrast the career opportunities in landscape

establishment and maintenance,

II, List some of the ways in which a career in this area complements

or fails to complement life goals.

0701SI



UNIT: Landscapelstablishent and Maintenance

SUBUNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

I. Compare and contrast the career opportunities in

landscape establishment and maintenance.

A. List the major career opportunities in landscape

establishment and maintenance,

Classify the career opportunities AS to occupa-

tional levels, i,e., professional, technical, etc

List the major competencies required for at least

one career related to each of the major occupa-

tional areas.

D. List the major activities performed by a person

employed in at least one occupation associated

with each of the major occupational areas.

E. List the educational requirements of at least onc

job in each of the major occupational areas.

278

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
"kil~P10111010~1101,

Interview people employed in careers related to

landscape establishment and maintenance.

Prepare an in-depth report ori at least two occupa-

tions in landscape establishment and maintenance

which are of special interest.

Perform and/or observe some of the more typical

tasks encountered by people employed in the jobs

which are of greatest interest to you.

. Arrange.to spend an af :noon or full day,with a

person employed in lantiscape establishment and

maintenance.

Seek occupational work experience inlandscape

establishment and maintenance.

If the occupation of your choice re'quires further

schooling, investigate, with the help of your

guidance izounselor or teacher, the availability

of such a schOol..

Arrange to viiit a commertial site which is being

established by a landscape architect.

562



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB-UNIT: Ex lorin Career 0,,ortunities

,

TOPICS RESOURCES

I. Career opportunities in or related to landscape

establishment and maintenance

A. Careers

Landscape Nurseryman

. Landscape Contractor

Landscape Worker

B. Occupational classification

, Owner

. Manager

Worker

C. CoMpetencies needed

D. Training needed

279

I. Local people employed in cash crop farming

Hoover. (ofArictliandbool)
Chapter .XI.

554



UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUBAJNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II. List some of the ways in which a chosen career in

this area complements or fails to complement life

goals.

A. List the ways in which a chosen career benefits

society.

B. List the ways in which a chosen career might

benefit the student.

C.

III, 14110

II. Participate in a class debate of life goals.

HI.

Prepare a short paper concerning the ways in which

a chosen.eareer complements or fails to complement

life goals.

As a class project, prepare a hypothetical radio

program. (Each student would select and bring from

home_a_record'of his choice. He would then *pare

!'commercial" on the job of his choice. 1'hen,

he would act 'as a disc jockey as he pl0ed a 'recOrdH

and gave his job brief as the "commercial"',)



P r

UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

II. Career benefits

A. Benefits to society

B. Benefits to the individual

CO 9901

1111 1111

II. Hoover, Handbook of Agricultural Nupations,

Chapter XI.

, VEMC, The World of Work - A Teacher s Guide,

Activity 9,

11/1 1111



RESOURCES

UNIT: Landscape Establishment and Maintenance

SUEMIT: Exploring Career Opportunities
0110110111~1011Wmit

BOOKS

Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Agricultural

Occupations, Danville, ILL: The Interstate

Printers and Publishers, Inc., 2nd edition, 1969.

IlluoismOwuriorimilowlew.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

TEACHER GUIDES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

HalL Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

The World of Work - A Teacher's Guide

TRANSPARENCIES

Vocational Education Media Center, 109 Freeman

Hall, Clemson University, Clenson, S,C, 29631,

Itioll.dois armies

11-
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Off: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUBUN1T: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

OBJETVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Plan ration aad management of a typical retilil flower shop.

A. Pl d recommended management program for a typical retail

flower shop.

B. Perform some of the more typical tasks required of retail

flower shop sales persons in a manner acceptable to the

industry.

C. Plan and use a simple record keeping system for a typical

retail flower shop.

D. Perform selected tasks frequently performed by the retail

flower shop designer.

E. 1411



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB-UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management
AMENIIMINP~~102

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Plan the operation and management of a typical re-

tail flower shop.

A, Plan a recommended management program for a

typical retail flower shop.

1. Select a recommended location for a retail

flower shop.,

a. Lisi at least five criteria for select-

ing a profitable location,

b.

2, Select a recommended stock inventory for

a given shop she and location.

List the major types of stock typically

carried in a retail flower shop, e,g.,

pot flowers, cut flowers, ceramics,

artificialarrangements, etc.

b. List at least one source of help in

planning a stock inventory.

CI $999

I. As a 4ss project, plan the operation and manage-

ment of a typical retail flower shop,

A, With the help and permission of the staff of a

flower shop, "take over" a retail flower shop

for a dayi,

Seek occupational work experience in a local

retail flower shop.

1. While visiting local flower shops, note

locations in relation to other types of

businesses, accessibility to walkini,

customers, driving customers, etc,

2. Vtsit local retail flower shops and note

the categories of stock offered,

a local retail florist and/or

wholesale florist said representative'

to visit the class and discuss a recom-

mended stock inventory for a typical

retail flower shop.

. Obtain and use suggested stock inventory

guides provided by wholesale florist

businesses.



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT:
Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

I. Planning the operation and management of a retail

flower shop

A, Planning a management program

1. Selecting a location

a, Criteria for selecting

b.

2. Selecting the stock inventory

a. Types of stock

Cut flowers

Pot Plants

Arrabgements

Real

Artificial

Specialty items

Ceramics

Cards

Others

b. Reference on stock inventory

C. 0000

I.

A,

1, Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business,

Chapter 11.

PSU. Retail Flower Shop Operation and

Management, Problem Area 6,

. Magazine, Southern Florist.

Pfahl, The Retail Florist Business,

Chapter 131

PSU. RetailFlord
linaa_nent, Problem Area 6.

s

566



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SC13.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

567

OBJECTIVES

110111111.101101011.11MIIIMINIANW~

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

3, Diagram a recommended floor plan for a

hypothetical flower shop for a given set

of conditions.

a. List the minimum recommended size show-

room, office, design area, and storage

area (temporary, permanent).

b. Select recommended sizes and types of

display refrigerators needed.

c. Cite at least one reference which pro-

vides recommended floor plans for typie

cal retail flower shops.

4. Select a recommended staff for a typical

retail flower shop.

.7

a. List the job titles of employees typi-

cally working in a retail flower shop.

b. List the major duties performed and

competencies needed, etc., for each

worker in a typical retail flower shop,

3, While visiting local flower shops, note the

floor plan and approximate space in each

area of the shop.

Jbcain recommended floor plans from

florist associations such as FTD or

SAF,

. If feasible (some area vocational centers

have done so) construct a small retail

flower shop at the school. Some schools

have made this an adjunct to the green-

house or shop.

4. While visiting local flower shops, note the

different job positions, e.g., salesperson,

bookkeeper, designer, deliveryman, etc.

Interview workers employed in various

job positions to determine tasks per-

formed, competencies needed, etc.



UNIT: Flawer Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Sho 0 eration awl Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

3. Preparing a shop floor plan

a. Minimum area required

, -Showroom

. Design area

. Office

Storage

b. Selecting display refrigerators

c. Reference to recommended floor planq

4, Selecting a staff

a. Job titles

Manager and/or owner

. Sales person

Bookkeeper

b.

, Designer

, Deliveryman

I I I I,

Duts performed and competencies

necded

CO 010.

569 287

AM
3, Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 10.

PSE. Retail Flower Shop Operation and Manap-

ment, Problem Area 6,

4, Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 12.

570



LW: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

5, Select the services to be offered by a

typical retail flower shop.

a. List the major services offered by a

typical retail flower shop. .

b. Rank typical services offered by

volume and profit,

Cs Sett

571
288

"V111111111110ftIONII".

5. While visiting local flower shops, note

the types of services offered.

Interview as a class or have a class

member interview a local florist to de-

termine the types of services offered.

While interviewing a local florist, ask

him or her to rank components of the

business by volume and by profit.

571



aim Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management
INIONOIMIM110110111011

TOPICS RESOURCES

5. 'Selecting services to be performed 5. Ffahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 3.

a, Major services

. Flower sales

cut

pot

WO

Arrangement sales

Artificial

Real

. Home and hospital

Wedding

. Bouquets

. Corsages

. Boutonnieres

Funeral

Sprays

Baskets

. Specialty item sales

, Specialty services

Wedding director

Ranking services by volume and profit

CO 14 Of

5.'13 289

OslO

574



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation aad Management

SUBUNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation arid Management

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

6. Prepare a sales volume calendar by major

items for a typical retail,flower shop.

a, Prepare a florists' calendar of special

sales dates, e.g., Easter, Mothr's Day,

Christmas, etc.

b, Cite at least one source of such calen-

dars,

CI 0.1.

575

6. Obtain typical florist calendars from a

local florist.

AS a class project, prepare a calendar

of holidays or other special dates on

which special flowers are typically sold,

e.g., Christmas - poinsettias, Easter -

Easter lilies, etc,

7.



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

6. Preparing the sales volume calendar 6. Pfahl, The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 38.

PSU, letai11.1.ofLS._hoL221atioli and Management

/I
a, Florist's calendar

b, References

C. WI

577
291 578



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management
SSUNIT; Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. Perforn some of the more typical tasks required

of flower shop salespersons in a manner accept-
able by the industry.

1. Wait on a typical customer.

a. List the major steps in a typical sales.

b. Operate a typical cash register.

C. Fill out a typical sales slip.

d, Advise a customer concerning the selec-

tion of a typical cut flower, floral

design, pot plant or other gift items.

e. Wrap a typical item for a customer,

e.g., cut flowers, pot plants, novelty

items, arrangements, etc.

f. Identify all items of stock.

g.

579
292

B, Ideally each student would receive occupational

work experience as a salesperson in a flower

shop,

1. Role play salesperson and customer.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

waiting on a customer.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

operating a typical cash register.

Observe demonstrations of and/or complete

a typical sales slip.

Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

wrapping typical stock items.

, Practice (perhaps through identification

contest) identifying the more commonly

sold stock items, e.g,, cut flowers,

flower arrangements, pot plants, ceramic

items, etc.

58Ct,



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB,UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

B. Performing sales tasks

1. Waiting bn a customer

a. Major steps in selling

b. Operating the cash register

c. Filling out a sales slip

d. Advising customers

e. Wrapping items

f. Identifying stock

4

581 293

B. Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 17.

, PSU, RetailFL47erSildManae-
ment, Problem Area 5.

582



UNIT: Flower Shop and ,..en Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Plan and use a simple record keeping srlh,r for

a typical flower shop.

1. List at least fiVe functions

record keeping system.

2. List at least five types of records needed.

3. Post a payment ia a typical accounts re-

ceivable record.

4. Post a bill in a typical accounts payable

record,

5,

C. As a class project, set up a simple bookkeeping

system for a typical retail flower shop.

, Invite the bokeeper or manager from a

local flower i;01) tO explain the record

keeping system wied.



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Managemtnt

TOPICS

C. Planning the record keeping system

1. Functions of the system

2. Types of records neede

a. Accounts receii, le

Owed

Paid

b. Accounts payable

c. General ledger

d. .004

3, Posting payments

4, Posting bills

5.

RESOURCES

C, pfahl, The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 25.

. PSU, Retail Flower Shop Operation and Manage-

ment Problem Area 6.

I



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Sho 0 eration and Mane ement

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

D, Perform selected tasks frequently p, :ormed by

the retail flower shop designer.

1, With the aid of prepared drawings, assemble

a typical home, hospital, wedding or funeral

design.

a, List the major principles of flower

arrangements, e.g., design, balance,

scale, etc.

b.. List the major elements Of design, e,

line, form, etc.

c. List the 1491, types of cols: .harmony,

e.g., coOLeitentarY, monochmnnatic;etc.

d. Demonstrats 1Jice recommended use of the

color wheeit. fOt. attaining color harmony.

e.

Z. Construct a qpicol, home or hospital arrange

ment as approved blf industty.

a. Identify .M label at least five of the

basic des.4t when shown pictures or

drawings oj fuod designs.

Interview a retail flower shop designer in the

local area.

1. Observe demonstratior's of and/or practice

constructing typical flower arrangements.

Observe demonstrations illustrating the

major principles of flower design.

. Observe demonstrations illustrating the

major elements of design.

. Observe demonstrations illustrating co1Or

harmony through the use of the color

wheel.

2. Observe demonstrations of and/or prepare

typical home or hospital arrangements using

at least five biisic designs.

Invitea local flower designer to demon-

strate flower arrangements.



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

Retailiower Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

D. Preparing flower arrangements

1. .Constructing arrangments

a, Principles of flower design

b. Elements of design

c. Types of color harmony

d. Use of the color wheel

e.

Constructing a home or hospital arrangement_

a. Bilsic designs

1, lorizontal

2, Rogarth

3, Symmetrical

4. Asymmetricit

5. Vertical

6. Oval

5 8 9
297

Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapters 27,

28 and 29.

, PSC. 1.11i12:1212fz_jjacieratioi'
ment, Problem Area 3. '

Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter. 30.

PSU. Retail Flower Shop Operation and Manage-

ment, Problem Area 3,

PSU. Slide Series - "Designing With Flowers and

Decorative Materials."

Smithers Oasis. "Adventure With Flowers."

5,9 0



,1JNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management ,

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

b. List the basic materials needed 'or a

selected design.

c. List the major steps in the construction

of a selected design.

d. Identify and label at least five basic

types of containers when:Shown pictures

or drawings of suCh containers.

e. Identify at least five types of holding

devices when shown pictures or drawings

of suCh devices.

f. Identify and label at least five foliage

commonly used constructing flower

arrangements.

g. Identify and label at least three spike

type flowers commonly used in construct-

ing arrangements.

h, Identify and label at least five glo-

bular type flowers commonly used-in con-

structing arrangements.

P4-apre a picLorial display illustrating

the types of containers typically used;

Prepare a pictorialcasplay of the major

types of holding devices typically used.

Prepare a pictorial display of the major'

types of foliages Ised for constructing

flower arrangements.

Prepare a pictorial display of the major

spike type flowers commonly used in con-

structing arrangements.

krepare a pictorial display of the major

globular type flowers commonly used in

constructing flower arrangements.



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

TOPICS
RESOURCES

b. Materials needed

c, Steps

d. Types of containers

. Cylinders

Pedestals

. Vases

e. Holding devices

Pin

Wire

Clay

f. Types of foliages

Bakerfern

Podocarpus

Huckleberry

Eucalyptus

g. Spike type flowers

Gladiolas

. Snapdragon

h, Globular' type flowers

Carnations,

. Chrysanthemums

. Aster

is 111,

593

Bowls

. Trays

Hydrofoam

Ivy

Salal

Laurel

0 II

Stock

Hydrangea

Geranium

1 0 1

299

Pfahl, The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 30,

PSU

ment, Problem Area 3,

11

PSU, Slide Series - Designing With Flowers and

Decorative Materials,"

Smithers Oasis, "Adventure With Flowers,"

594



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operad)r: and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and ManagEunt

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

3. Construct a typical corsage e_u boutonniere

which would be acceptable to ehe industry,

a. Identify and label at least fiize flowers

commonly used for making corsages or

boutonnieres,

b. Identify and label at least five foliages

frequently used in preparing corsages,

c. List at least five accessories frequentl)

used in constructing corsages or bouton-

nieres, e.g., ribbon, netting, wire,

pins, etc.

d. Tie a ribbon using industry recommended

procedures.

e. Wire and tape a flower to be used on a

typical corsage or boutonniere.

f. List the major steps involved in con-

structing a corsage or boutonniere,

I;*

IOW

3, Observe demonstrations of and/or practic

constructing typical corsages and

boutonnieres.

. Prepare a pictorial display of flowers

ically used for corsages or bouton-

nieres.

Observe a demonstration of and/or-practt

tying a ribbon for use on a corsage.

Observe a demonstration.of_wiring,

taping flowers to be used in a typical

corsage or bputonniere.

,E



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

RESOURCES

3, Constructang corsages and boutonnieres

a. Identifying flowers used for Corsages

and boutonnieres

b. Identifying foliages used for corsages

c, Accessories ,

Ribbon . Pins

Netting Water tubes

Wire

d. Tying a ribbon

e. Wiring and taping a flower

f. Steps in construction

4 04

3, Pfahl, The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 33.

PSU.
.

ment, Problem Area 3.

PSU, Slide Series. Designing With Flowers and

Decorative Materials.



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management
SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Sho Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES

Anovairr

4, Construct a typical funeral basket which

would be acceptable by the industry.

a, List at least five types of comonly

used containers,

b. List and identify at least five types

of fluers frequently wed for funeral

baskets.

c. List and identify at least five types

cf foliages frequently used by florists

for funercl baskets.

d.

5. Construct a funeral spray which would be

acceptable to the florist industry.

a. Diagram at least one basic funeral

spray design.

b. List and identify at least five foliages

and five flowers counonly used by the

trade in constructing funeral sprays.

c. List at least two holding devices fre-

quently used for the funeral spray.

d. List the major steps involved in the

.construct1on-of-a-typ1cal-funeral-spray7-

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

4. Observe a demonstration of and.lra i;,!epare

a typical funeral basket.

5. Observe demonstrations of and/or practice

preparing funeral sprays,

Visit a local florist and observe the con-

struction of a typical funeral spray.



UNIT: Flower. Shq at.6 ...Mien, Center 'Operation and Mana.gement

SUB.UNIT: Retailllower Fration and tanagement IMMO,

4, Constructing $ ,asket

a, Types of zrAlainIOTs

b. Types pf ''. Is

c. Types of . apes

dO .841

5. Constructinga 51f4ral spray

a. Basic desips

b. Foliages lnd Powers Used

c. Holding devices

d. Steps in con,....ttion

el 4111

RESOURES

4, Pfahl, The-Retail Floristlusiness, Chapter 32,

PSU. Retail...Flower Shop 02eration ezd Manage-

ment, PrdEem,Area 3,

PSU. Slide Series,
"Ds1gning7With. 'Flowers an

Decorativelaterials."

5, Pfabl. The .Retail Florist Business Chapter 32.

PSU. Retail-FlWerShandManae-
ment, Problem Area 3,

PSU. Slide Series. "Designing With Flowers and.

Decorative Materials,"

602



UNIT: Flower Shop ad Garden Centc
)eratiOtt. and Management

she 0 eratimu

OBECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

II.

603

Decorate ztypical flowerini.; pot plat in

a mzrar'.=eptablely the in.dustry,,.

7, Plar.a recommended storage program Ezr a

typi:al 'supply of cut flowers or potplc.ts,

e.g., a apply of poinsettias at Ctrastmas

or a.supply of Easter lilies at Easter.

a. Prepare a recommended temperature

schedule.

b. Prepare a recommended relative idity

achedule.

c. 2Tepare a recommended watering sehedule,

d,

10111

304

Aormatomorfteoomromearst~

T:rserve a demonstration mf and/or pract

apping and decarating....alypical pot

T. As a class or small group:Troject,

:storage program lot a typical florist-crop

or7plant. For example,Tminsettias are

usually bought in large quantities forsali

at Christmas. They must be stored in large

rooms, store attics, rental warehousestc.
The temperature, humidity and light mustbe

carefully controlled during these several

weeks.

Visit the storage facilities of a local

florist and observe the temperature,

light and humidity schedule for crop

tiring storage.

4



UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Cecter cration and Management

21n.U. etail Flower

TOPICS

114 WO
A

6. Decorating a flawering pot pimt

7. Plannilig a stlrage progi* far a selected

crop

a. Taparature schedule

b. Relative humidity schedule

c. Watering schedule

d. .1.,

605

RESOURCES

6, PSU, letaiLaamiLopam p, 103.

7, rfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 23.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Flower Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Retail Flower Shop Operation and Management

BOOKS'

Hill, Peter B. The Retail Florist Business,

Danville, ILL: The Interstate Printers and

Publishers, Inc., 1968.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

The Pennsylvania State University, Department

of Agricultural Education, University Park, PA

16802.

"Designing With Flowers and Decorative Material,

STURENTiHANDBOOKSITEACHER GUIDES

ThOemnsylvania State University, Department of

Agricittural Education, University Park, PA

:1E802..

Retail

A Student Handbook

Retail Flower shopoRsatamailmmt:

A Teacher's Guide

TRANSPARENCIES

MAGAZINES

Southern Florist

Southern Florist Publishers

P. O. Box 1808

Fort Worth, Texas 76101



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUBUNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

OBJECTIVE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Plan the operation and management of a selected or typical garden center.

A. Select a recommended stock inventory for a typical garden center.

B. Diagram the layout of a typical garden center including the main

store, storage buildings and grounds,

C. Prepare a seasonal schedule of major sales for a typical garden

center.

D. Wait on a customer in a manner acceptable to the industry.

E. Prepare an advertisement program for a typical garden center which

would be acceptable to the industry,

F. Plan a recommended maintenance program for ornamental plants displayed

and sold by the typical garden center.

GO WO



OrT: FloWer Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

:SUB.UNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I, Plan the operation and management of a,selected or

typical garden center.

op..*

A, Select a stock inventory for a typical garden_z:

center.

1. List the major types of stock carried by a

typical garden center, e.g., ornamental

plants, plants, seeds, chemicals, equipment,

hardware, etc.

a, List the major types of landscape plants

carried, e.g., small trees, shrubs,

ground covers, vines, bedding plants,

etc.

308

As a class or small group project, plan the operation

and management of a selected or typical garden center

Invite a local garden center operator to visit the

class or interview such a person at a garden center.

Visit a local garden center.

tilt

A. As a class or small group project, visit a

local garden center(s) and do a cursory in-

ventory of stock,

a. As a small group or individual project,

inventory the major types of landscape

plants stocked by a local garden center(s).

61'
itr",



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

Planning the operation and management of the garden

center

A. Selecting the stock

1. Types of stock

Ornamental,plants

Seeds

Chemicals

Fertilizers

Pesticides

Equipment

Garden tractors

Rotary tillers

00,1

Hardware

Tools

Fittings

a. Types of ornamental plants

Trees

, Shriibs

Bedding plants

. Ground covers

613
309

I. Wash/Joy/Hoover Sellins Farm and Garden Supaal,

Local garden center operators and managers

Pinney, Operating a Garden Center.

O Sell

a Local garden center operators and managers

Local nurserymen

Center.



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUBUNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management
41111MNIMEMOIL

OBJECTIVES

b. List the major types of chemicals typi-

cally stocked, e.g., fertilizers, pesti-

cides, etc.,

C. List the major types of equipment carrie(

e.g., small garden tractors, rotary

tillers, etc.

d. List the major types of hardware and

tools 0:icked, e.g., hoes, garden hoses,

rakes, etc.

2. List the approximate amount and value of

each of the items stocked.

31 4114

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

.4wiamistmraltombaleftwasewr:Illwil

b. As a small group or individual project, in-

ventory the types of chemicals typically

stocked by a local garden center(s).

As a small group or individual project, in-

ventory the types of equipment stocked by

local garden centers.

d. As a small group or individual project, in-

ventory the types of hardware stocked by local

garden centers.

e.

While performing the cursory inventory suggested

in the preceding activity, determine the approx-

tmate value of each inventory of stock.

1St',



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Opergion and Management

SUB.UNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

TOPICS
RESOURCES

b. Types of chemicals

Fertilizers

. Complete

Topdress

WI

. Pesticides

Insecticides

Herbicides

Disease control

101

c, Types of equipmemt

Garden tractars

Rotary tillers

Hedge trimmem

Lawn mowers

d. Types of hardware

Tool's

Rakes

. Hoes

WO

2. Value of inventory

3

617

. Fittings

. Bolts

Nails

I WO

b. Local garden center operators or managers

Fertilizer company representatives

Pinney, Garden Center Operation.

c, local garder center operators or managers

Equipment company sales representatives

Pinney, Garden Center Operation.

I O

d. local garden:center operators or managers

.
Hardware sales representatives

. Pinney), 2alnaatlatatial.

V VIII

e.

311
618



UNIT: Plower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management
:SUB.UNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

OBJECTIV:ES
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

B. Diagram the layout of aFpical garden center

including the main storestorage buildings and

grounds.

1. List the major facilities typically used

by a garden center.

2. List the major itemsHd.equipment found

in a typical garden center.

3. List the major grouncLareas typically found.

4. 46"

C. Prepare a seasonal scheduleAf the major sales

events, e.g., spring -:hediding plants, azaleas,

seed, summer - lawn equipment, fall - Halloween

decorations, winter - Christmas decorations,

trees, shrubs, etc,, for a typical garden

center,

As a class or small group project, prepare a

diagram showing the layout of local or typical

garden centers.

C. As a class project and with the help of a local

garden center operator, prepare a seasonal

schedule of major sales.-



Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUBAJMT; Garden.Center Operation and Management

0111100"wiftwall~~00...
TOPICS

B. Laying out the garden center

1, Facilities

2, Equipment

3. Ground areas

C. Preparing a seasonal sales schedule

, SOrimg

edding plants , Seed

,Azaleas 1 1161

Summer

Lawn equipment

6101

Fall

Halloween decorations

1 MI

Winter

Christmas trees and decorations

Trees

, Shrubs

RESOURCES
AMMO.

B Local garden center operators, owners or managers

Pinney)
Center

C. Local garden center operators or managers

, Pinney, Garden Center Operation

621.
313

64:,)



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUEUNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES

D. Wait on a customer in a manner acceptable to the

industry.

1. Provide a customer with adequate knowledge

about a given product either by personal

knowledge or by providing the custober

with adequate written information, e,g,,

information sheets, brochures, product

labels, etc,

a. Identify at least five of each of the

following types of plants sold: (1) trees

shrubs, bedding plants, ground covers.

b. With the use of appropriate references,

provide the customer with recommended

uses, climatic adaptations, planting

dates, planting depths, etc,, for the

major plants sold.

c. Identify the major tools sold,

d, Adjust and demonstrate the safe operatic)t

ofTialor pfef equipment sold,

e. When given appropriate charts or ref-

erences, select a recommended insecticidc

for the more common insects which attack

ornamental plants,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

D. Seek occupational work experience as a sales-

person in a local garden center.

1. Simulate customer and salesperson.

a, Conduct an identification contest in a

local garden center plant department,

b, Obtain, use and file a reference.which

provides recommended uses, climatic

adaptations, planting dates, planting,

depths, etc,, for the major plants'sold,'

c. Conduct an identification contest in the

tool department of a local garden center,

Observe demonstrations of and practice.

the safe operation of the major types.

of equipment sold.

e, Observe deionstrations of and practice

using insecticide charts 'or other raf-,..

erences to provide the customer with

insect control information,

"^""^'

4!

314



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB.UNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management
wommialummotwookr

TOPICS RESOURCES

D. Waiting on a customer

1. Providing product knowledge

a. Identifying plants

b. Providing product knowledge about

ornamental plants

c. Identifying tools

d. Demonstrating equipment

e. Providing the customer with insect con-

trol information

D. Ernest, Basic Salesmanship.

. Walsh/Joy/Hoover. Selling Farm and Garden

Supplies.

, Symonds/Barraws. The Shrub Identification

Book.

Symonds/Barrows. The Tree Identification

Book.

. Robinson. Useful Trees and Shrubs.

.
Interstate Printers and Publishers. Tool

Identification Kit.

.
Manufacturer's or owner's manuals.

.
Clemson University Cooperative Extension

Service.

, Agricultural Chemical Handbook

Insect and Disease Identification Sheets -

CE Series 1-28.



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUMIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES

vomiellaminiemmomw
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

f. When given appropriate references or

charts, select a recommended disease

control chemical for a select plant

disease.

g. When given appropriate references or

charts, select a recommended herbicide

for a given grass or weed.

h. When given appropriate references or

charts, advise a customer as to recom-

mended seed varieties, planting times,

depths and distances.

2. Greet a customer in a manner acceptable to

the industry.

a. List at least three factors to consider

in greeting a customer.

b.

3. Fill out a typical sales slip in a manner

acceptable to the industry,

4. Operate a typical cash register used in a

garden center in a manner acceptable to the

industry.

f. Observe demonstrations of and practice

using disease control information charts

or references to select recommended

plant disease control,

Observe demonstrations of and practice

using herbicide charts or references to

provide information on weed control,

g.

h. Observe demonstrations of and practice

using seed charts or other references

to provide customers with recommended

seed varieties, planting times, planting

depths, planting distances, etc.

if .111

2, Observe demonstrations of and practice

greeting customers in an acceptable manner.

, Critique greetings provided by salespersor

and analyze these greetings it terms of

content,

3. Observe demonstrations of and practice fill-

ing out a sales slip.

4. Observe demonstrations of and practice

operating a typical cash register.

5



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUBUNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

TOPICS

-imam* Its.

f. Providing the customer with plant disease

control information

g. Providing the customer with herbicide

information

h. Providing the customer with information

about seed

2. Greeting the customer

3, Filling out a sales slip

4. Operating a cash register

S. WI

317'

RESOURCES

f. Clemson University Cooperative Extension

Service..

Agricultural Chemical Handbook

Insectand'Disease-Identification---,

Sheets - CE Series 1-28

Clemson UniVersity COoperative Extension

Service.

4ricultural Chemical Handbook

h. Seed dealer guides or charts.

Walsh/Joy/Hoover. __i__LLGEletass_SellinParmai,

Ernest. Basic SalesmanshIp.



UNIT: Ilower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management
SUBIJNIT:

Garden Center Operation and Managment

E, Prepare an advertisement program for a typical

prden center which would be acceptable to the

industry.

631

1, Prepare a newspaper ad for a selected pro-

duct which would be acceptable to industry.

2, Prepare a sales display for a selected pro-

duct which would be acceptable to the in-

dustry,

E. As a class or small group project, prepare an

advertisement plan for a typical garden center,

1. Collect and critique local newspaper ads,

, Practice preparing newspaper ads to promote

the sales of various products,

2, Critique the sales displays in local garden

centers.

As a class or small group project, prepare

a sales display for a selected product(s).

A

Ar



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUR.UNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

. TOPICS

E. Preparing an advertisement program

1. Preparing a newspaper ad

2, Preparing a sales display

RESOURCES

Antrim,- Advertisiq.

Walsh/Joy/Hoover. Selliq Farm and Garden

LULL-

319
634



UNIT: Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SURNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

OBJECTIVES

F. Plan a recommended maintenance program for

ornamental plats displayed and sold by the

typical garden center.

1. List and/or cite a reference which gives

the environmental requirements for a given

or selected house plant while being held

for sale,

2. List and/or cite a reference which lists the

environmental requirements of a given or

selected shrub while being held for sale.

3. List and/or cite a reference which lists the

environmental,requirements (temperature,

humidity, light) of a given or selected tre

4. List and/or cite a reference which lists the

environmental requirements (temperature,

humidity, light) of a given or selected

bedding plant or ground cover plant.

5. Determine when a selected ornamental plant

needs watering.

6, Water a selected or given ornamental plant

in a manner acceptable to the industry,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

f. As a class or small group project, plan a

maintenance program for a given ornamental

plant displayed and sold by the typical garden

center,

1. Obtain, USE and file references which pro-

vide environmental requirements of a given

or selected house plant(s).

2. obtain, use and file references which pro-

vide recommendations for maintaining shrubs.

3. Obtain, use and file references which pro-

vide recommended practices for maintaining

trees.

4. 'Obtain, use and file references which pro-

Vide recommended practices for maintaining

bedding plants or ground cover plants.

5. Observe demonstrations of and practice de-,

termining the need for watering ornamental

plants.

6. observe demonstrations of and practice

watering ornamental plants.

7.



UNIT: Elmer Shopand Garden Center Operation and Management

SUB-UNIT: Garden CenterOperationand Management

TOPICS RESOURCES

F. Preparing a maintenance program for orramental

plants

1. References which give recommendations for

maintaining house plants

2. References which give recommendations for

maintaining shrubs

3. References which give recommendations for

maintaining trees

4. References which give recomiendations for

maintaining bedding plants and ground cover

plants

5. Determining the need for watering plants

6. Watering plants

711 OoOdi

flat

F. PSU. Landscape Maintenance and Establishment.

. Local garden center operators or managers.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Flaw Shop and Garden Center Operation and Management

SIBUNIT: Garden Center Operation and Management

BOOKS

Antrim, William H. Advertising.. NY: Gregg

Division/McGraw-Till Book Co., Inc., 1970.

Ernest, John W. Basic Salesmanship. NY: Gregg

Division/McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1969.

Robinson, Florence B. Useful Trees and Shrubs.

Champaign, ILL: Garrad Publishing Co., 1960.

Symonds, George W. The Shrub Identification Book.

NY: M. Borrows and Co. 1958,

Symonds, George W. The Tree Identification Book.

NY: M. Borrows and Company, 1958.

Smith, Cary R. Display and Promotion, NY: Gregg

Division/McGraw Hill, Inc., 1970.

Walsh, L.A.; Joy, R.D. and Hoover, N.K. Selling

Farm and Garden Supplies. NY: Gregg Division/

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971.

BOOKS

Pinney, John'J. oplatiEu Garden Center,

Washington, D. C.: American Association of

.Nurserymen, Inc.

STUDENT HANDBOOKS - TEACHER'S GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agricultural Education, University Park, PA 16802.

Landsce e'Maintenance and Establishment - A

Student Handbook

Landscape Maintenance and Establishment - A

TeaChit'd-Guidi

322

BULLETIII

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service,

Clemson University, Clemson, S.C. 29631.

Agricultural Chemical Handbook

Insect and Disease Identification Sheets

CE.Series_1-28

,

640

A



UNIT: Basic Selling

SUBUN1T:

CalfrINEO: The student will be able to:

1, Plan a sales program for a typical horticultural business.

III Ws



UNIT: Basic Selling

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I Plan a sales program for a typical horticultural 1. As a class or small group project, plan an adver-

business, tising program for a hypothetical or actual horti-

cultural business.

A, Plan an advertising program for a typical and/or

actual garden center or flower shop.

1. When given several newspaper ads ranging

from very good to very poor, rank them

accordingly,

2. When given several radio and/or TV com-

mercials dealing with flowers or plants

which range from good to poor, rank them

accordingly.

3. List at least 3 criteria for evaluating a

given type of advertisement..

Plan a product and/or window display for a

given or typical flower shop or garden center.

When shown pictures of three products .

and/or show window displays, rank them in

order Of effectiveness.

2. List at leaat_five_criteria,uaeLin_eval_

uating a product display.

31 6110

324

Interview the local.flOri6L or nurseryman to

determine the advertising program used.

As a small group or individual project, prepare

radio ads, newspaper ads or TV commercials and

present them to the class.

Obtain catalogs of ads, TV commercials and other

promotional materials available from horticultural

product manufacturers.

As a class or small group project, plan an equip-

ment and/orshow room display for a horticultural

business.

While visit.Ing local florist or garden centers,

observe the products and/or show window displays.

. Obtain equipment and show room display suggestions

fromJhe,major_flotisIxoduas_menufacOrgs,,



'UNIT: Nic Selling

SUB.UNIT:

RESOURCES

Planning sales promotion

A.' Advertising program

Newspaper ads

TV commercials

8, Product display

. Shbwroom displays

. Yard displays

615 325

Pfahl, The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 15.

Rouse and Nolan. Fundamentals_of Advertilka.

Local agribusiness salesmen

Sales promotion division of.horticultural

products manufacturers

B. Pfahl, The Retail Florist Business, Chapter

7 & 8.

Robinson, Blacker and Logan, Store Salesmanship

Wingateind Nolan, ENITatacligliaa,

Sales proMotion division of hortiCultural

products. manuficturers

'VOWS



UNIT: Basic Selling

SUB.UNIT:

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Plan a sales approach for selling a typical

and/or given type of agricultural product.

1. List at least five criteria for evaluating

a sales approach.

List the five steps used in a typical sales

approach.

3. When given demonstrations of sales approaches,

select and label those selected as appropriate

by an experienced salesperson.

4. List at least five recommended items to check

before meeting the customer.

5. When given demonstraticas of customer greet-

ings, select and label those selected as

appropriate.by an authority on the subject,

e.g.; book, instructor, experienced sales

person, etc.

a. List at least five criteria to use in

evaluating a customer greeting.

b. List at least five recommended things

to do when greeting a customer.

. Observe demonstrations of person-to-person sales

techniques.

As a class project, pir up students and have one

student role play the part of the salesperson

while the other plays the role of customer.

Analyze sales approaches according to a five step

technique (see reference for five steps).

. Observe-demonstrationS of and/or simulate an .appro7

,priate sales gr,ting. Have the class Critique:the

demonstrations.

i
6. When given demonstrations of the presentation

of products to a customer, select and label

those selected as appropriate by an authority.

rinnl

. Observe demonstrations of and/or simulate the pre-

sentation of products to a customer. Have the

class critique the demonstration.

326



.00T: Basic Selling

TOPICS

C. Planning the sales approach

lig '14

1, Criteria for evaluation

2, Steps in making a sales

Sales approach

4, Presales preparation

5, keeting the customer

.
Criteria for evaluating a sales greeting

Major points to consider when greeting

customer'l

4

6. Presenting the product

649 327 1

C, 1-6 Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business,

Chapter 17.

. Robinson, Blacker And Logan, Storejalesmanship,

Chaptersi and 2,

Wingate and Nolan. ....2Fuieentallsijella

Chapters 13 and 14.

Robinson, Blacker and Logan, Store Salesmanship

Chapter 3.

Wingate and Nolan, ita1ssjj.e_L_aniFundamal,

Chapter 16.

Local horticultural salesmen

650



I

lfla Basic Selling

SUBUNIT:

. OBJECTIVES

a. List at least, five criteria for evaluating

the presentation of products to a customer.

b. List at least three means of relating a

product to the needs of a customer.

C. foil

7, When given demonstrations of overcoming sales

resistance, select and label those selected

as appropriate by an authority.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

, Observe demonstrations of and/or simulate overcoming

sales resistance. Critique the demonstrations.

a. List at least.five criteria for evaluating Invite a social studies teacher to discuss the

methods used to overcome the customer's psychology of sales.

resistance.

b. List the five iteaG of sales resistance

about which the customer must make a

decision.

C. #4.1

8. When given demonstrations of closing a sale, Observe demonstrations of and/or simulate the closing

select and label those chosen as appropriate of a sale. Have the class critique the demonstra-

by an authority, dons.

9.

a. List at least five criteria for evaluating

a sales closing.

List.at_least fivejecommended steps to

closing a sale.

ell 0101

1111,1 I 11111

li

328



UNIT: rai r, Selling

SUB.UNIT:

TOPICS
RESOURCES

a. Criteria for evaluating presentation

b. Means of relating product to o.ed

C$ d$S1

7. 'Overcoming sales resistance

a. Criteria for evaluating salesman per-

formance

b. Types of sales resistance

CO 440,1

8. Closing a sales

a. Criteria for evaluating a closing sale

b. Steps in clos'ing a sale

CS SOS.

9, OW

653

7, Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 17.

Robinson, Blacker and Logan. Store Salesmanship,

Chapter 4.

Wingate and Nolan. Fundamentals of Selling,

Chapter 17.

Local retail florist or garden center operators

8 Pfahl. The Retail Florist Business, Chapter 17.

329

Robinson, Blacker and Logan. Store Salesmanship

Chapters 5; 6 and 7.

Wingate and Nolan. Fundamentals of,Selling.,

Chipte): la.

Local retail florist or garden center operators.

654



RESOURCES

UNIT: Basic Selling

SUBONIT:

BOOKS

Robinson, Blacker and Logan. Store'Salesmanship.

Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc,707-

edition.

Rouse and Nolan. Fundamentals of Advertisill,

Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publishing Company,

6th edition,

Wingate, J,W, and Nolan, C.A. Fundamentals of

Selling. Cincinnati, Ohio: Southwestern Publish-

ing Company, 7th edition, 1974,

Pfahl, Peter B. The Retail Florist Business,

Danville, Ill: The Interstate Printers and

Publishers, Inc.

FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS

BULLETINS
TRANSPARENCIES

el-



UNIT: Retail Flower Shopand Garden Center Operation

SUB-UN1T: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECT1VE(S): The student will be able to:

I. Compor rmd contrast the career opportunities in flower shop

or 0 center operations,

II. List some of the ways in which a career in this area comple-

ments or fails to complement life goals.

III.

658



UNIT: RetailFlower Shop or Garden Center Operation

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The student will be able to:

I. Comore and contrast the career opportunities re-

lated to retail flower shopor garden center opera-

tions.

A. List the major career opportunities related to

retail flower shopor garden center operations.

Classify the career opportunities as to occupa-

tional levels, i.e., professional, technical, etc

C. List the major competencies required for at least

one career related to each of the Major occupa-

tional areas.

D. List the major activities performed by a person

employed imt least one occupation associated

with each ot the major occupational areas.

E. J'q the educational requirements of at least one

in each of the major occupational areas.

F. I

IMMINaftlawkoWs01

Interview people employed in careers related to

retailflowcr shop or garden center operations.

Prepare an in-depth report on at least two occupa-

tions related to retail flower shopor garden center

operations which are of special interest.

Perform and/or observe some of the more typical task

encountered by people employed in the jobs which are

of greatest interest to you.

Arrange to spend an afternoon or full day with a

person employed in one of these businesses.

. Seek occupational work experience in a xeiail flower

shop or garden r'cRter.

. If the occupation of your choice requires further

schooling, investigate, with the help of your

guidance counselor or teacher, the availability

of such a school.



UNIT: RetailFlower Shopor Garden Center Operation

SUBAIT: Ex lorin Career 0 ortunities

TOPICS RESOURCES

I. Career opportunities in or related to retail

flower shopor garden center operations.

A. Careers

Store Owner

Store Manager

Floral Designer

Sales Person

Bookkeeper

B, Occupational classification

Owner

Manager

Worker

a...

Competencies needed

D, Training needed

Local people employed in retail flower shopor

garden center operations,

Hoover, Agricultural

Chapter XI,

FSU, Retail Flowershop Operation andManagement.

Society of American Florist. Suite H-220, Sheraton

Park Hotel, Washington, D. C. 20008

I VVIIV



04fr: Retail Flower Shop or Garden Center Operation

SUB-UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

OBJECTIVES LEARMNG ACTIVITIES

II. List some of the ways in which a chosen career in

this area complements Or fails to complemnt life

goals,

II. Participate in a class debate of life goals.

A. List the ways in which a chosen career benefits Prepare a short paper concerning the ways in which

society, a chosen career complements or fails to complement

life goals.

B. List the ways in which a chosen career Might

benefit the student.

334

Sponsfr retail floral day at school or sponsor a

spcal school activity where students would actually

set up a mini-floral shop and operate it for one day.

This could tie in with other environmental activities

of the school and the community.

664



UNIT: Retail Flower Shop or Garden Center Operation

SUB-UN.IT loth Career Opportunities

TOPICS

II. Career benefits

A. fenefits to society

B. 1:1nef its to the individual

CI fIff

IlIf .01f

665
335

RESOURCES
.01111111

Hoover. Handbook of Agricultural Occupations,

Chapter XI.



RESOURCES

UNIT: Retail Flower Shopor Garden Center Operation

SUB.UNIT: Exploring Career Opportunities

r.

BOOKS

Hoover, Norman K. Handbook of Asricultural Occu-

pations. Danville, ILL: The Interstate Printers

and Publishers, Inc., 2nd edition, 1969.

FILMS AND FIL MSTRIPS

=01011010110.1010./No0011.111MinftlINIMMIIIM.

STUDENT HANDBOOKS AND TEACHER GUIDES

The Pennsylvania State University, Department of

Agriáultural Education, University Park, PA:

18602,

Retail Flowershop Operation and Management

TRANSPARENCIES

6 7 336
668



APPENDIX A

EQUIPMENT LIST

ORNAMENTAL HORTICULTURE and

TURF AND LAWN MANAGEMENT

Items with one asterisk (*) are for Turf and Lawn Management Itlx. Items with two asterisks (**)

are for Ornamental Horticulture caly.., If an item has no asterisk by it, it is recommended for both

programs.

QUANTITY ITEM DESCRIPTION
UNIT COST 'MAL COST

1 Tractor
30-40 HP, industrial model,

3 pt. hitch, gasoline
$6,500,00 $6,500,00

I ea, Disc Harrow
20 disc harrow

700.00 100,00

1 ea, Drag Harrow
8' wide

250,00 250,00

1 ea, Scrape Blade
6' long utility

130,00 130,00

1 ea. Loader
Front-end

1,600.00 1,600,00

I ea, Seeder-Fertilizer

Spreader
700 lb, capacity

375,00 375,00

I ea, *Mower
Flail-type 6'

1,000.00 1,000.00

I ea, Mower
Bush Hog

700.00 700,00

1 ea. Post Hole Digger
9" auger

400.00 400,00

1 Roto Tiller
5 HP Roto Tiller (Tractor)

310,00 310.00

2 Wheelbarrow
General purpose steel

(4 cu, ft, cap.)
45,00 90400

669



671

UANTITY ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL COST

Shredder 1/2 HP Soil Shredder (electric motor) 251.90 251.90

1 **Sterilizer Soil sterilizer (121/2 amp. 120V),

24 hr. capacity, approx. 1 yards 225.00 225.00

1 Sprayer 20 gallon power sprayer with

porcelainized tank and 15' hose 277.65 277.65

1 Sprayer 3 gallon, hand, compression

rusp resistant 19.95 19.95

Duster Garden, aluminum 46.20 46.20

1 Lawn Roller 24" diameter x 30" long, water-filled 47.00 47.00

6 Respirator Dust 3.08 18.48

6 Respirator Spray 4.12 24.72

1 Seeder Cyclone, centrifugal 29.50 29.50

1 Seeder Drop-type (3-4') 25.08 25.08

6 **Grafting Knives Grafting and budding 8,25 49.50

4 **Saws 14" pruning 4.35 17.40

2 **Pole Pruner 18' pole pruning saw 18.70 36.60

12 **Pruning Shears Hand pruner 6.55 78.60

6 **Pruning Shears 26" lopper 9.90 59.40

6 **Pruning Shears Long-handled 21" hedge shear 8.57 51.42

6 Hoes Garden hoe 4.95 29.70



UANTITY ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL COST

4 Shovels Straight neck, round point 5.94 23.76

3 Shovels D-handle, square point, 10" 9,02 27.06

3 Shovels D-handle, normal point 9.02 27.06

4 **Shovels D-handle, long blade with steel

strap (transplanting) 20.30 81.20

12 **Trowel Transplanting 1.48 17,76

12 **Cultivators Hand cultivator, 3 curved prongs

with 12" handle 2.06 24.72

4 Rakes Garden rake 5.22 20.88

4 Rakes Lawn and leaf 4.05 16.20

2 Rakes Lawn and grading (30" wide) 14.30 28.60

1 Rake Thatching rake 5.60 5.60

2 Sod Edger Round blade with 4 handle 5.20 10,40

Sod Tamper 8" x 8" with 4' handle 14.70 14.70

**Bulb planter- D-handle with foot rests 3.69 3.69

1 Soil Auger 42" long, 6" bit 20.85 20.85

2 Axes 31/2" single bit
5.59 11.18

1 Power Saw Chain saw with bow blade 350,00 350,00

2 Mattocks 5 lb,
5,77 11.54

673
339
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UANTITY ITEM 'DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL COST

4 Forks 6 tine manure fork with 41/2' handle 8,3 34,00

2 Diggers Post hole digger 7.80 15.60

1 Kit Soil testing.(Sudbury) 55.50 55.50

1 **Trimmer Electric hedge 35.00 35,00

1 Reel Truck hose reel for garden hose 21,32 21.32

4 Hangers Garden hose hangers 1.00 4.00

2 **Openers Can opener 1,10 2,20

15 **Snips Can snips to open side of can 4.34 65.10

1 **Opener Multiple can punch for opening drain

holes in nursery cans 89,90 89.90

20 Drawing Sets Mechanical drawing set to contain

the following:

1 ea. 24" x 36" metal edge drawing board 15.84

1 ea. 36" lucite edge, maple T-square 6,96

1 ea.._ 12" boxwood architect's scale 3.05

1 ea. 30 x 60° acrylic triangle (10") .60

1 ea. 45 x 90° acrylic triangle (8") .60

1 ea. 12" French curve .65

1 ea. Sandpaper pencil pointer .30

1 ea. 6" protractor 2.80

2 ea. Drawing pencil (4 H) @ .15 ea. .30

2 ea. Gum erasers @ .12 ea. .24

1 ea. Erasing shield .36

1 ea. Dry clean pad 1.02

2 ea. Drafting tape 3/4" x 40' @ 1.86 ea. 3.72

36.44 728.80

4 Garden Hoses 3/4" x 25' length 9.90 39.60



UANT1TY ITEM DESCRIPTION UN I ;

4 **Electric Cables Heating cables for hot beds,

50' length 7.53 30,12

4 **Lamps Gro-lux lamps, 4' long 48.00 192.00

Brush Hook Double edge 9,07 18.14

1 Saw 30" bow 4,23 4,23

4 **Cruiser Sticks Biltmore-Cruiser, 37" 5,95 23,80

2 **Increment Borer 11" bore 78.70 157,40

1 **Psychrometer Sling psychrometer (tests relative

humidity) 15.67 15.67

1 Thermometer Soil thermometer 10.78 10,78

1 Hand Level Hand sighting level 66.00 66,00

1 **Proportioner Automatic fertilizer proportioner 109,40 109,40

20 **Kits Plan 'n Plant Landscape 3D Kit 6,00 120,00

1 Mower 21" rotary mower 100.00 100,00

1 Mower 21" reel mower 147.00 147.00

1 *Mower 3 gang fairway mower 1,865.00 1,865,00

1 *Mower
Greens mower with air cooled engine,

electric starter (60" cutting width) 710.00 710.00

1 *Top Dresser 40" spreading width 1,580.00 1,580.00

1 *Mat Drag mat
130,00 130.00



UANTITY INK DESCRIPTION

1 *Verticutter Thatch control, power rake 325.00 325.00

1 *Aerator Fine turfaerator for golf greens 1,670.0 1,670,00

1 *Spiker Power disc spiker for golf greens 780,00 780:00

1 *Edger edger 100.00 100,00

1 *Whipping Pole 3 rod for whipping dew 17,00 17.00

1 *Hole Cutter Foot ejector hole cutter for cups

(6" scalloped cut) 28.00 28,00

1 *Sod Cutter 12" wide x 21/2" cut 890.00 890,00

2 *Rakes Sand trap rake, 36" wide 15.00 30.00

1 *Grinder Lawn mower precision (1 man unit)

grinder (for reel blades) 845.00 845,00

*Lapper Modern lapping machine for reel

blades 130,00 130.00

Plugger Turf plugger, 21/4" diameter core

to 2 3/8" depth, 32" handle 22,00 22,00

1 *Sweeper 36" swath, pull type (pick up

clippings) 250.00 250.00

1 Shredder Leaf shredder, 5 HP gasoline 300.00 300.00

1 *Kit Irrigation kit for golf courses

(Toro from E.J. Smith & Sons Co.) 2,500,00 ,500.00

2 Benches Work, 2 man 176.00 352.00



QUANTITY ITEM

1 Cleaner

1 Compressor

Grinder

1 Hoist

1 Monorail

1 Welder

1 Welder

1 Brace

1 set Bits

1 Bit

1 set Chisels

1 Drawknife

1 Bar

Plane

2 Saws

1 Saw

1

DESCRIPTION

Steam, Jenny TIC or equiv. 625,00 625,00

Air, 40-100 psi, 12 gallon tank,

1 cylinder, 3/4 HP motor 240,20 240,20

General purpose bench, 11 HP 192,50 192,50

Chain, 2 ton capacity 328,90 328,90

2 ton capacity 68.00 68,00

Arc, 200V, 20% duty cycle 212,52 212,52

Oxyacetylene, medium duty 140,00 140,00

Ratchet, 10" Swing 10,76 10,76

Auger-, 1/4"-- 1"-(by 1/8's)
28.00-- 28,00

Countersink, rose head - 3/4" x 5" 1.32 1.32

Wood, heayy duty, le - 1" (by 1/4's) .9.19 9,19

10" blade 6,00 6,00 '

Wrecking, gooseneCk, 18" .72 .72

Smoothing plane; 9"
6.60 6,60

Hand, rip, 51/2 pt, 26" 8,30
16.60

Coping, 60 blade 1 82 1.82

1 Saw Keyhold (10 points) 2,20 2.20

Square Framing, 16" x 24" 11,08 11.08



i_yLIMMIrEM.TION=15..L.......10.141240
1 Square Sliding, T-bevel 10" 3,12 3.12

1 Square Combination, 12" 4.95 4,95

1 set Screwdriver Set of Bits; 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" 3.23 3.23

1 set Screwdriver thillips, 6", 8", 10" 3.23 3,23

1 set Pile' Mill files, 6", 8", 10" 3,80 3.30

1

,

Pile WoOd rasp, 12" 5.61 5.61

1 Scraper Wood, 3" blade 5.63 5,63

1 Oilstone Combination, 6" x 2" 42,85 42 85

1 Mallet Carpenter's, 16 oz. 2,53 2,53

1 Knife PuttY 1.27

?

1,27

1 set Bits Expansion, 7/8" - 3" 8,47 8.47

2 Clamps Adjustable bar, 3' - 8' 5.06 10.12

2 Clmo; "C" clamps, 5" 7,65 15,30

2 'limo

,

16 oz., curved. claw 4.80
,9.,60

1 . Saw Miter saw, DI points 17,49 17.49

2 Tapes Return tape, 12' 5.17 10,34

2 Rults Extension rule, 6' 5.00 10.00

2 Tapf* Steel tape, 100' 13.20 26,40

2 Bobs Plumb bob, 12 oz. 3.80 7.60

4+;
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ENTITY

1

2

2

2

2

12

3

2

2

1

1

6

2

I set

1

I set

2

2

ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT COSTI

Level Carpenter's level, 18" and 24" 8,20 8,20

Chalkline Self-chalking, 50' 2,75 5,50

Piles Bastard, flat (I ea, of 8" and 10") 1.65 3,30

Files Bastard, round, 8" and 10" 1.65 3,30

Piles Slim.taper, 6" .77 1,54

Files Pile handles, assorted sizes .50 6,00

Brush Paint brush (I ea, of 2", 3", 4" b.57' 13,6

Cutter Glass cutter .83 1,66

Briishes Wire brushes, 71/4" x 2 7/8" 1,10 2,20

Vise Woodworking, 4" x 10" jaws,

open 12" 37.48 37,48

Anvil Steel, 100 lbs. with stand 120..00 120,00.

Chisels Cold, le, 3/8", 1/2", 5/8", 3/4", 1" 1,16 6,96

Punches Center punch, 1/2" x 6" 1,27 2,54

Hammer Ball pein (12, 20, 24 oz.) 11.00 11,00

'Hammer

Extractor

Sledge, 6-8 lbs,

Screw extractors Nos-1-6

10.73 .

3.91

10,73

3,91

Hammers Chipping hammer for welder 2 20 4,40

,

Brushes Welder's bruSh 28" handle 32 1.44'



1JANT1TY ITEM

,,

2 pair Gloves

4 Goggles

4 Goggles

4 Helmets

1 Torch

1 Snips

1 Soldering iron

1 Rivet Kit

1 set Pipe Dies

1 set Pipe Dies

1 Cutter

1 Cutter

1 Reamer

I Wrench

1 Wrench

1 Vise

1 Pliers

1 Screwdriver

Screwdriver

DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL COST

Welding gloves, leather 4.73 9.46

Chipping and grinding, cup type 3.96 17.84

Welding, cup type 14.96

Welding helmet 15.07 60.28

Propane, tipsAnd tank 9.40 9 40

Tinners snigs, straight 3.90 3.90

Electric, removable tips, 300 watts 14.85 14.85

Includes toads and rivets 24 14

1" - 2" 44 24

Ratchet type, 14" - 1" 43.89

Pipe, 14" . 11/4" 21.56

Copper tubing, 3/16" - 1 1/8" 3.79

Burring bit brace 11.16

Pipe wrench, 18" 10.64

Pipe wrench, 12" 6.62

Pipe, 1/8" - 2" 25.63

Electrician, side cutting, 7" 4.68

Electrician, 3" 1.38

Electrician 6" 1.74

24 14

44.24

21.56.

3.79

11.16

10.64

6.62

25.63

4.68

1.38

1.74



1 Light

1 Groover

1 Jointer

1 Level

Test light 14,28 14.28

Concrete sidewalk 1.32 1.32

Concrete sidewalk 2.86 2,86

Mason's level, 48" aluminum 21.78 21,78.

1 Line ,Mason's nylon line 100' .88 .88

1 Trowel Brick, 11" 5.55 5.55

1 Trowel Pointing trowel, 5" 1.87 1.87

.,

1 Trowel Cementer's trowel, 11" 5,55 5,55

1 set Punch Center punches 6.82 6.82

1 set Assorted Pliers needle nose, diagonal channel lock,

vise-grip (one each) 11,00 11,00

J. set Screwdriver Machines, 6" 8",, 10" 7.10
7.10

1 set Wrench Socket and box-end combination 22,18 22.18

I set Wrench Allen (hex-head) 1 08 1 08

1 set Wrench Spark plug 3.57 3.57

2 Cans 5-gallon 13,80 27,60

Cans 1 gallon 10.07 20,14

2 Cans Oilers, 1/3 - 1/2 pint .70 1.40

1 Grease Gun Pressure, lever type, 16 oz. 6.05 6,05

7';',Z;



UANTITY ITEM DNSCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL COST

1 Light

1 Charger

1 Cable

2 Lights

Timing light

Battery charger (61? - 12V)

32.39 32.39

58.40 58.40

Jumper cables 16.22 16.22

Service light, 25' cord, bulb shield 5.00 10.00

1 Tire Gauge Heavy duty 3 52 3.52

1 set Wrench Drive socket
1

75.57 75.57

1 set Metric Sockets 1/2" drive 8.50 8.50

1 set Wrench Open end, 5/16" - 1" by 16ths 32.93 32.93

1 set Wrench Box end 5/16" - 1" by 16ths 48.24._ NA

1 set Metric Wrenches CoMbination, 6mm to 24mm

1 Wrench Adjustable, 8"

1 Wrench Adjustable, 10"

1 set Wrench 3/8",drive socket with 13/16"

deep socket

1 Wrench Torque, 3/8" drive 0-600 in. lbs.

1 Wrench Briggs & Stratton starter clutch

wrench

Holder Eriggs & Stratton flywheel holder
..., ,

,

1 Gauge Spark plug, wire

Tool .Ignitiontool get,(small engine).

1

28.18 28.18,

4.56 4.56

4.67 4,67

11.34 11.34

15.75 15.75

4.00 4.00

6.00 6 00

5,80 5.80

21.40_ A:L.07



QUANTITY, ITEM DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL COST

1 Tester Coil tester 69.00 69.00

1 Dresser Wheel dresser 39.39 39.39

1 set Drill Bits High speed 1/16" - 1/2" by 64ths,

1/2" - 1" by 8ths 36.80 36.80

I set Drill Bits Masonry drills, 1/4" - 3/4" by 16ths 18.48 18.48

1 Drill Portable, electric 1/4" 64,50 64.50

1 Drill Portable, electric, 3/4" 84,70 84.70

6 pair Gloves Rubber gloves for handling chemicals 3,80 10.80

1 Bottle Eye-wash bottle 8.50 8.50

1 Kit First Aid (Industrial model for

Mechanics) 31,20 31 20

1 Kit First Aid (Contractor model for

outdoors) 19,10 39.10

**Signs "DANGER - KEEP OUT" 1,69 3.38

1 **Nozzle Seedling nozzle (mist) 2,95 2,95

1 **Nozzle .Water breaker 2.16 2.16

2 **Extension Handi-reach hose extensions

(1 ea. 36", 48") 3 50 7.00'

2 Nozzle Squeeze handle 2,20 4.40

-3- -Cutter---- -156 68



UANTITY ITM4 DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL iST

I set Funnels Assorted 10,00 10.00

1 Cabinet Storage cabinet, fire proof,

flaomable material (not needed if

flammable storage area is provided) 350,00 350,0t

1 Fire Extinguisher 21,30 71,3Q

1 Sprinkler Oscillating 8,80

1 Sprinkler Impulse 12,05 12.05

1 set *Tee markers red, white, and blue - 1 ea. 20,00 20,001

1 set *Golf clubs 200,00 200,0,1

1 *Golf ball cup Metal 7,50 7.50

1 *Flag pole & flag For golf green 20,00 20,00

1 Transit-level With tripod, plumbob, & rod 150..00 150.00

1 **Refrigerator For holding cut flowers cuttings,

etc. 150,00 150.00

TOTALS: Ornamental Horticulture $20,147.47

Turf and Lawn Managemen.,$31,594.60

NOTE: All equipment must meet POSHA" Standards, Prices are approximate for August 1974,



APPENDIX B*

SELECTED LIST OF dEESSIONAL AND

TECHNICAL SOCIETIES MD ORGANIZATIONS

CONCERNED WITH ORN. ColAL HORTICULTURE

AND ITS APE:CATION

Inclusion or oillsiorri,,.if an organization or sociaty in this list does not imply !pproval or

disapproval of it, 140.Luknal information regardinglocal chapters at
lections of thse organiaations

or societies may* obtitneil by writing .directly to the 'executive secretary at the :aged zEress.

American ASSEG viiBotanical Gardens and Arboretums, Department of HorticnIture,

New Mexico Unl- .y, 30x 530, University Park, New Mexico 88070.

American Asso-lzill gglItirserymen Inc, 835 S,outhern Building, 15th and H Streets, NWi

Washington, II

American Fore y MkcLation, 919 17th Street, 'NW, Washington, DI,, C. 20006.

American HortiloaLSociety, Inc., 1600 Bladensburg, Road, NW,. Washington, D. C. 20.0N.

American Insti:I.E4flark Executives, Inc Oglesbay Park, Wheeling, West Virginia 200.:
_

American Rhodo6.H.eiton Society, 3514 North Russet Street, Portland, Oregon 97200,

American RoseSociet; 4048 Roselea Place, Columbus, Ohio 43200.

American Seed:Tr* Association,
Southern Building, Suite 803, 1030 15th Street, NW,

Washington, D. C20005.

American Society forlOrticultural
Science, Department of Horticulture, Michigan State

University, Eatt. Lansq, Michigan 48823.

*This list preparedtie Ohio Career Education and. Curriculum Management Laboratory in Agricultural

Educatiorrfortheicates-Office-ofEducation,.amentaljo___._.._.
ACurrict13LS11LnGuide'farEloolVocationalAiculture.

Columbus, :Ohio: The, Iaboratoryfor the

Ai. S. Department ofAzith, Education and Welfare, pp. 259 and 260.



American Sacie.1 of Landscai. Architects: Inc., 2000 K. Street, NW, Wasbington4 D. C. 20006,

loils7Soc1eryLof America az., P.O.. Bcr 8445, Baltimore., Mkryland 21234.

'................P2TEL_____I#or'sSocietInt=ationalPlat,. Rutgers the Stamiliversity, Depr,tment of

HOrtfulture, New Brunswick,. New Jersey :08903.

Internattual Shadelree Conterence,, 1E7 Neil Avenue, Causiol Ohio
4321t.

Menis G:4tAw Clubs of America, 50 Teton ,Street, Morrisville,'New York 13408.tats~/~0.....10.0
National Arborists_Aa.saciat*, P. Box' 426 lkoster, Ohio 4691.=kPM.......a.M.T1.
Ng_L__L j_o_f_GL_.r,__,ionaAssociatiotdenerslnc,

194 Old Country Road, Mineola, New York 11501.

NatimalLsylszolt, P. O. Drawer 281, Leesburg, Florida 32748.

NationalPark 1300 New Hampshire Avenue, NW; Washington, 14 C, 20036.

Society of American Florists, Suite H-220, Sheraton Park gag, Washington, D. C, 20008.

Society of American Foresters, Suite 300, 1010 16fh Street, 3i; Washington, D. C. 20036.

Womsn's NationaI,Parm and Garden Association, 3017 Military bad, Washington, D. C. 20015,

7 00
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The Pennsylvania State University, Department of Agricultural Education

University Park PA 16802,

Commony Used Trees Shrub Ground Covers and Vines (52 Color Slides)

Flowers

Turfgrass Identification (30 Color Slides)

Types of Turf (17 Color Slides)

Weed Identification (37 Color Slides)
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MAGAZINES:
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Plant Science

The World of Work
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